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FOREWORD

An Advisory Group on Tracer Methods in Isotope Hydrology was convened
from 27 September to 1 October 1982. As discussed at this meeting Tracer
Methods refer to the intentional introduction of a labelling species, either
radioactive or non-radioactive, into a hydrological system in order to follow
its behaviour. Such tracer methods differ from isotooe hydrological applica-
tions which depend upon varying concentrations of environmental tracers, the
introduction of which is beyond the control of the investigator. These latter
methods tend to be called Environmental IsotoDe Techniques when the tracers
are the isotopes of the water molecule and other isotopes present in a chemical
form dissolved in water.

The first isotope hydrological applications involved Tracer Methods using
radioisotopes for measuring the discharge of rivers. This type of application
was followed by techniques involving injection of tracers into wells in order
to obtain information on groundwater parameters such as velocity and direction.
While these techniques were being pioneered in the early 1960s, environmental
isotope techniques appeared on the scene. The principles of application were
novel and thus it was only natural that many meetings were devoted to the
discussion of different aspects of their application. However, environmental
isotope techniques have not replaced tracer methods. Bearing in mind that
tracer methods had not been the sole topic of a meeting for some time, the
Agency deemed it appropriate to convene a meeting to review the present use
and status of application of tracer methods.

The present publication brings together the working papers, and conclusions
and recommendations of different applications of tracer methods ranging from
their use in the study of the infiltration and recharge process to groundwater,
single and multi-well techniques, dynamics and water balance of lakes, to the
choice of suitable tracers and their chemical form. Another aspect of tracer
methods which has gained momentum in recent years is the use of mathematical
models for tracer flow, particularly in regard to dispersion. The aDplication
of tracer methods to sediment transport is not included as this topic is the
subject of a separate meeting.

The manuscript of this Technical Document received no editorial treatment
by the Agency.
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SINGLE WELL TECHNIQUES

W. DROST
Institut fur Radiohydrometrie,
Gesellschaft fur Strahlen- und Umweltforschung mbH,
Neuherberg, Federal Republic of Germany

Abstract

The single well technique method includes measurement of parameters
of groundwater flow in saturated rock. For determination of filtration
velocity the dilution of radioactive tracer is measured, for direction
logging the collimeter is rotated in the probe linked with the compass.
The limiting factor for measurement of high filtration velocities is the
occurrence of turbulent flow. The single well technique is used in civil
engineering projects, water works and subsurface drainage of liquid waste
from disposal sites. The radioactive tracer method for logging the vertical
fluid movement in bore-holes is broadly used in groundwater survey and
exploitation.

I. Introduction

Single well techniques aim at the determination of parameters

of groundwater flow in saturated rock. Natural groundwater flow

is usually laminar. Laminar flow implies that the velocity of flow

is proportional to the hydraulic gradient. This relationship is

known as Darcy's law, which may De expressed

Vf = v n = K J (1)

where v, = filtration velocity of groundwater
v = pore velocity of groundwater
n = effective porosity of an aquifer
K = hydraulic conductivity of an aquifer
J = hydraulic gradient

The term single well techniques implies the existence of a well

which is the most common access to an aquifer. It is assumed that

the well is developed by a circular screen and by gravel pack and

that it passes right through the aquifer to the confining bed. The

groundwater movement through the-well is considered to be stationary

and sandfree at low screen resistance. In the horizontal plane the

groundwater flow at the well is confined by two boundary stream
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lines (Fig.1). The separation of both is a multiple o of the dia-

meter of the well and depends on well construction /1, 2/:

8 K2
=t (2)

A K2 + B (2)

where A and B have approximately the same numerical value

K r 2 K r 2 2
A. = (1 ) (1 + (2) ) + (1 ) )1+ ( ) (( _ 2

1 -3 1 r2 r3

K r72 K r 2 r 2
2 1 2 1 2

B = (1 + ) (1 - (-) ) (1 1 - -) ((r2) - (-) )
1 '3 K1 r2 r3

and K1 = hydraulic conductivity of well screen
K2 = hydraulic conductivity of gracel pack
r= internal radius of well screen
r2 = external radius of well screen
r3 = radius of drilling

II. Dilution and direction logging

II.i. Principles and equipment

The determination of the filtration velocity follows the di-

lution technique. For this purpose the groundwater column in a

well screen is labelled by a radioactive tracer which is kept

well mixed. The decrease in tracer concentration yields the fil-

tration velocity vf /1/ (see dilution log in Fig.1):

1, r 1
v l t in Cn/C (3)

where C = tracer concentration at time t 

where C = tracer concentration at time t = 0
C = tracer concentration at time t

Dilution logging can be used together with direction logging. The

principle of direction logging consists of the use of a suitable

detector which records a direction log (see Fig.1) of the tracer

after it has flowed out into the aquifer. The maximum of the di-

rection log yields the groundwater flow direction. Direction

logging was introduced as tracer adsorption logging /3/. The use

of an adsorbable tracer, however, creates contamination of the

downhole instruments. Therefore we apply non adsorbable 82Br,

and log both dilution and direction using the same tool.

The tracer probe shown in Fig.1 seals off by its packers a

dilution volume of 0.5 m height in the well screen. In the di-

lution volume groundwater is labelled by 82Br with a activity of

4 to 20 i04 Bq in an initial concentration of about 50 Bq/ml (1.5-10- 3

pCi/ml). The infection occurs by a remote controlled piston



syringe and the mixing is ensured by an oscillation coil. Verti-

cal groundwater currents, which are present above or below the

packers, are separated from the dilution volume by diversion

through the by-pass of the probe.

Tracer detection occurs by a scintillation counter which is

integrated in a collimated lead shield. The collimator opening is

rotated within a few minutes through 360 ° by a motor incorporated

in the probe. It is linked with a compass which signals when the

opening passes compass needle. After tracer injection the detector

registers first the dilution and then the direction log.

By use of a probe of this design one has to correct for the

volume VI of the instruments in the dilution volume Vd by a

factor B :

B = (Vd - VI)/Vd

Further the probe distorts the flow pattern in the vertical plane by

its packers. The correction factor y for the distortion depends on

the length of the packer and can be determined as:

Y = 1 + 0.77 1 for o lc 10.5

where 1 = length of the packer, given in m.

Tracerprobe
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Fig. 1: Tracerprobe and principle for measuring filtration
velocity and flow direction of groundwater
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By introducing B and y and by rearranging with Eq. (2), Eq. (3)

can De written:

r. r, B (A K2 + B K)
____ =2 In C /C (4)

f 2y 2t 8 K2 (4)

According to Eq. (4) the measurement of vf depends on the

knowledge of K. However the influence of K on vf is negligible if

the condition K2>>K is met. In general the hydraulic conductivity

K- of tne gravel pack exceeds that of the aqulfer. At high fil-

tration velocities tnis may not be true. Then Eq. (4) should be

solved for an estimated K and then iterated for K determined as

v./J, when the hydraulic gradient J is known.

At high velocities occurence of turbulent flow is the li-

miting factor in applying Eq. (4). The critical velocity, where

lar.!nar flow changes into a turbulent one, depends on well con-

struction and ranges from 20 to 300 m/d. It must be ascertained

empirically.

At very low velocity (v.s 0.005 m/d) tracer diffusion is the

limiting factor. Correction for diffusion by

diffuson = ( D (f) ) /rl

involves the experimental determination of the diffusion coeffi-

cient D* and of the perforation function 4(f) which both depend

on well construction /4/.

Density currents due to variation in concentration or tem-

perature may also affect tracer dilution. Therefore the concentra-

tion should be kept below 4 · 10 mol/litre and its infection should

be carried out after it has reached borehole temperature.

In principle there is no lower velocity limit for direction

logging. In fact we are able to decide by the contour of the

direction log whether, at low velocity, dilution is governed

either by convective groundwater flow or by radial tracer diffu-

sion. At very high velocity the direction log can become unre-

solvable if the speed of tracer dilution exceeds that of the ro-

tation of the collimator opening.

The tracer probes we have can be used in wells whose diameter

ranges from 2 to 10 inch. At proper well design the analytical

error of a dilution log depends only on its slope. The analytical

error of the direction log arises in the determination of its

maximum and minimum. The difference of these values is ideally

1800 but may vary from 180 ° if some openings of the screen are

clogged. In general the accuracy of both logs is better than 5 %.
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The logs are invalid if vertical currents affect the dilution

process despite of all measures of their prevention.

The quantitative interpretation of dilution logs is bound to

the validity of Darcy's law in porous media. Applications in kar-

stic or fractured rock yield only qualitative data on ground-

water flow due to the lack of laws which relate in well flow to

flow in the aquifer. By the same reason the directional orien-

tation of particular fractures or Doints given by direction logs

cannot be applied to the whole aquifer. In any case, the question,

whether groundwater flows or not, can be answered.

11.2. Application

In the past dilution and direction logging was used for more

than 150 projects. The main question in applying our probe for

the determination of groundwater flow parameters is whether single

microscopic data derived from our logs can be applied to macro-

scopic studies. In general filtration velocities and flow direc-

tions differ considerably if measured in different wells and dif-

ferent depths of an aquifer. Typical frequency distributions of

vf-values for aquifers of different uniformity are given by Fig.2.

It shows that the skewness y of the histograms varies widely. y

tends to decrease with decreasing uniformity coefficient.

In some respect the interpretation of data resulting from di-

lution and direction logs can be considered as a scale problem

which is one of the fundamental problems in groundwater hydrology.

This interpretation is valid, of course, if the heterogeneity de-

tected in the test area is representative for the heterogeneity in

in the entire aquifer. However, in most practical cases such a

scale is not approachable. On the other hand our techniques have

proved to be a reliable tool in the determination of the local

heterogeneities of an aquifer and of the preferential path which

influence the local velocities.

Therefore most of our applications are encountered in small

scale civil engineering studies at all three levels: those per-

formed before construction such as feasibility studies, site in-

vestigations, and design; those performed during construction;

and those performed after construction such as maintenance and

control. Another broad category of applications involves the use

of our techniques under different boundary conditions at the site

of hydraulic and water works. Further applications are in the

delineation of protection zones as an important feature of the

development of water supplies, and the subsurface drainage of

liquid waste originated from man made or natural sources

/5, 6, 7, 8/.
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For several aquifers we compared hydraulic conductivities

K(D) derived from dilution logs with those conductivities K(P)

which are determined by the evaluation of pumping tests. Using

results from more than 20 test sites the mean K(D)-value of an

aquifer and the respective K(P)-value fit a regression line

(Flg.3)

K(P) = 0.86 K(D) - 0.0003, r2 = 0.97

This relation has proved to be valid for 2. 10- 4 m/s f K f

0.02 m/s. The K(D)-values are about 15% greater than the K(P)-

values. This is due to the different scale both techniques in-

volve. Dilution logging involves the horizontal hydraulic conduc-

tivity, whereas pumping tests involve both the horizontal and ver-

tical conductivity of an aquifer. For conductivities K ' 0.02 m/s

K(?) approaches K(D). Apparently the cone of depression and there-

fore the vertical flow contribution to a pumped well decreases at

greater conductivities.

III. Flowmeter logging of vertical fluid movement

III.1 Principles

Among all flowmeter techniques, the radloactive tracer elec-

tor - detector can be used over the widest range of conditions,

from very low to very high velocities. It is applicable for tran-

sit-time or peak-peak as well als for total-count logging in

yielding the vertical in well flow velocity or flow rate as a

function of well depth, and thus the vertical distribution of the

aquifer's hydraulic conductivity. The flowmeter log can be per-

formed in porous as well as in karstic or fractured aquifers. It

is applicable in screened wells and also in uncased boreholes in

consolidated rock. In uncased boreholes velocity must be corrected

for hole diameter /9, 10/.

Various ejector - detector devices have been described /9, 10, 11, 12/.

We use an ejector of only 22 mm in diameter, to which water tight

scintillation detectors of the same diameter can be attached in

any one of a number of combinations. Thus we are able to intro-

duce our probe in small access tubes beside the pump in a pro-

ducing well. Our tool is either kept stationary at any desired

depth of the well or moved with a constant speed for which the

log has to be corrected.

82
As tracer we use 82Br and the activity for a single dose

ranges from 4 to 40 104 Bq (about 1 to 10 .Ci), whereby the che-
-4

mical concentration is kept below 4 · 104 mol/litre. Diffusion of
82 Br sets the lower velocity limit for applvyng our flowmeter.



III.2 Application

One of the most common applications is in wells that are de-

veloped in a multi aquifer artesian system. The measurement of

vertical in well flow proved to be a reliable tool for the inter-

pretation of pumping test data, which may be invalid due to ver-

tical cross flow, as well as for the interpretation of sampling

for water quality and environmental isotopic analysis. In a single

aquifer system seepage under the foundations may induce vertical

in well flow and can thus be determined. A broad category of appli-

cation is the determination of the relative nydraulic conductivity

during recharge of water into a well. Similarly the relativ con-

tributions of an aquifer can be measured at various discharge

conditions /5, 6, 7, 9, 11, 13, 14/. Recently we participated in

a program which aimed at maintaining well yield. Flowmeter logs

were carried out in 8 wells of an industrial water supply. Each

well develops by different screen sections 3 to 5 so-called sand-

wicn aquifers In a depth of 100 to 200 m below surface. The aqui-

fer ma-trix consists of sand and gravel which are embedded within

clay, whose thickness is much greater than that of each aquifer

horizon. Tne flowmeter logs gathered after the rehabilitation

of the wells elucidate the response behaviour of the different

screen sections to various discharge rates.

A typical example of an inflow pattern to a well is given by

Fig. 4. It shows the relation between the inflow Q. through each

screen section and the total discharge Q for one of the investi-

gated wells, in which the pump is at a depth of 90 m. Within the

range of observation the results fall into three categories

which are typical for all wells we studied:

a) Tne screen of section 1 developes the water bearing strata near

the pump. Its response

Qf = 0.05 Q + 6.1

is characteristic for the first category. Its yield does not

vary much with increasing Q. At lower discharge rates its con-

tribution substantially exceeds that of the other categories.

b) The screens of section 2 and 4 are characteristic for the se-

cond category,which contributes in proportion to increasing Q

Qf = 0.6 Q - 5.8 for section 2

and Qf = 0.3 Q + 0.4 for section 4
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162 to 170 m, and 4 in 195 to 205 m depth

c) The third category is represented by section 3 the contribution

of which

Qf = 0.04 Q - 0.8

is negligible.

IV. Conclusions

Single well logging using radioactive tracers is applicable to

many tasks encountered in all phases of project development, from

the first feasibility studies to maintenance. It has proved to be

a reliable tool,of easy applicability in providing with partial

or complete answers to specific questions concerning the flow of

groundwater. Single well data reflect the microscopic flow pattern.

Therefore as many measurements-in-strategically located wells as

possible should be run. Sometimes single well logging is the only

method of obtaining hydrogeological information. However, for the

delineation of hydrological models maximum benefit can be gained

by complementing single well data by the results of classical

methods or in particular by support of the environmental isotope

approach.
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SINGLE WELL TECHNIQUES USING
RADIOACTIVE TRACERS

A. PLATA BEDMAR
Centro de Estudios y Experimentaci6n de

Obras Publicas,
Servicio de Aplicaciones Nucleares,
Madrid, Spain

Abstract

This work contains a slight revision of the techniques used
up to now in the investigation of groundwater flows, through
tests with radioactive tracers done inside a single well. The
possibilities offered by the different techniques are described,
as much in the case of granular as in consolidated media. The
limitations arising from the most common experimental conditions
and practical difficulties are both mentioned. The fields of
application of greatest importance are also related. At the end,
a description of the tests done in fifteen wells is included;
this represents different flow patterns, which have been chosen
from more than 3500 wells studied by the author.

1. INTRODUCTION

Single well technriues with radioactive tracers have been
used to obtain informat:on on the movement of ground'aters from
the flows that exist in the inside of the well or its surroundings.
Both the basic theory of these techniques and the experimental
methods have been well known for a long time, so we cannot expect
an important evolution in the future.

Logically, these techniques are of a complementary nature
and the best results are obtained when they are combined with
other technciues. Use by themselves, they hardly ever provide a
satisfactory solution to the problems posed, except in isolated
cases o£ very local studies. Nevertheless, in most cases, they
provide useful information about morphology and hydrological
behaviour in the different subsurface layers which are crossed
by the well; this information cannot always be obtained by other

means. This contrasts with the slight use which is made of these
methods of working in most countries. The main cause of this
phenomenon is the same as that which is producing the stagnation
of many others techniques based on the use of radioactive tracers.
This is of course the restrictions imposed, in all countries, on
the use of radioactive materials. The use is limited to a few
laboratories, which often do not have easy access to hydrological
problems that can be investigated with this kind of tracer. The
establishments that have-the wells do not have the radioisotopes
and vice-versa.

Although some of these tecbhn'lues can be put into practice
using tracers which are nor radioactive, the fact is that the
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radioac-ive ones do have certain imoortant advantages which favour
rhe:r use These are mainlv the following:

a) It s possible for them to be measured ":n situ" and in
very small concentrations, without any interference from
other products dissolved in the water.

b) The i mlted life of the tracer.

Tr-s work contains a summary of our experiences concerning
the suo3ect; these have been acquired through the study of between
3.500 and e.000 wells. These studies have been done over the last
15 years with different kinds of problems and geological formations.
There is nothing new in the techniques used and they have been
described by us and other authors in previous publications (I to 5).
They are briefly described in the following section.

2. MEASURING TECHNIQUES

2.1. Horlzontal flows

For the measurement of horizontal flows in aauifers through
tests done in single wells, the following procedures have been
used:

^) Pornt dilution (?D) method

As is _idely kon (',,2 and 5), this metnod is Dased on tne

decrease of concentration of the tracer injected in a stretcn of
tr-e '-el zn f.unctior- of the time as a conseucence of the ground-
~a er £1o~ The ex:oner ntl lau' tha't coverns tris dllution process
leads to tne follouing er.uat-on.

V 1, ve.&1 (1)
- a ti/lo

Where V^ = fltration velocity or Darcy velocity.

d = diametre of the well.

a = correction factor due to the distortion of
the flow lines caused by the well.

.t /^ = the time needed for the concentration of the
tracer to be reduced to 10% of its inltial
value.

A scheme of the equipment used is shown in figure 1a. The
volume of the borehole in which the tracer is injected is defined
by two packers, whose task is to prevent tracer losses caused by
possible vertical flows and by processes of diffusion or of mixing
into the wuell. The packers are, generally, formed by inflatable
rubber chambers.

An important shortcoming with this techniaue arises from its
extremely punctual nature. The method provides with a greater or
smaller margin of error, the flow velocity at a point in the uell.
To obtain a complete profile of the velocity It may be necessary
to do a large amount of measuring, if this varies with the depth,
as often happens. This can require an excessively long measuring
time if the velocity of the flo � s lo . This shortcoming can be
partly overcome dozng a test beforehand, consisting of the

18



labelling of the whole column of water, according to the method
which will be described later. The profile obtained by this method
provides a quick classification of the velocities of the water in
the different strata crossed by the well. This allows the fixing
of the most suitable distribution of the points where the velocity
measures should be made in the method we are dealing with. Hoever,
even with this procedure, several velocity tests in the same layer
might be necessary to define the average velocity or permeability.
This can occur, for example, in the case of multilayer aquifers
with thin layers of impermeable materials, which may not be
detected with the method there the whole column of water is marked.

2) Method of pumping with measurement of tracer on the surface
(PiMTS)

This is the method proposed by KAUFMANN and TODD (4), in
which the water in one volume of the well, defined by two packers,
is made to circulate to the surface with the aid of a pump
(fig. ib). The water passes through a receptacle in which a
detector is placed and it is then returned to the well. When the
flo' of water reaches a steady state, the tracer is injected and
from this point onwards, the variation of concentration is
measured in function of time. The velocity of the flow is obtained
using equation 1.

This method has the following advantages over the previous
one:

a) Non-radioactive tracers can be used without great
difficulty, as measurement can be made with samples of
water collected at the surface.

b) The length of the stretch of the well that -s Investlgated
in each zest can be modifed in accordance with the
lithologlcal profile of tne well or with the results of
the test done, as before, by marking the whole column of
water. The method provides the average velocity of the
water in this stretch, and the stratificat-on or
heterogeneous nature of the aqu-ier influence to a lesser
extent.

An important shortcoming of this method arises from the
dif£-iculty (or mrpossibil ty) in pumping water to the surPace when
the piezometric level is greater than about 7 merres. A possible
solution to this problem may be-achieved by placing the measuring
receptacle in the well near the water table or beneath this. On
the other hand, the method seems to require investigation in order
to test whether or not the continuous shaking of the water and the
eventual appearance of pressure gradients in relation to the water
in the aquifer,, caused by the pumping,- produce an additional
dilution of the tracer, thus leadlng to erroneous values in the
velocity of the groundwater flow, above all, in cases of slow
flows.

3) Single well pulse tec.hniue

This metnod has been described by BOROWCZYK et al. (3). The
tracer injec-ed lnto a well 1s allc ec to travel for a specilcl
period of ti me t-i ncorporated n r;.e groundwater flow When this
time is up, pumping Is started in ne well at a cons.ant flow of
0 and this is maintained unti- the tracer is corpletely or almost
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co- le ely recovere. 2' * is said 'o be tne recovery time as

measured -fro the b eg o cnn of tne parplngc and tne condzitons of

cyl -nr-ical s.et.ry and fu v Dpenetrating borehole are rulfilled,
we can eoauce:

C.t_ = ,. r , (2)

V, = r/t, (3)

Were r = -i-ckness of the acuifer

? = effective porosity
r = distance covered by the tracer

The pr:nc._le disadvantage with this method is the requirement

for cylindrlcal symnmetry in pumping. This symmetry is not achieved

in a high percentage of cases and, in addition, it is not possible

to say if it is achieved or not in a specific case, unless tests
are done using the injection of the tracer in piezometres near the
pum ing-well. The determining of the porosity (p) can also cause
serious problems, especially in stratfle d aiulfers

For the above-mentloned reasons, we consider that this
tecon:cue DermtS. V^ to be ob-alned only in very isolated cases,
woch have also been ell studied by others techrlqcues.
Neverthrsess, it can be useful in disersiv tv studles of acualers

Labellzng of tne iwhole cclumr. of water (LWCW'

. .i.s -ro-e.-re, tne ra. oactvea tracer is izrectec
trrou ou t e n-r. of the colurn2 of water in a ''v that Is

sho-n ar fcagre -c. A plastic -u:e inserted as far as the Dbotto

o' he bor eo e is fille d zith a volume of rad-oactive solu-ton
esu Ca to Lts intern-a capaci-y measured from the surface of the
water table. Whnen the tube is extracted at a constant velocity,
the columnr of water is marked in a vertically homogeneous way.
Attear this, successive concentration profiles are obtained in
order to determzne the losses of tracer in function of time.

The method provides a rapid view of what Is happening
throughout the column of water and this makes it possible to

obtain i rnformaion about the characteristics of groundaater flous.
7n a large perce ntase o cases, tracer losses are produced, mainly
through vertical flows derived from the shor. circ it produced by

the borehole between layers of different hydraulic potential. The

presence of these flows prevents the determining of parameter Vf,
thus !imiting the information that can be obtained to the
morphological definition of the permeable and impermeable levels
and to the possible relationship between the former ones. On the
other hand, the method has the advantages of simplicity rapidity,
versatility and low cost. On some occasions, the vertical flow can

be eliminated by placing a packer at a convenient depth, thus
making possible the measurement of the horizontal flow zn the
upper stretch of the well.

The method presented in fi- re Id is only used in the rare

cases of extremely rapid flows, in which there is no time to
extract the injection tube and put the detector in before the
crreater part of the tracer has disappeared. In this method, the
tube filled with radioactive solution and the detector are
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connected to one another. When a length of these two together
that is double the distance between the bottom end of the tube
and the detector is extracted (2 or 3 metres), this is placed in
the centre of the marked stretch. From this point on the
variation of concentration is registered in function of time.

2.2. Vertical flows

The measurement of vertical flows is usually done by means
of point injections of tracer. The experimental techniques that
are used have been described by several authors (1,2 and 5) and
they are the following:

1) The determining of the transit time of the tracer between two
detectors situated at a known distance. This method is
indicated, above all, in the case of rapid flows, for example,
greater than -l m/min. The method presents no difflculties,
except In cases of very dispersive flows, in which it is
sometries difficult to determine with precision the time when
the tracer passes the position where the detector is situated.
This happens, mainly, when the water that goes into the well
has a different density to the water already in the well.

2) In the case of flows with a greater velocity than -1 m/mnn and
of high dispersivity flows, the method that consists of the
point injection of tracer followed by the obtaining of
successive profiles of concentration through the displacement
of tne detector throughout the axis of the well, is the most
commonly used.

3) In the case or vertical uoward flow, this can be measured in
an approximate way using only one detector. To do this, tne
cetector rand te tracer inJect on tube are u- i:n snirl anezus
ll. The ou-let of this tube is situated under the detector at
a known distance from this. The injection is done from the
surface in point form. 'nhen the tracer passes in front of the
detector inside the injection tube, the first peak is produced

The second takes place when the tracer again passes in rront
of the detector dragged by the vertical flow. In the majority
of cases the error is very small, because the velocity of the
tracer Inside the ~njection tube Is usually much greater th-an
tha- which :s in the well.

2.3. Measurement of the direction of groundwater flow

The measurement of the direction of groundwater flow by
means of radioactive tracers has very little interest in practice.
This parameter is obtained in a much surer way from the piezometry
of the aquifer, which, on the other hand, is needed in order to
determine the hydraulic gradients. The use of tracers can only be
justified when a number of wells insufficient for the definition
of the piezometrnc surface are available and then in speciflc
problems of a very local nature, in order to locate zones of
recharge or discharge, or when the piezometric surface is changed
because the wells cross more than one aquifer.

A complete revision of the methods used was done b' HALEYT
et al. (). We have used, almost always with satlsfactory results,
he method lald out in 2lgzre 2. A radioact-ve solution of

.1 ,Au^13 is in-ec ed for several hours by means of a dri d-evice
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in the centre of a cylindrical volume of the borehole surrounded
vy a metalic cloth. The subterranean flou drags the tracer -n a
certain direction, produclng the contamination of the cloth in
the corresponding place. The angle of this sector with respect to
manet--c North is determined, later, on the surface, with a
collimated scintillation counter. The orientation of the equipment
inside the borehole is done with a compass, whose needle carries
a radioactive beta source, that irradiates a photographic film. In
shallow veils, the eq uipment can be orientated from the surface
using a rigid rod. In many cases, we have successfully used this
eq--pment without the packers indicated in the fizure.

3. TYI CA A.?LICATION AREAS

c-e sincle well technicues have been used for the
investigatLon of groundwater flows in problems with very
different characteristics. Essentially, two different areas of
aplication can be distinguished:

j Studies of a local nature in specific areas of reduced
cimenslons (surfaces of less than several square k-lometers),
where an important project in the field of Hydraulics, Mining,
Crvil -ng neerinc, etc. exists or has to be constructed.

Senerally, in such cases it is necessary to obtain very
detaled information about the ,mve,-enr- of ground-aer. But,

s i no usually necessary to obtain quan-taative values of
th:e hrizort-tsl lro velocl-tv a2nr te r eci red en r'^Ti.or Is

-tec to the loc ng of permele and. lm iermeabl
rr.. a-or.s, to the s--judy o_ t cont-nuity in space and to

the defnlrnc of the local =ow Da -erns. in rhe same way tha
I s har-dv ever oossible to define the morphology and

behaviour of an aualfer from only a few local measurements,
neither is it possible to deduce with certainty what happens
in a zone of reduced dimensions from the known general
structure of the aquifer. This is true above all when we are
concerned wzth consolidated acuifers.

Some typical examples of problems where these techniques can
be of interest are the follouing:

a) Studies done prior to the construction of dams, In order
to define the kind of dam most suitable and the
requzrements of rmpermeablizzation of the subsoil.

b) Tne locating of leaks in dams and canals through tests
done in piezometers constructed for this purpose.

c) Studies done prior to the construction of industrial plants,
nuclear power stations, etc.

d) Studies for defining the most suitable outline of tunnels
and galleries, in foreseeing the difficulties that could
arise in crossing water bearing formations.

e) Investigat on about the origin of water floods in
excavations, underground workings, etc.

2) As a corpl'ementary work in the determination of acaifers
characteristics in studies on the investigation of water
resources. In this case we can distinguish between aquifers
formed by granular or by consolidated media. Owing to the
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point nature of the techniques, it is almost always necessary,
to have available a large number of wells with an adecuate
distribution, so that representative values of the parameters
to be investigated can be obtained. The estimation of the
degree of representativity of these values has to be done from
data provided by other techniques, including the geological
survey of the zone, geophysical prospecting, natural tracers
of the water, etc.

4. OBTAINABLE INFORMATION

4.1. Measurement of horizontal flows

4.1.1. Aquifers of granular media

The measurement methods indicated in figure 1 provide, at
least theoretically, the Darcy velocity of the groundwater flow.
The quotient between this velocity and the local hydraulic
gradient Ah gives the permeability of the aquifer. In the case
of stratified aqunfers with different velocities of flow, the
"transmi-tance of velocity" Tv can be obtained, defined by the
expression:

T = V h.v 1 1

h = thickness of the dlfferent layers
of velocity equal to V

The quotient Tv/Ah provides the transmissibility.

The practical difficulties that appear in obtaining this
in^ormation have already been exolalned by other authors (' and
2) and, besides those indica-ted n section 2. ., they are -ne
followlng:

a) Errors in determining the coefficient a (equation i), that in
favourable cases, can be relatively small, as .ich if obtained
by experimental means, as if obtained by calculation, using
-ne known equazions (i). Neverteless, when dealing ith wells
not especially constructed for these teclhniques, serious
dlfficulties can be found in getting this coefficient. The
same happens in the case of aquifers of solid rocks, as will
be seen later.

b) Difficulty in obtaining the local piezometric gradient,
responsible, together with the permeability, of the velocity
of groundater flou. This difficultyis less in the case of
aquifers of granular media than in those of consolidated
media, as the local gradient changes that exist in the former
are usually less. The lsopiezometric curves provide acceptable
values in many cases.

c) Losses of tracers by diffusion, which have been discussed by
several authors (6 and 7). In spite of the fact that the
radloactive tracers allow the tests to be done with very low
concentrations of tracer, these losses are significant then
the velocity of the groundwater flow is lower-than a few
centlmetres per day and constitute an Lmportant limitation

in aquifers of low permeability. In the majori y of .ne tests
tnat we have done in granular media %here the perneability
was less than 10- cr/s, tne permeabil:ty deduced through



such tests has been greater than that obtained with other
technqcues.

c Losses of tracer produced by an excessive stirring of the
uater in the volume of measurement, that have an influence
similar to the losses by diffusion.

e) Losses of tracer by vertical flow, that can be produced, even
when using the PD method. -f the packers are not sealing well.
Even when the packers are sealing well, they do not stop the
vertical low through the external gravel filter, whLch is,
normally, used in granular media and sometimes also in
consolidated media. This gravel filter represents a path of
very high permeability, which will produce a shortcircuit
between the different formations crossed by the well, in the
same way as this does. The only difference is that the flow
velocity will be lower in comparison to the one produced
inside the well. Obsiously the vertical flow through the
cravel filter will lead to erroneous values of 'the filtration
velocity, because a certain fraction of the flou rate which
would crc-l.ate through the measuring volume in the absence
of vert'cal flow, will now be incorporated into this one. The
only ay to prevent this vertical flow is by the substitution
of ine gravel by -rpermeable mater:al in the stretches
corresponi-ng to the imoermeable formations, as has beer
succested by KAU.A.NN and TODD (4).

F) Wvih fltrat on velocities less than 10 cm/d (permeability
of aDo.t "- 2 c./s for Ah = 0.01), the times of me-surement
recess-ry to obntan the parameter t /' 0 (euation r1) begin
to be excess vely ha ch Ths shortcomnr:n Is more important
in the case of the method of point dilution (fig. la) wrner
,t is necessary zo measure at different depths.

Because of all these drawbacks, it is not possible in many
cases o arrive at reliable values of the permeability or of
the transmissibility, that can be used for hydrological
calculation. .it, even when it is possible to obtain exact values
of these parameters, there is always the problem of their
representativaty derived from the anisotropy or heterogeneous
nature of the medium Nevertheless, the comparison of these
results with those provided by other techniques can be of great
value, as they are affected by different causes of error.

in spite of what has been stated before, we believe that
the techniques that we analyze provide information which is
suffi cintly beneficial to justify its use. These techniques
have always been described as methods for obtaining the
filtration velocity. Nevertheless, as has been stated before,
this is nor the only parameter that is of interest, but such
information as the following can also be very important in many
cases:

a) Morphologcal definition of the permeable and impermeable
strata.

b) _nvestigation of the general flow patterns, including the
detection of different plezometrnc levels.

c) Localizatlon of zones of preferential flow, for which only
relative values of velocity are of Interest, etc.
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In order to obtain this information, it is more useful to use
the LWCW technique, it then being advisable to study the highest
number of wells possible, even through an exhaustive study of
these is not done. The PD method should then be considered as a
complementary tool for defining the formation borders, especially,
when vertical flows are present.

4.1.2. Aquifers of consolidated media

In the case of consolidated media, where the water
circulates in concentrated from across the structural faulting,
the measure of the filtration velocity by the single well methods
has some special characteristics that are described below:

a) The coefficient of hydrodynamic disturbance a cannot be
determined by any method, either theoretical or practical,
because it depends on unknown data, such as: size and
orientation of the fractures, the internal porosity of these
when they are full of granular material, density of fissuring,
if multifissured stretches are being dealt with, circulation
regime of %ater (lamlnar or turbulent), etc.

b) The flows are usually sufficiently quick so that the losses of
tracer through diffusion are almost always negligible. If
there are no fractures and, as a consequence, no flow, the
velocity of diffusion is negligible because the walls of the
borehole are impermeable. As we have checked on many occasions,
the concentration of tracer in stretches with no flow can be
constant for long periods of time. In a specific case of a
well bored In calcareous material, the concentration remained
constant for 23 days during which time the measurement took
place.

c) Even in the fissured stretch, the velocity of flow can undergo
great cnanges with depun, displacement of a few centimetres
often being enough to cause a drastic change. Because of this,
tne PD tec<hnque is of less interest in flow measurement. On
the other hand, tna PMTS technique can provide very satisfactory
results when it is possible to use it. The entire fractured
stretch can be isolated by means of the two packers, inmzTing
a volume within which the velocity of dilution of the tracer
will depend on the total flow rate that passes through it The
exact position of this stretch can be determined by a test done
before labelling the whole column.

d) Practice shows that when there are 2 or more fractares or
fissured zones in a well., a vertical flow is almost always
present as a consequence of the independent recharge of both or
because of the different height of filling of the cavities
connected with them. In such conditions, the measurement of
horizontal flow is only possible if these fractures or fissures
are isolated in some way.

e) The determining of the hydraullc gradient Ah presents greater
difficulty because of the possible occurence of local changes
of great importance that are not picked up on'the piezomerrlc
map.

In spite of the difficulties mentioned, we nave tried to
relate, in some studies where we have the data, the transmiss-bi-
1 ty obtained by tracers with that octained tnrouch pumDinc tests
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and w:th the spec-ifc yield. Examprles of trnis kind of result are

showrn in fures 3 and 4, which refer to two studies done in
Brazil in two karstic aqifers with similar characteristics. In
order to obtain the transmissiblity from the tracer tests, a

coefficient a = i was supposed, and a value of the gradient Ah
Cobtaned fror the isop-ezometrmc curves was used. This was,

sometime, corrected at the time wnhen tne tests was done. Logically,
the values of this transmissibility can be affected by considerable
errors. This, together with the fact that the pumping tests and
-racer tests were done at different times of the year, and thus in
cd-ferent conditions of groundwater flow, Justifies the high
dis.ersion of the points obtained. Nevertheless, a certain
correlation car be appreciated, above all in the case of the
relationsnip with the specific yield. The points with an arrow
correspond to tests with tracers, in which the measurement time
was not enough to determine the parameter t1 /1 0 of equation 1 with
precision. In other words, the position of the points corresponds
to maximum values of the transmissibility.

.L2 >easure-ent of vertical flouws

The measur emen of vertical flows is of great interes- for
the morholo-cal deinition of the permeable and impermeable
strata f r .te SDSOnsl. 'n the a -o'iy of cases, the presence
of vert-cal flos Ind.c-.es tne existence of two or more
oermeabe leves wnl indeenderne recharge, and se-aratecd ror
one ancther by a' aer:.=-_e stratur- The direction o --hese
vertzcal oi-s,5ascencdg or cescenc ng, ther zora. dcstrib-t-on
and thelr possble variation in function 0f the time of year can
rovide useful iformation about the behaviour of tre acuifer.

In the case of consolidated rock aquifers, the descending
vertical flows are usually found in recharge zones, while the
ascending flows usually correspond to the discharge zones. The
size of tne flows, and sometimes the direction, usually vary
in function of the piezometric levels. Because of this, the
repetition of the tests at different times of the year (for
example, in rainy and dry seasons) can provide addtional
information about tne relative volumes of the different fracture
systems crossed by the well.

The measurement of the variation with the depth of vertical
flow allous the location o: the permeable levels, where the water
enters and leaves, to be determined with great precision. Within
a stretch corresponding to an impermeable stratum, the flow rate
does not vary with the depth. The value of the vertical flow
zhat exists between two permeable horizons depends on the
difference between the piezometric levels of both and on their
respective transmissiblitiees. Let us call Q the flow rate of
the vertical flov measured in the well at a point situated
between the tio permeable layers, R the hydraulic radius of the
cyvlnder of influence corresponding to this flow rate in the
permeable stratum that bears the water, r the internal radius
of the well and Ah the effective difference of piezometric level
due to the vertical flow (real difference minus the loss of
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charge through the well). In accordance with the well known
Thiem equation, we can write-

Ah = Q in R , where
2- t r

T = Q 1 ln R (5)
Ah 2i r

T being the transmissibility of the stratum that bears the
water.

At an estimation, for the values of Q that are found most
frequently, the relationship R/r can have extreme values of 5
and 100. These correspond to values of 0.526 and 0.733,
respectively, for the expression (1/2x) in R/r. So, if this is
accepted, the transmissibility T could be obtained by the
approximate expression:

T = 0.5 + 0.25 (Q/Ah) (6)

The determining of Ah causes serious difficulties in many
cases. When it is possible to isolate the layer that supplies
the water in an efficient way, using a packer, this gradient
can be obtained by the difference between the water level inside
the well when vertical flow is present and also when it is
absent. Unfortunately, we have not ha'd the opportunity to test
experimentally the validity of the previous equation.

4.3. Further information regarding consolidated rock aquifers

A s ms well known, the study of consolidated rock aquifers
using the traditional hydrological invesz:gation methods. comes
up against serious difficulties due to the par-icular characterns
tics of subterranean flow in this kind of formation. In spite
of the errors that the single well technique is subject to, the
direct measurement of the horizontal and vertical flows in
evidence in a great number of wells can provide other interesting
information, such as is described below:

1) Vertical distribution of fractures

The vertical distribution of the fractures, expressed in
terms of probability, is of interest in relation to the
exploitation of the aquifer. In the case of calcareous materials,
it permits the analysis of the degree of karstification in the
aqulfer. An example of ditribution of fissures obtained in a
karstic aquifer is shown in figure 5. The distribution is based
on the tests done in 92 wells. There is an important peak
situated at a depth of 10 metres from the piezometric surface
It is an aquifer that is in an elementary stage of karstification.

2) Porosity

The determination of the porosity in consolidated rock
aquifers that are fractured involves, as is known, a great
difficulty. The tests with tracers do not solve the problem
either, but they can contribute new data for this end. The
metnod in wnich the whole colun is labelled, gives us certain
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information about the length of the fissured stretches of the
borehole, tnrrough the loss of tracer in them aBt due to the
turbulence and dispersivity of the wa-er floy,the loss of tracer
Is always produced in a stretch wn-iic. 's longer than that which
corresponds to the fractures wnere the water flows. For example,
In a specizfc case, in which 69 wells were studied in a karstzc
aquifer, 'rh a total length of 3789 metres of water column,
£s f.ssured stretches were found The total length of these
obtained fror tne losses of tracer, gave a value of 415 metres,
that is to say, ¶"% of the total length o-f water column. The
porosity estimated by other methods, for a thickness of aquifer
equal to the average depth of the wells, was about 0.8%, that
is to say, 14 times less than the previous value. If we assume
that in the stretches where the loss of tracer was produced,
the average porosity was 0.2, a value of 11 x 0.2 = 2.2% would
be obtained, and this is still too high.

Obviously, the results obtained through LWCW method can be
considerably improved by making a scanning of the fissured
stretches with the PD technique. The total length of the stretch
with losses of tracer obtained in this way would be nearer that
which could be deduced from the real porosity. But this technique
does not give information about the internal porosity of the
fissured stretcn In which the losses of tracer are produced
eitner. This information can be obtained using the technicue based
on the moderation of neutrons or (n, n), doing a scanning of the
£fssvred stretches. In conclusion, we believe that a study, using
the three technizues mentioned, in a large number of wells, can
gcve useful porosity values.

3) Relition£skl between de th and concentration of natur'a

As we have said before, the knowledge of the depth from
which the sampled water comes in a well, can be of considerable
use in the interpretation of the results obtained with natural
tracers, expiaining many anomalies, and sometimes finding clear
relationships between the concentration of these and the depth.

One example is shown In figare 6, in which the turnover
time of the water, obtained through the tritium, is related to
the deotk of the supplying water fractures for a karstic aquifer.
I. is observed that the time increases wIth the depth,as expected.

In other cases, the knowledge of the position of the
fractures can be of interest, for example, in connection with
the siting of filters, for an eventual treatment with acid in

order to increase the productivity of the well, for the
impermeabilization of the fractures in order to avoid leakages,
etc.

In all these cases the LWCW technique and the methods for
measuring vertical flov-s are sufficient.

5. FLOW PATTERNS FOUND IN WELLS

In this section a series of examples of tests, done in
wells using different measurement techniques, is presented.
These exalmpes correspond to real cases and have been selected
-n such a way that they represent a cross section of kinds of
flow patterns. They are included in the paper with a view to
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showing what can be expected in the results and in their
interpretation. All the tests have been done using yodine-131
as tracer. The first 7 cases correspond to wells situated in
calcareous materials, in which coating tubes were not present.

CASE 1

This is a test done labelling the whole column in the well
of a calcareous aqulfer (fig. 7). About 142 hours after the
moment of injection, the concentration is still constant. The
small changes in concentration observed correspond to changes
in the sensitivity of the detector, as was deduced from their
uniform nature. The results indicate that is a zone of very low
permeability.

CASE 2

In this case (fig. 8), a single system of fractures appears.
This causes the tracer to leave in a stretch 8 metres long, with
a value of the parameter tl/i 0 of about 8 hours. The rest of the
well shows no detectable fractures. The great sharpness with
which the fissured stretch stands out attracts the attention:
this indicates that the flow that crosses the well is of a
laminar nature, and so, the losses of tracer at both sides of
the stretch are very slight.

CASE 3

Here we detect the presence of a fissured stretch affected
by a very small flow (fig. 9). There is a cavity in the fissured
stretch, that produces an initial dilution of the tracer greater
than in the rest of the well. 3ut, after this initial nmoent,
the n ihe ncee ssured stretch does not balance up
with tnat in the rest of the well, as would occur if it were a
cav-ty '.lhout flow; it does not decrease rapidly either, as
i- would occur in the presence of an important flow.

CASE 4

This well crosses two fissured stretches which are
hyraulically cornec-ed to each other and therefore no vertical
flow is produced (fg. 10). The losses of tracer in the middle
stretch, and in the stretches adjacent to the fissured stretch
are produced, probably as a consequence of the turbulence
caused by the flow of water.

CASE 5

In this case, two clearly defined stretches are present
(fig. 11). Below about 57 metres, the permeability is very low.
At a depth of 97 m, there is a cavity in the well, that must
correspond to a fracture cemented with clay material, so that
the water doesn't flow across it. The concentration of tracer
is made homogeneous after a few hours. At depths of 43 m and
53 m there are two fissures connected to each other. The water
that enters the well through these produces a vertical ascending
flow, witn an outlet through another lfssure situated at a
deDpt of 20 m (fig. 1!3).
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CASE 5

This case presents a vertical descending flow produced by
an n-ret of water aoove the plezometric level (flg. 12). The
outlet is t-rougn a fissured stretcn at a depth of about 43 m.
Prom here to the bottom the materials are impermeable.

CASE 7

This is a typical case of mult'fracturnng (fig. 13). By
labelling the wnole column, 6 or 7 fractures are detected, plus
the presence of a descending vertical flow with very low
cispersiv--y. The size of this Is obtained by the position of
the central part of the successive fronts of concentration that
descend throughout the well. The diagram that indicates the
variation in velocity of the vertical flow in function of the
depth allows the inlet and outlet of the water to be defined.

CASE 8

Corresponds to a test done in a well 625 m deep on the
island Gr.n Canarla (f:g. 1i). The well is located at almost
me h-chest- pont of the island, thus a descendino vertical flo%
as 'expected as a conseauence of the greater potential of the

water reccarge at higher altitude. Surlrisingly, the result was
the o.pos ie. The ascendrcn vert cal flow seems to be oroduced
by the possible exstence of only one saturated level recharged
a- a great he_:ht, which is responsible for the en-ry of the
water -- a dept- of about O30 m. As a consecuence oZ the
re-ar-Ce pressure, the water ascencs -trouch the well untl it

rcahmes a per.ea.-e level situated at a he cht near to the
surface of tne water (310 m).

CASE 9

This Is an ascencdng vertical flow where the water f.lows

in throuch a formation of plutonic rock and out through a layer
of sandstone 65 m tck (fig. 15). Once the water that flows up
passes above the impermeable layer of shale and siltstone, the
ver tcal flow undergoes a gradual loss of velocity due to the
flowngc out of the water.

CASE 10

This case corresponds to a well with a horizontal flow

almost homogeneous detected in a sandstone formation (fig. 16).
The average concentration of each profile represented in function
of time provides the straight line showed in figure 16B, whose
slope gives a velocity of flow of 2.6 cm/d.

CASE 11

In this case a very homogeneous horizontal flow is
detected in a layer of alluvial sand, situated between 2
impermeable layers (fig. 17).

CASE 1 2

This is a borehole drilled in a sandy area, defined as

being of glaciofluvial origin, where a dam was to be built
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(fig. 18). From the water table up to a depth of 30 m there is
a uniform horizontal flow, with a velocity of about 2.9 cm/d.
Below this depth, there are alternating permeable and impermeable
levels. The uniformity of flow in the surface layer indicates
an absence of stratification; this would be more congruous with
a laharlc origin of these materials, while the lower layer would

be of glaciofluvial origin. The results were of great interest
in defining the most suitable kind of dam and the requirements
for Impermeabllization of the terrain

CASE 13

This is a borehole that was situated 300 m from the
previous one, but owing to the dip in the strata, it penetrated
as far as the basalt rock (fig. 19). The experience of labelling
the whole column shows a rapid loss of the tracer throughout all
the length, without it being possible to see the alternating
nature of the layers at the bottom of it. This result appeared
incongruous with that obtained In the previous borehole. The
discrepancy was cleared up through a vertical flow test. Basalt
material contains water in a confined reg-me, recharged at
higher levels. The confinement is produced by the same impermeable
layers found in the bottom of the previous borehole. The ascending
vertical flow decreases in value rapidly when it enters in the
upper permeable stratum. The cuicker loss of tracer that
occured in this layer compared to the same one in the previous
well Is explained by the increase In local hydraulic slope, as
a consequence of the vertical flow. This causes the water to
rise in helght inside the well, thus increasing the local flow.

CASE 4

This anr t-e followir .example correspond to cases,
fortunately not very frecuent, in which the test involving
labelling the whole column gives totally erroneous results.
The logical interpretatLon of the orofiles of concentration of
figure 20A would lead to the admitting of the exlstence of a
homogeneous horizontal flow from 5 m do-niwards. The slope of
the straight line representing the dilution process of the
tracer provides a flow velocity of 39 cm/d. Nevertheless, the
point dilution method provides the profile of velocity of the
flow sho;w in flgure 20B, that is very different. The exlana::on
was found in :ne existence of an ascending vertical flow,
extremely dispersive, produced by the water contained in the
sienitlc formation . In the experience represented in figure 20C,
a point injection of tracer was done at a depth of 14 m. The
tracer was distributed- th-roghout the length of the well, in
an almost homogeneous- way,--after an'hour and a half. This kind

of vertical flow is not very common and corresponds to a regime
of completely laminar- crclat-,on, in which the water ascends
through the well hardly mixing with that which is already there.
This flow can be explained admi-tting that the deep water is
less dense (hotter water) -than the shallow one. As ,n the
previous case, the raising of the.local piezomeitrc gradient is
responsible, together with the vertical flow itself, of the
excesively rapd exl- of the tracer.
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CASE 15

n this case, the interpretative error is caused by the
accentated peak of concentration that is formed at a depth
of about 11 m, which remains for long periods of time (fig. 21A).
The profiles of concentration of this figure, seem to indicate
that this peaK corresponds to an impermeable stratum situated
between two others of considerable permeabllity. This inter-
pretation is disproved by the profile of.velocity obtained
usinc the point dilution method (fig. 21B). This confirms the
existence of a very rapid flow in the stretch situated inmediate
ly below the previous peak, but this is not the case in the
stretch above. The loss of tracer in the latter is produced by
the effect of the descending vertical flow, as is demonstrated
in the test represented by figure 21C. The origin of the peak
of 1i m still has to be explained. The measurement of a sample
of water taken at this depth indicates that it was not a tracer
dissolved in water inside the well, but that it was a tracer
fixed in the coating tube or, more likely, retained in some
way in the space existing between this and the formation, or
in the formation itself.

Such a rapid flow observed at a depth of 12 m (30 m/d)
s not congruous with the litholocgcal description of the
materials of formation, that are of a clayey nature, but, in
par-, - is justif ed by the presence of a local hydraulIc
cradcenrt that is very high.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The measurem-ent of the existinc flios inside the wells,
bv means of the tecni-cues basec on the use of tracers, provided,
in most cases, useful n .ormaieon about specific characteristics
of grcudwateer flow.

IrDortant characteristics of these techniques are tneir
direct and independent nature and the fact that they are
affeczed by different causes of error fron those which affect
conventional techniques. Their most important drawback is their
point nature. This makes such techniques appropiate in studies
in small areas ^here important %orks are to be constructed
When one is concerned uith hydric resources, the techniques are
of a supplementary nature, and the validity of the results
depends on the number of wells to be investigated.

Well dilution techniques have been presented up to now as
methods for determining the velocity of groundwater flows and
therefore the permeability of geological formations.Nevertheless,
in our opinion, these techniques do not have any possibility of
becoming an alternative method in the future for that purpose,
since the techniques based on pumping test are superior. However,
dilution techniques may be of interest in certain cases to verify
the results obtained by the former.

The obtaining of reliable values of the filtration velocity
in granular media with the PD method, which may be used for
hydrological calculations, is seriously impeded, mainly, by the
followlng causes:

a) Due the extremely point nature of this technique, the number
of measurements, which are needed to achieve representative
values will be very large in the majority of the cases.
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b) The requirement of tells specially constructed for this task
makes it a expensive technique.

c) When vertical flows are present in the well, the use of
inflatable packers is not sufficient if the well-casing is
surrounded by gravel pack. The vertical flow will continue
through this gravel pack unless impermeable stretches are
inserted at the same levels corresponding to the impermeable
geological formations.

d) Due to the diffusion process, the measurements of filtration
velocities lower than several centimeters per day will be
affected by a considerable error. In many aquifers a greater
filtration velocity does not exist at all.

The LWCW technique can be used at very low cost in any
existing well. In the absence of vertical flows the method gives
the filtration velocity with an error which is similar to the
one obtained by the PD method, excep in border zones between
permeable and impermeable layers. The LWCW technique, together
with those used for the measurement of vertical flows, always
provide qualitative and sometimes semiquantitative information
which itself is of great usefulness.

This information is mainly to do with the morphological
determining of permeable and impermeable strata, the studying
of the relationship between the various permeable strata, the
study of the characteristics of fracturing in consolidated
rock aquifers, the locating of areas of preferential flow and
the determining of the depth of water bearing levels. The PD
technirue also plavs an imortant role in obtaining this
norma -t on.

The most imoortant cause impeding the deve'loment and
di_^usion of these technilues comes from the rest-rct:ons on
the acquiring and use of radioisotopes, whicn are imposed in
all countries. In this particular case, there is no point in
talking about risks, as tne tests can be done using
concentrations of tracer that are not much higher than the
maximum permitted for drinking water, and the groundwater flows
are usually so slow that it is not possible for laDelled water
to reach the centres of use or consumption in a short time.
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USE OF RADIOACTIVE TRACERS IN STUDIES ON
INFILTRATION THROUGH UNSATURATED ZONE

S.M. RAO
Isotope Division,
Bhabha Atomic Research Centre,
Bombay, India

Abstract

Artificial tritium parallel with other radioactive tracers have been
used for determination of the rate of infiltration through unsaturated
zone. Theoretical approach is followed by experimental data from field
applications.

Introduction

The rate of infiltration of water through the unsaturated

soil is of interest for setting up a regional water balance./
The measurement enables an estimation of the fraction of rain-

fall that goes to recharge the groundwater reservoir.

There are a number of direct ard indirect methods to

measure infiltration rates. Direct methods using lysimeters

or infiltrometers disturb the natural conditions of flow and

are often considered non-representative. The indirect method

of measuring changes in the soil moisture profiles in the

unsaturated zone, using either the classical gravimetric

method or the neutron probe method, need to be coupled with

the computation of evapo -transpiration with the attendant

inaccuracies.

The tritium tracer method suggested nearly fifteen years
1)ago and developed to a level of easy routine application

over the years provides an elegant and direct approach to

infiltration studies. In this paper an attempt is made to

review the status of the injected tritium tracer method and

to offer suggestions for possiblse modifications.

The concept of the tracer method demands that the

dynamic behaviour of the tracer should, for all practical

purposes, quantitatively represent the movement of the

material to which it i.s tagged in a given system. Let us

first see how the soil water is supposed to be transported

in the vadose zone.
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The ,arcy's law for the movement of soil moisture in

the vadose-zone can be written, neglecting the hysterids

nature of the soil moisture characteristic curve as2)

Where v is the soil moisture velocity (flow per unit area)

in the z direction

H is the soil moisture suction as measured in a manometer

K is the hydraulic conductivity &

m is the soil moisture content.

In the above relationship K is a moisture dependent

soil property as also is the specific water capacity 5 m.
H

Difficulties immediately arise for a practical

application of the aboSe eouation to soil moisture movement

since, in most cases, we do not know the form of K(m) nor

H .
C m

If we can assume p 0, in a portion of the vadoze

zone, eouation (1) reduces to

v = -K ... (2)

Hence velocity, obviously a moisture dependent property

needs to be deterrined for an evaluation of the rate of in-

filtration. The velocity measured by any tracer would be the

true interstitial velocity vt = 

vt(m) x m is the moisture flux in motion. Assuming

this to be the result of rainfall R during time t, the

percentage of rainfall 'r' contributing to the recharge is

Given as 100 VCT Y \oo CV 1nn

*v %, --------, - -- -

Where d is the tracer dispacement in time t.

The abo e involves two implicit assumptions leading to

the piston flow model.

1. The infiltrating rain water pushes the moisture

ahead of it without overtaking it;

2. The movement at the zone of interest starts

immediately with the onset of the rainfall and

ceases immediately after the cessation of the

input at the surface.

The first assumption has been reasonably well verified

in many tracer experiments over the last few years, even under

monsoon conditions. The second assumption, which is of

particular importance to pulsed inputs in monsoon recions
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does not appar to have been fully verified under field

conditions.

Let us now look at the t racer method itself.

Methodolooy

In the tracer method, the soil moisture in e horizontal

layer (either at the surface or at a deoth) is tagged with the

radiotracer (fig.l). Tritiated water (HTO), being one of

the isotopic species of the water molecule is often chcsen

as the tracer. However, any otherisotopic or chemical tracer

with negligible interaction with the soil medium can be used.

Examples of other tracers will be mentioned later.

Infiltration caused by rainfall or irrigation would

then push the tagged layer downwards like a moving piston.

The new position of the tagged layer is then located by a

suitable radiation detection proced re. In the case of

tritium, soil cores are extracted with a hand auger, soil

moisture is extracted by uacuum distillation and the tritium

contents of the moisture samples are determined by liquid

scintillation counting. The t ritium profiles give the new

positions of the tagged layers. ESl moisture profiles are

prepared by the standard gravimetric procedure.

If the tagged layer has moved by a distance 'd' from

its initial position and m(z) is the averace moisture content

between the initial and final positions of the tagged layer,

it follows from the piston flow anology that a quantity of

m(z) x d of water infiltrated into the soil after tagging.

This piston flow concept was successfully applied to

the distribution of environmental thermonuclear tritium in

the unsaturated zone. The thermonuclear tritium registered a

peak value in the precipitation of 1963-64 before the ban on

atmospheric explosions. Location of this peak in the soil

moisture helps in calculating the average recharge rate in the

period intervening between 1963-64 and the time of detection.

Many examples of successful application of this method are

available in literature. The limitations of the method,

however, are the elaborate procedures needed for the deter-

mination of environmental tritium, the possibility that the

1963-64 peak might have already -reached grounduaters in many

areas and the evapotranspiration of the tagged precipitation.

The piston-flow mode- of transport of soil moisturf

has also been confirmed in a number of Field exoeriments 3-5)

using injected tracprs.
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It would be interesting at this stage to discuss a

question often raised by many users. Would it not be more

realistic from the point of view of the piston-flow model to

determine m(z) for sufficient depth before injection ,and

use the pre-injection value of m(2) to calculate the infiltra-

tion m(z) x d? Obviously, this is the amount that was pushed

down as the tagged layer moved downwards. If so, it would

imply that there would be no difference in the value of m(2)

before, and after the displacement of the tracer since 'd'

is the same in either mode of calculation. This can happen

only under the following conditions;

1. The soil in the zone of tracer displacement is at

its field capacity during the entire perio of

experiment;

2. Any addition of water results in a fast discharge

restoring the soil to its field capacity.

In view of the abo e, we may have to conclude that the

piston-flou model is strictly not true when the soil moisture

is below the field capacity at the place of injection. This

may not be surprising since at low moisture levels, the soil

moisture film may be discontinuous and if at all any infiltration

takes place, below the field capacity, the possibility of the

tracer overtaking the layers cannot be ruled ou.

Having no experimental evidence for the above argument,

let us for the present accept that the piston-flow model works.

Besides the displacement of the tagged layer by soil

moisture transport, there would be an inevitable spread of the

tracer around its positi on of maximum concentration, mainly due

to molecular diffusion. In homogenous soils, the vertical

movement of water is usually slow enough to allow good lateral

mixing (uithin a mm) to annul any flow dispersion effects.

Large differences in velocities over greater lateral distances

can cause fingering in the vertical concentration profile.

However, the lateral concentration gradients caused by fingering

would ensure transverse mixing resulting in a diffused tagged-

layer.

Molecular exchange between movinognd stationary water

(field capacity?) held on to soil particles by inbibitional

forces causes a certain distribution of the tracer in the

vertical plane. This does not negate the piston-flow model

concept of soil moisture transport since quantitatively, both

the movirp component ard the stationary component are 'displaced',
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The vertical distribution of the tracer profile is an apparent

effect, as a result of our ability to distinguish HTO from H26.

This vertical distribution of the tracer is best explained

by the simple one-dimensional multibox model analogous to the

HETP (Height Equivalent Theoretical Plate) used in chromato-

graphy. The model divides the vadose zone of interest into a

series of soil layers or boxes with internally well mixed water.

The tracer is injected into the top most box (I box). The

infiltrating water (first pulse) enters this box, mixes with

the labelled water and causes dilution. T he fraction by which

the soil water in the box exceeds the field capacity enters the

second box bringing some tracer activity along with it. This

again mixes with the soil water in the second cell ard the

fraction in excess of field capacity enters the third cell and

so an. The tracer concentration C1 in the nth cell after the
n

first t iteration is

1 = I'1CoW - (4)

n (i+)n

Where I is the recharge pulse (mm)
C
o is the initial concentration in the first box

U = H.F. is the cuantity of water in each cell-

H is the plate height (mm) and

F is the soil moisture content equivalent to the
field capacity(mm)

The procedure is repeated for the next infiltration steo

and is continued for a sufficient number of times till a good

fit is obtained with the observed tracer concentration profile.

The fitting parameters are H anc I. The concentration in the

nth cell after the Nth'lteration'can be shown to have the form

cN , (N+--2)! - In - 1 o ---- (5)C N+_ _ _ _ _ W Co
n n' i

(N-I')1 (n-1)j (I+W)

Fig.2 shows the surprisingly good fits obtained in a

number of field measurerents, using the recursive equation

in the form given in reference -7. -The analytic al solution

for the above multi-box model Ihas.the form

C Q .t) n - 1 e V 

r = ___v_------- ----- (6)
c (n-1)li

Here all the cells have an equal volume V = F.H and Q is the

infiltration rate.
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If the C/C o values are plotted against n, for a given

time t, the result will be similar to the one obtained by

using the recursive equation given above. Fig. 3 cives such

a comparison for a hypothetical case.

Field Aoolication

The field application of the method involves:

1. The selection of the tracer

2. Selection of injection sites

3. Calculating the ouantities of tracer to be injected

4. Plan of injection

5. Injection procedure

6. Detection method to locate the displaced tracer
position

Selection of tracer

As mentioned earlier, the commonly used tracer is

radioactive tritiated water. However, any other isotopic

or chemical tracer with negligible interaction with the soil

medium can be used.

The main disadvantage with tritium is the tracer is

not amenable to 'insitu' detection. In this respect, chemical

tracers such as C1 ion are cood contenders. The other

commonly felt disadvantage is that the detection cannot be

repeated at the same spot due to the destructive nature of

soil core sampling.

An attempt has been reported on the use of deuterium)

2s an alternative to t ritium. Deuterium can be detected

'in situ' using the (j ,n) reaction. The method would however

be Difficult for routine application as both the tracer and

the detection method are expensive.

Recently gamma emitting cobalt-6G as K3Co(CN) 6 has

been used9 ) under field conditions after detailed laboratory

investigatiors . When injected around an access tube (Fig.15

Co-60 provides the advantage of 'in situ' and non-disturbing

detection. The tracer displacement can be oirectly followed

simply by ' -logging the access tube. The same access tube

can be used for recording soil moisture distribution using a

neutron probe.

The cobalt tracer when used along with tritium can help

in differentiating between the vapour phase and liquid phase

transport of soil moisture under arid conditions. This aspect

is yet to be studied in detail.
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In clayey soils, however, the hexacyanocobaltate appears

to move ahead1 1 of soil moistre, possibly due to anion

exclusion. In most other cases, its behaviour appears to be
12)

very satisfactory

Earlier attempts 3) to use Sodium-22 and Selenium-75 proved

unreliable as both tracers were sdectively adsorbed by the soil

particles.

Selection of injection sites & plan of injection

This is of great importance for the success of the

investigation and is probably doe of the most difficult aspects

of fiei applicati on. The criteria normally considered are:

1. There should be adequate homogenous soil cover

without any impermeable lenses at shallow depths.

Lithological data and soil moisture profiles can

aid in the choice of injection sites.

2. For rainfall recharge measurement, the site selected

should be uncultivated and dnirrigated.

3. The land should be flat to avoid formation of any

pools or puddles in the neighbourhood of injection

sites.

4. The site should be away from streams, canals, tanks

or reservoirs since they are likely to distubb the

local soil moisture conditions.

5. The site should also be away from big trees to

avoid the effect of the roots on soil moisture

transport.

6. It is necessary to have permanent markers such as elecrt

transmission towers and buildings to enable relocation

of the injected sites for sampling.

The plan of injection in the case of tritiated water

could either be a number (10 to 20) of points 10 to 15cm apart

along a horizontal lines or a cluster of 5 points repeated

at one metre intervals (Fig.4). The injection at each point

is at a constant depth (50 to 80cm) below the soil surface.

For recharge measurements, the injections are made below the

root zone.

The plan for tracer injection depends on the envisaged

frequency of sampling and the ease with which the positions

can be relocated for soil crot sampling.

The plan for K 60Co(CN) 6 is usually on a circle of 90cm

diameter around an access hole (Fig.5).
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There are as such no specific ouidelines as to the number

of injection sites needed to arrive at a representative recharge

figure. One way is to cover all types of soils (based on the

mechanical analysis) encountered in the area. The second

approach, more as thumb rule, is to have a netwerk similar in

size to that used for soil moisture distribution studies.

There is a need for a more authoritative answer to the question.

Amount of tracer injected & Mode of Injection

The amount of radioactivity and the volume of the tracer

solution used for injection show great variation in published

studies. The activities vary from 8 x 10- 5 )Ci/dm 2 to about

10 uCi/dm and the volume- of tracer solution per point is

usually of the order of 2 to 10 millilitres. These amounts

depend on the soil moisture content at the depth of injection.

In all cases, it can be shown that the dilution caused by

molecular diffusion will brinc the concentrations below the

maximum permissible levels (3 FCi/litre) for drinking water.

Considering the fact that the injections are made in highly

localised and identified areas and that the soil water is

not extractable for drinking purposes, there is usually no

health hazard at all. The soil moisture transport is normally

lou (1m/year) and hence the tracer gets added to the cround-

water very slowly over period of years.

In the case of cobalt-60, the activities injected around

an access tube are of the order of 100 to 200 microcuries to

obtain a peak countrate of about 10 to 20 times above background

at the time of injection. Firstly, since the injections are

made at a depth of over 50cm, there is practically no external

radiation at the surface. The place of injection is well

marked and is always identifiable.

In the evaluation of the health physics aspects of

Cobalt-50 application, the following points are to be noted:

1 At no time the soil cores need be taken for analysis

as in the case of tritium

2. The activity is not accessible except by accidental

digging which has only a remote possibility. Even in

such a situation, the activ ity will get distributed

in a few Cubic metres of the soil bringing down the

concentrations to acceptable levels.

3. The access ftkR hole is blind cased and hence no

activity can enter the hole even under remote conditions

of lateral flow.
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4. Water in the unsaturated zone below the root zone is

not available for any use.

5. After completing the experimental programme and before

abondoning the site, the soil may be dug up, if the

concentrations remained high due to low moisture trans-

port conditions.

6. The diffusion calculations show that the concentra-

tions near the access hole will reach a maximum of

0.09 lci/litre (MPC : 0.05 )lci/litre for drinking

water) about 300 days after injection, if there is

no vertical displacement of the tracer.

Injection Procedure

The aim is to deposit a pre-determined quantity of the

tracer at the desired depth and at no other depth and with

minimum disturbance to the natural conditions.

A sharp edged steel rod 1-2 cm in diameter is driven

into the soil to the desired depth to make a hole. If the

top soil layer is very loose and is likely to cave-in, the

rod is placed in a close fitting sharp edged steel tube and

both are driven down simultaneously and the rod alone is

withdrawn.

The tracer solution is normally injected at the bottom

of the hole using a syringe-type injector 4)(Fig.6) which

allows injections upto a depth of 1 metre. Another type of
9)

injection system 9 uses a peristaltic pump for injecting a

measured volume into a 2 mm dia. access tube followed by

clearing the contents with a hand blower.

Experiments in our laboratory indicate the feasibility

of using gelatin capsules with the double advantage of easy

injection and reducing the volume of the tracer solution to

20 to 50 microlitres. The method is yet to be tried under

field conditions.

Detection of tracer position

In the case of tritium injection, hand augers are nor-

mally used to extract soil cores. Under european conditions,

they appear to be suitable upto a depth of about 2 metres.

Problems are often encountered in auger sampling due

to big pebbles. In clayey, soils also, the operation of an

auger is sometimes very difficult. In such cases, it is
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advisable to use a hollow steel pipe with a diameter of

about 40mm and a well thickness of 4 to 5mm.

Each soil core sample is weiohed at site end sealed in

a polyethylene bag. The total weight of the soil cores and

the total volume of loose soil needed to refill the auger hole

are used to determine the average bulk density of the soil.

Where there is a large variationo= soil density with

depth, it is advisable to measure the volume of each section

of the auger hole separately.

measurements of soil moisture content in the core samples

is carried out by the standard gravimetric method in almost all

the laboratories.

Soil samples are vacuum distilled at a temperature of

80°C to extfact moisture for tritium measurement'). The only

other possible alternative is the elutriation method in which

a pre-weiched soil sample is dispersed in a known volume of

water, the soil particles are allowed to settle down end the

supernatant solution is taken for tritium analysis. It is

easy to calculate the dilution factor involved in this

procedure. This method is feasible if adequate quantities of

tritium had been injected at the site of investigation.

A suction method for 'in situ' soil moisture sampling

has recently been described 6 ) The method uses a suction probe
to

hammered down a desired depth. Soil moisture saturated air

is pumped through the probe and the moisture is trapped in a

molecular sieve. The moisture is later re-extracted guantita-

tively in the laboratry by heating to 400°C in a vacuum system.

1 to 4 ml of soil moisture sample is normally adequate

to measure the tritium content using a liquid scintillation

spectroneter. Either a dioxane based scintillator or a

commercially available cocktail such as Instagel is normally

used for counting. No special precautions are necessary

since the information required is the relative variation of

tritium concentration with depth.

Examples of Field Applications

In view of the simplicity of application, the injected

tritium method has attracted the attention of a large number

of users.

The early field studies were carried out under the humid

Central European conditions 4 ) . The technique of injection uas

however, by sprinkling of tritiated water on the soil. Fig.7
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indicates the tracer displacement and the apparent recharge

calculated in one type of forest soil. It can be seen that the

apparent recharge S* was very high in the early stages because

of root activity. When the tracer peak reached below the

root zone the S* values became more representative of ground

water recharge.

Recently a tritium tracer experiment was carried out 6)

in a loamy sand field near Heidelberg. The results have been

compared with the HETP model predictions. In this case the

field capacity which vnried with depth was estimated with

soil core date. The water balance was set up based on precipi-

tation and evapotranspiration. The latter was calculated

as proportional to saturation deficit in the atmospheric

moisture.

Since the early seventies, a large number of recharge

measurements were carriedout in India using the injected

tritium method. The first measurements were carried out in

western Uttar Pradesh,5 ) and were la ter exterd ed to Haryana

and Punjabl7). All these measurements were carriedout in the

Indo-gangetic alluvial plains. Fig.2 shows ) some examples

of tritium profiles. The following table gives a summary

of the results obtained:

S.No. Zone Nc.of Average Average Variation
injections rainfall rechargc in recharge
sites (cm) (cm) (cm)

1. Western UP 45 99 21.5 3-55

2. Punjab 21 46 6.2 2-20

3. Haryana 14 47 6.4 0-20

A number of measurements made in the Sabarmati basin 1 0 )

of Lujarat show that the average recharge to the unconfined

aquifers in a two year period (1976-78) was about 8% of the

total water input. It was concluded that the spatial

variability in the downward movement of ismid soil moisture

within the basin was governed-by the amount of silt and clay

( 445 microns) content of the soil.

A number of areas in Southern India-have also been

investigated using the tritijmmethod. Mention should be made
14)

of the work in the sandstone areas of the LowerManer Basin 4

in Andhra Pradesh and some other basins which are in the

granitic terrain of the peninsular shield. In the Lower Maner

Basin (1600 Km ), 26 tritium injections were made. An average
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recharge value of 10cm (5 to 24 cm) was obtained for a rainfall

of 125cm. This 8% recharge comp res well with the observations

of water table fluctuations. Fig.8 shows the correlation

between average sand percentage of the soils and recharge

values obtained at injection sites. The recharge reaches a

low asymptotic value at 20% sand and a high asymptotic value

at 60% sand.

Many investigators :had encountered situations of

negative recharge or exfiltration' 720) In these cases, the

tracer maximum shifted to a position above the injection layer.

Since in sum cases the moisture content being low (45% or so),

the evaporation effect causes such an upward movement. In

some other cases, the authr s preferred to locate the centre

of gravity of the tritium profile whenever the position of the

maximum concentration could not be properly defined. The abo e

situations indicate deviations from the piston flow model

concept. The results still have validity since they can

qualitatively indicate the existence of recharge or otherwise.

Considering the large spatial variation of recharge figures
2

Lithin small areas of 1000 km or so, the proof of downward

movement of soil moisture, even if piston flow conditions are

not satisfiec, has ccns= erabl hydrological significance.

Cominc to the fielz application of the cobalt-60 method,

the results of the studies carried out in the Tapti alluvial

tract in Maharashtra are given in the following table. The results

are compared with those with the tritium tracer. The soil

in these sites consisted of low permeability silt andclay

with calcerous modules.

Site Method Measurement Recharge Rainfall
time after
injection(
(months) (cm) (cm)

Chikli Tritium 12 7.8 72

n 18 8.0 88

Cobalt-60 12 5.2 72

n 18 6.4 88

Sathod Tritium 18 3.0 72

Waghoda Tritium 12 12.0 79

Cobalt-60 12 19.2 79

The Fig.8 & 9 indicate the tritium am cobalt-60 profiles

obtained at the Chikli and Waghoda sites. It can be seen that

the cobalt peak was ahead of the t ritium peak possibly due to

anion exclusion in the clayey soil.
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Discussion & Conclusions

The foregoing demonstrates that the injected tritium

tracer provides a direct approach for infiltration studies and

a large amount of experience exists in estimating orounduater

recharge from precipitation.

The hexacyanocobaltate labelled with Cobalt-60 has

advantages over tritium method except in predominantly clayey

soils. Extra care needs to be, however, exercised on the

health physics aspects of its application and on the purity

of the complex used.
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Gamma tracer method
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MODELS FOR TRACER FLOW*
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Abstract

A review and discussion is given of mathematical models used for
interpretation of tracer experiments in hydrology. For dispersion model,
different initial and boundary conditions are related to different injection
and detection modes. Examples of applications of various models are des-
cribed and commented.

1. Introduction

In this paper an attempt is made to clarify some prob-

lems related to the artificial tracing in hydrology. These

problems arise from theoretical considerations on the math-

ematical models applied to the interpretation of tracer

experiments as well as from the experience gained in over-

coming difficulties encountered in practical realization of

tracer experiments. The attention is focused on methods and

models applicable to groundwater experiments. However a short

discussion of other fields in which the tracer methods are

applicable is also included. This inclusion is unavoidable

because, of the identifity, or similarity, of problems and

models.
The term "model" is used in hydrology in many meanings,

often conflicting. Here, the terminology used by Clarke [1]

is briefly followed with some modifications adopting the gen-

eral terminology to the needs of the tracer methods in hydro-

logy. A hydrological system is defined as a set of physical,

chemical and/or biological processes acting upon an input

variable orx variables toqco9anvert -it (them) into an output

variable or variables. A variable.-i: understood to be a char-

acteristic of a:system whioh may Je measured at different

times. A parameter is a _quastity-,characterizing a hydrologi-

cal system, and which remains constant in time. The direct

problem consists in findin the outputt concentration variable

for known, or assumed, input concentration variable and param-

eters of the system. The :inverseproblem-consists in finding

the parameters of the system ifrom known input and output con-

* This paper is a reduced version of the working paper distnbuted at the AGM
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centration variables. A model is a simplified representation

of a complex system. There are different types of models :

physical, analog, and mathematical. All the models used in
hydrology are termed by Clarke [1] as hydrological models.
However, most hydrologists use this last term also for a
sketch or statement(s) describing the investigator's
idea(s) on the hydrological situation of a given system.
The term conceptual model is commonly used for models

based on considerations of physical principles as opposed
to the term empirical model. A mathematical model is an
equation, or equations, which represents the behaviour of
the system. Mathematical models are usually used for com-
putations in situations other than those expressed by ex-
perimental data. It means that a constructed model is tested
or calibrated for a given set of data and next used to pre-
dict the response of the system in extrapolated situations
for which no experimental data exist. In such cases it is

not necessary for the model to have a physical meaning.

For example a polynomial can be used (an empirical model).
Mathematical models (called further models) for tracer

experiments in hydrology are most commonly applied for de-
termi;ning some parameters of the investigated systems (the
inverse problem) . In such a case the model must have a
physical meanig- adequatly representing the investigated
system (a conceptual model). Models are usually tested by
their fit to the experimental data. As discussed by Snyder
and Stall [2] the fit to the experimental data is not a
sufficient criterion. A proper selection of the model is
a sore task of the experimenter and must be based on a phys-
ical knowledge and experience, as well as on intuition.

As mentioned above in tracer experiments, models are
used at the interpretational stage (the inverse problem)
and/or at the planning stage. At the interpretational stage
they usually serve for determining the transit time( flow
velocity) and the dispersion constant(s). At the planning

stage (the direct problem) they serve for the estimation
of a proper amount of the tracer and for determining the
sampling schedule.

Models may also be used in a more general way for a
better understanding of the involved phenomena and for de-
termining the interplay of parameters (the direct problem).

In this last case, the larger number of parameters, the

better description of the involved phenomena is usually

obtained. In the case of an inverse problem the number of

fitting parameters (other terms : sought or nondisposable
parameters) should be kept as low as possible.The model



may contain other parameters, which have to be determined

independently (disposable parameters).

2. Basic terms and concepts related to the tracer method.

The tracer method is a technique for obtaining infor-

mation about a system or some part of a system by observ-

ing the behaviour of a specific substance, the tracer, that

has been added to the system []. There vere several attempts

to define an ideal tracer as discussed by Zuber [4]. This

discussion is repeated here in somewhat abbreviated form.

The concept of an ideal tracer is useful in selecting arti-

ficial tracers, in searching for environmental tracers, and

first of all in the development of mathematical models.

The most commonly applied definition states that an ideal

tracer must behave exactly like the traced material and

must have one property that distinguishes it from the traced

material, so that it can be easily detected [5]. This defi-

nition is not quite satisfactory as in some cases it leads

to misunderstandings. Imagine for instance tritiated water

( 1H0O ) as a tracer in dynamic water systems where the

transport of water is of interest. It is well known [e.g. 5]

that in systems with bound water in the solid matrix (e.g.

in organic soils or clay minerals), the movement of this

tracer is delayed with respect to the movement of the water

flux. This delay is caused by the exchange of the traced

molecules with the molecules of the bound water. The tracer

behaves exactly as the traced material because H20 particles

also undergo exchange. However each tracer particle which

temporarily disappears from the water flux is replaced by

another untraced particle, thus the water flux remains un-

changed.

Two other instructive examples concerning the behaviour

of "an ideal tracer" as defined above were given by Kaufman

and Orlob [6] and Makoszewski et ale £?]. Both examples are

related to the movement of calcium ions traced with the

radioactive 4 5Ca2+ , although they were performed under

different experimental conditions. In both cases, in spite

of the ionic exchange with the solid phase, the front of

the increased Ca concentration moved more or less with the

same velocity asp the water moved through the experimental

columns. This was caused by the fact that Ca cations ex-

changed mainly with Ca .in the solid matrix. Thus each Ca +

cation disappearing from the solute was at the same time re-

placed by another Ca + cation entering the solute. In such
a case, the observer measuring the movement of Ca2 cations
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in the flowing water is not able to recognize if the exchange

process takes place or not. However, the movement of 5Ca2

cations was considerably delayed because they exchanged with

inactive particles in the matrix. Thus the active Ca2+ cat-

ions were ideal for tracing the behaviour of the calcium

in the system, but not for determining the mass transport

of the traced material (calcium cations, or water). Inactive

Ca2+ cations were in these cases better for tracing the

water movement than 45Ca2 cations. Similarly in systems

with bound water, many other substances which do not behave

exactly as the traced material (water molecules) will repre-

sent the water flux (the volumetric flow rate through the

system) much better than the tritiated water.

At this stage one starts to feel that some of the dif-

ficulties result from the fact that the hydrologist is usu-

ally interested in the flux of water, i.e. in the volumetric

flow rate, or velocity, or in other related parameters.

However tracers exists in an atomic form (e.g. 85 Kr), in an

ionic form (e.g. C1-, 131I-, 8 2Br), in molecular form (e.g.

tritiated water), and in grain form (e.g. sand grains or

pebbles artificially traced with a radioisotope or dye in

sediment movement studies), but they do not exist in the re-
qui ed flux form.

I artificial groundwater tracing the required proper-

ties of an ideal tracer are usually listed. For instance

Davis and de Wiest [8] state that an ideal tracer should

be easily detected, be used in small Quantities, not change

the hydranlic characteristics of the aquifer, be inexpensive

to purchase and utilize, not be sorbed by the media, have

a useful half-life, have low toxicity, and not normally be

be present in aquifers in large quantities. This defini-
tion is very useful for practical purposes, but not suffi-

ciently precise for theoretical considerations.
Nir and Lewis [9] defined an ideal tracer as a substance

which has the same response function (the transit time dis-
tribution) as the traced material. It will be shown further
that this definition is not sufficiently precise because the
transit time distribution of the tracer depends on the meas-

uring conditions. A modified definition of Nir and Lewis
reads : an ideal tracer is a substance which has the same
response function as the traced material if injected and
measured in flux. Unfortunately this definition is difficult
to understand unless other terms are explained. In order to
affoid these difficulties Zuber [4] also proposed to modify
the first definition given above. This modified definition
reads : an ideal tracer is a substance that behaves in the
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system exactly as the traced material as far as the sought

parameters are concerned, and which has one property that

distinguishes it from the traced material. This definition

means that for an ideal tracer there should be neither sources

nor sinks in the system other than those adherent to the

sought parameters. In practice we should treat as a good

tracer even a substance which has other sources or sinks
if they can be properly accounted for, or if their influence

is negligible within the measurement accuracy.

Concentration is one of the most "self evident" terms
which has to be revised for dynamic systems. Many investiga-
tors came independently to the conclusion that the concentra-
tion in samples taken from dynamic systems depends on the
sampling mode. For the dispersion model, and other related

models, the reader is referred to Brigham [10], and Kreft
and Zuber [11]. Unfortunately many other investigators dis-

regard abundant theoretical and experimental evidence on
different types of concentration. Some other investigators
use proper formulas, but probably without a full understand-
ing because they apply conflicting terminology.

The resident concentration (CR) ( other terms : meas-
ured through the wall, in situ, spatial, and real concentra-
tion) expresses the mass solute (Am) per unit volume of
fluid (AV) in the system

CR= Am/ AV (1)

The flux concentration (C ) ( other terms : mixed cup,
weighted by volumetric flow rates, flowing, discharge, trans-

port, and delivery concentration) expresses the ratio of the

solute flux (Am/At) to the volumetric fluid flux ( Q =rV/ At)
passing through a given cross-section of the system

CF= [Am/At] /(AV/At) Am/ QAt . (2)

Differences between CR and C. occur whenever there
is a gradient of concentration, or, in the case of steady-
state concentration if there are-sflow li'es with different

velocities. Here, both CL and, Cj will-be treated as time
and space variables, because experiments with steady-state
concentrations are seldom applied in artificial tracing.

A tracer injected at a -given point of a system spreads
in that system in the direction of-flow, or if there is no
flow in accordance with the principles of molecular diffusion
or dispersion. It appears that the distributions of the
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tracer both in space and time depend not only on the detec-

tion mode ( CR or C.) but also on injection mode. Theoreti-
cally, two idealized injection models can be considered. The
flux injection is performed if the tracer is introduced to

the system with'the inflowing water. Then, the amounts of

tracer which enter the system in particular flow lines are

proportional to the volumetric flow rates of these lines.

The resident concentration injection, or better the spatial

injection is performed if at a given cross section of a sys-

tem the tracer is introduced uniformly into a thin slab

(Ax) of the system. In order to distinguish easily theo-

retical formulae obtained for different injection-detec-

tion modes, the notation introduced in [I] is followed

here. Namely ,

CFF - means both injection and detection in flux
( inflowing and outflowing water)

C - means injection in flux (inflowing water) and de-
tection of the resident concentration (spatial con-
centration at a given cross-section)

CRi - means spatial injection and flux detection

CRi - means both injection and detection of the spatial
mode.

The injection can be performed instantaneously or continu-
ously. An instantaneous injection is distinguished in this

notation by adding I at the beginning of superscripts, i.e.

Cir , Ci , and so on. A continuous inJection is indicated
by adding C, i.e.,CCpF, CFR, and so on.

Guizerix and Margrita 12] defined an ideal injection
as that performed in flux. Zuber [4] proposed to define an
ideal injection and an ideal detection as those exactly cor-
responding to the conditions under which the applied model
has been derived. In artificial tracer experiments the math-
ematical model remains often unspecified, and then an ideal

injection and detection will be represented by the injection

and detection corresponding to the CFF case. It will be

shown farther on that only in such a case the movement of

the tracer may represent directly the movement of the tracer
material.

Two distinct kinds of analysis are possible ; the
Eulerian and Lagrangian types of analysis. In the Eulerian
type of analysis one is concerned with the time dependence
of the concentration at fixed points of space. In the Lagran-
gian type of analysis one is concerned with the concentra-
tion distribution with respect to points which follow the
fluid motion. The Eulerian type of analysis is the most com-
mon as usually fixed measuring points are easily available
( wells, natural outflows). In some types of experiments the
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Lagrangian type of analysis is more convenient (e.g.

bed-load movement, and infiltration studies).

Consider now some concepts which are particularly

useful to the application of the so-called lumped param-

eter( black-box) models. In a lumped-parameter model,

spatial variations are ignored and the various properties

and the state of the system can be considered to be homo-

geneous throughout the entire system [13].

The exit age-distribution function, or the transit

time distribution, E(t), describes the exit time distri-

bution of incompressible fluid( water) elements of the sys-

tem which entered the system at a given t = 0 . This func-

tion is normalized in such a way that

CO

I E(t)dt = 1 . (3)
o

The mean age of water leaving the system( tw) or the

mean transit time, is accirding to the definition of E(t)

and the formula for the arithmetic mean

t = r tE(t) dt/f t (t)dct . (4)
o o

On the other hand from the definition of the turnover time

it follows that

tw = to = 7 m .

The mean transit time of a tracer is defined as

=o 

where Cl (t) is the tracer concentration observed at the

measuring point as the result of an instantaneous injection

at the entrance to the system at t = O . Definition of Eq.

6 is applicable to any injection detection mode. When a radio-

isotope is used as a tracer the concentrations under the

integrals have to be corrected for the decay by using eXt

factor, where - is the radioactive, decay constant. This
factor converts the observed concentrations into those

which would be observed for a nondecaying tracer.

The mean transit -t'me ia-tracer given by Eq.6 is

equal to the mean transit time of water only if the con-

centration under the integrals in Eq6 is of the CFF type,
i.eo only if the tracer is injected and measured in flux.

This has been shown by Gardner et al. [14] who consider

flow in capillaries with negligible molecular diffusion,

by Levenspiel and Turner [15], and Levenspiel et al. [16] who
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consider parallel systems, and by Ereft and Zuber [1 ] who
consider the dispersive flow( i.e. described by the dis-

persion mode; .

The harmonic mean time of a tracer is defined as

t,h = C(t)dt / t . (t 0 0o

It may be easily shown that tth represents the mean

transit time of water if the tracer is injected and meas-

ured uniformly in a layered( parallel) system.

A lot of unspecified possibilities exist between these
two extreme cases. If the tracer is injected and measured

arbitrarily, the obtained result may be highly in error

with respect to the real velocity of water. On the other

hand, in many cases it may be quite difficult to perform
a measurement under conditions corresponding either to an

ideal flux mode or to an ideal concentration mode.

The lack of distinction between possible injection-

detection modes has lead to many lively discussion. The

Saclay group claimed the general applicability of Eq.7

([17] and several other following papers). Other investiga-
tors applied Eq.6 and at same time the dispersion model
which corresponds to the uniform irjection-detection mode

(i.e. the model which is in agreement with Eq.7) . This

theoretical error appeared in many fields of the tracer

method. It will be shown later that in some cases the exper-

imental errors resulting from such an approach were negli-

gibleo However, it may also happen that the use of an

incorrectly chosen model may lead to serious errors, in

spite of a good fitting. Some discussion of these prob-

lems may by found in [10] and [11 ].

It has been shown above that in some cases the tracer

does not represent directly the movement of water ( traced

material). So similarly to the E (t) function describing

the system it may be useful to define a function describing

the tracer distribution. The exit age-distribution function,

or the transit time distribution of a conservative tracer

describes the exit time distribution of particles of that

tracer which entered the system at a given t = 0 . This

function, called sometimes the system response function, or

more often the weighting function, g(t), may be expressed as:

g(t)= C T(t) / C(t)dt . (8)
c

Eq.8 serves for finding g(t) from Cl (t) determined

either experimentally or theoretically. The weighting func-

tion serves for predicting the output concentration, Cout(t),
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for an arbitrary input concentration, Cin(t), with the aid

of the convolution integral, which for a hydrologically

steady-state system reads

Cout (t ) = Cin(t-t') exp( -7t g(t')dt' , (9)
0

or in an equivalent form

0Cout(t) = Cin^(t') exp[- (t-t')] g ( t-t) dt' .(9a)

The time, t, starts at the moment of injection, and
the physical meaning of the integration variable is the

transit time. The convolution integral means that the Cout(t)
is the sum of concentrations which appear at the outlet at

the time t after travelling with different transit times,

t' o The weighting of these particular concentrations is
performed with the aid of the g(t' ) function. The ex-

perimental term allows for the radioactive decay if a

radioisotope is used.

The weighting function is often identified with the

E (t) function what may lead to misunderstandings. Both

functions are identical only if the tracer is both injected

and measured in flux. Eq. 9 also applies when the tracer

is injected in flux, and measured in the concentration

mode [11i Then the g (t) function differs from the E(t)
function as it will be shown further.

The identity of t with to , or expressed in another

way the identity of g(t) with B (t) serves for laboratory

determination if a given substance behaves as an ideal tracer.

Namely , if the tracer is injected and measured in flux and

yields T t= V/Q , the tracer can be considered as an ideal
one for a given medium filling the laboratory column. In
field experiments checking has to be performed by comparison
with other known substance( double tracing), because the
turnover time cannot be determined independently.

3. Models.

As mentioned earlier, the mathematical models for tracer
flow serve for determining the parameters of the investi-
gated systems (the inverse problem), for planning of exper-
iment, for a better understanding'Dof the involved phenomena

(direct problems), and for the development of new interpreta-
tional methods. It would be difficult to review all the
models which have been developed so far. It appears that
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the dispersion equation is the simplest , and consequently

the most suitable model for solving the inverse problems.

The most general derivation of the dispersion equation

for porous media was given by Bachmat and Bear [183. Bear

[19] and Scheidegger [20] showed that the dispersion coef-

ficient is a tensor. However in most tracer experiments the

main coordinate axis is taken paralelly to flow axis and

then the dispersion coefficient can be treated as a vector,

or even as a scalar if unidimensional approximation is ap-

plicable.

Consider first the unidimensional flow. The disper-

sion equation then reads

8 2 C ac ac
D _ - -v - - , -(10)

ex s sx t

where D is the coefficient of dispersion, analogous to
the diffusion coefficient in the case of pure molecular

diffusion and v is the mean intersticial velocity. For the
molecular diffusion this coefficient is clearly defined by
the Fickian law. In the case of hydrodynamic dispersion this
coefficient can be thought of as defined by Eq.10.

In laboratory experiments usually continuous injections

are applied. Zn field experiments, instantaneous injections
are preferable. There are four uniown solutions to Eq.10 for

instantaneous injections. Three of them are of particular
importance, namely

A 1 (-vt)2
CnLR (x,t)- ----= - e[- .. ] , (11)

n S ( 4T Dt) / 4 Dt

A 2 ( -vt) 2

CTFR(X't) = - --- 2 exp[- [ -nS ( 4% Dt) 4Dt

v vx x+ vt
-_- exp(-) erfc[--- 2 (12)

2D D (4Dt)'

A x (x-vt) 2

C F(x t) = -- - -- 5 r7exp[- -] (13)
nS v( 4 Dt3 )l/ e 4 Dt

where A is the activity, or mass, injected at t = 0 ,
S is the cross-section area, and n is the porosity.

The initial and boundary conditions used for their
derivations can be found in [11]. For a given distance , x,
all these solutions can be normalized in such a way that
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there is one variable, t , and two parameters 1/Pe= D/vx

and t = z/v . In chemical engineering the Pe is called

the Peclet number, whereas in hydrogeology D/v is pre-

ferably ·used as a parameter, being roughly a constant for

a given aquifer and thus called the dispersion constant,

or the dispersivity. When discussing the solutions for

continuous injections many authors noticed that for

D/vx << 1 - i.e. for D/v < x the numerical differences

between particular solutions disappear. The same

is true for solutions given by Eqs 11 to 13 [11](see Fig.1).

However in other cases the differences become essential,

thus it is absolutely necessary to understand the phys-

ical meaning of the conditions which served for obtaining

the solutions 11 to 13. Eq.11 is theoretically valid in an
infinite medium for the tracer introduced in infinitesimal-

ly thin slab, A in , at x = O and t = O (x varies from

-co to + c) * The tracer is measured in the infinitesimally

short slab, A xd , at a given distance x , and a given

time t * In other words both injection and detection are

of the resident concentration mode . In practice it is suf-

ficient that variances caused both by injection and detec-

tion are negligible in comparison with the variance of the

distribution given by Eq.11 . The space variance of Eq.11

is 
a = 2Dt , (14)

the variance of the injection distribution in Axin is,

2 (AiX )2

in x 12 (15)

thus the following condition should be satisfied

a 2i<< (16a

that is

(x 2 < 2Dt , (16b)

or putting t = to = xo/v

(a iin)2
x» >> . (16c )

24 D/v

Taking known parameters from laboratory and field ex-

periments it is easy to find that conditions for an instan-

taneous injection and discrete detection are easy to sat-

isfy.
The detection in flux required by Eq.13 is easily

performed by taking samples in short time intervals from
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outflowing water at the end of a system (end of laboratory

column, abstraction well, or spring). A proper sampling

and a proper injection required by Eqs 11 and 12 are the
most difficult to perform.

Another important question arises when applying Eqs

11 to 13 to finite systems. Are they applicable to such

systems, or not ? Eqs 11 and 12 represent the resident

concentration measured in the system (e.g. concentration

in a laboratory column, samples of the CR mode taken from

a well, tracer concentration in sediment( bed-load) meas-

ured in taken samples or measured by a detection probe im-

mersed to the bottom of a river or sea . In such cases if

the measurement is not taken close to the boundary of a

system, the influence of this boundary is negligible. Eqs

11 and 12 are not applicable to effluent concentration

(flux concentration) measured at the end of a system .

Eq.15 is derived for a semi-infinite system, whereas

the flux concentration is measurable only the end in out-

flowing water. Is this equation applicable at all ? No de-

finite proof exists for the time being. However several

arguments to the applicability of Eq.13 can be given.
Namely, for a continuous injection exists a solution for a

finite system [21] which in the notation introduced ear-

lier is of the CFR mode. At the end of the system this

solution gives identical numerical values as the solution

for a continuous flux injection in a semi-infinite medium,

that is as solution of the CCFF mode. One may thus expect

that the corresponding solutions for instantaneous injections

should also yield close numerical values at the end of the

system.
In seeking for a solution for a finite column an un-

avoidable condition appears at the end of the system

tions results from an approximate character of the dis-

persion equation , in which mathematics of diffusion is

directly applied to the hydrodynamic dispersion.

The numerical identity of the solution of CCFR mode

for a finite column with the solution given by Eq.19 was

indicated by Parlange and Starr [23], and de Smedt and

Wierenga [24], and de Smedt et al. [29].

According to what was said earlier the mean transit time

of tracer, tt, calculated from Eq. 11 by applying Eq. 6 ,

differs from the mean transit time of water. A well known

formula reads

t =( 1 + 2v ) to (22)t vx 0
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However the mean harmonic time (Eq. 7) gives in that case

[11]
tth = to 

which confirms the earlier statement that if the tracer is

injected and measured uniformly ( CRR mode) the mean har-
monic time of the tracer represents the mean transit time

of water (an exception exists for system with flow lines

of zeroth velocity e.g. for laminar flow in a capillary).
In the case of Eq. 12 the mean transit time of tracer

is given as [11]
D

tt =( 1 + _ ) t0 (23)
vx

Applying Eq. 6 to Eq. 13 leads to

tt = to ' (24)-

which confirms, for the dispersion model at least, that
even an ideal tracer has the same response function as

the traced material only if injected and measured in flux.
In some oases the observations of the spatial distri-

bution are preferable ( e.g. dispersion in sea, sediment
tracing, infiltration studies). Then, the spatial distri-
butions of the CiR or CiR modes are measured. The mean

a n
.| = 0 . (19)

ax I-* x

This condition is clear for the case of molecular dif-
fusion. Liowever in the case of hydrodynaiic dispersion the

applicability of this condition becomes obscure. ilon is it
possible to construct a -vall which allows to pass the con-
vective flux and stops the dispersive flux ?

In the derivation of the dispersion equation the fol-

lowin, relationship is used

total = conv.+ disp. ' (20)

where represents particular flux vectors. In a unidi-

nensional flovr instead of Eq.20 one can write

v C= CR- D - (21)
ax

It follows from Eq.21 that the dispersion flux dis-

appears if either D or 3 C/ ax is equal to zero. This

fact explains tho applicability of the condition (19) to

(tcie ol tfons o0 the C-,i, mLoa used for the interpretation of
&. *
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c~=eriments of ,the Cr --. ode ( effluent water at the end of

the column). It siaply corverts theoretical C concentra-

tion into equal values w:ith tne CF values which are measured

Thus tne applicability of (19) to finite columns is rather a

accidental as it corrects the solutions of CFR mode incor-

rectly used ii situations corresponding to the CF-, mode.

On the other hand this applicability of the CFR solutions

ootainod for (19) to ;he flux concentrations together with

the mentioned above numerical identity with the solutions

of C-, seems to suggests that Eq.13 can be applied to fin

nite systems. Such an assumption means that at the end of

the system there are no obstacles and particular flow lines

can leave the system aintaininin their velocities.

Theoretically such an approach is not exact [22] though

intuitively it seeas to be adequate to the real situations.

The inconsistency of the condition (19) with the real situa-

distance travelled by the tracer for a given time, t , is

+cc +0C

xt= X e CmR (Z)d, ;/C (z) dz . (25)
-OS ~ -~CO

For Eq. 11

xt = vt (26)

For Eq. 12 the relationship between s. and vt is
complex [1 j , though approaching Eq. 26 for vt>> D/v 

This last case indicates that also the spatial distribution

of a tracer is not necessarily the same as that of traced

material.

For Eq. 15 the spatial distribution has no physical

meaning [I11] 

The above given formulas are valid for homogeneous

systems.( a pipeline, a channel with smooth walls, or fully

saturated granular medium). In unsaturated media, in con-

solidated rocks and in aggregated soils there are pores with

stagnant water. Similarly some rivers may have zones of

stagnant water. There is a lot of experimental evidence in-

dicating that in such cases the simple dispersion model is

not satisfactory. A comprehensive review of earlier exper-

imental works as well as detailed experimental and theoreti-

cal study has been recently given be de Smedt et al. [25].

The most videly used model is that developed by Coats and

Smith [26]. In that model it is assumed that the transfer

of tracer is proportional to the difference of concentra-

tions between the mobile and immobile (stagnant) phases.
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Thus, the transfer equation has to be formulated additional-

ly to the dispersion equation :

22 Cm a Cm Cm a Cs

-7 a- x sat at

ac
s - ( Cm - Cs) , (27b)
at

where Cm and Cs are concentrations in mobile and stagnant

water respectively, mm and m s are moisture contents of

mobile and stagnant phases respectively, and a is a mass

transfer coefficient. Majority of investigators deal with

solutions to Eqs 27a and 27b obtained for continuous injec-.

tions, which are the most convenient to apply in laboratory

experiments. As mentioned above, the most complete study has

been given by de Smedt et al. [25] . Unfortunately, these

authors, in spite of citing a classic work of Brigham, use

a wrong terminology. Namely, the solutions representing the

resident concentration mode they call to be of flux type con-

ditions, and those of the flux mode they call to be of con-

centration type boundary conditions (e.g. p.11 in [25]).

However, in spite of a wrong terminology, the particular

solutions were correctly applied by the cited authors, and

their work can be advised for those who want to study the

tracer movement in unsaturated or aggregated materials.

Here the discussion will be limited to the most important

aspects pertinent to the artificial tracing in field ex-

periments. Because of the mass transfer between the mobile

and stagnant phases the movement of the tracer is delayed

in respect to the movement of water. Thus the applicability
of a proper solution to Eqs 27a and 27b seems to be indis-
pensable. In the above sited papers the solutions for the

continuous injections can be found whereas the solution of

the CiFR type was given by Villermaux and Swaaij [27j, and
the solution of the CIpF type by Hubert et al. [28]. This
last solution was obtained for an adsorbable tracer (rever-
sible adsorption with a linear adsorption isotherm), but
mathematically the departure equations are identical to Eqs
27a and 27b if the adsorption constants are properly trans-
ferred. However both solutions are-quite complex and their
use requires-an access -to a- compiter. Of course, this is not
a limitation for an advanced expeierental team. The basic
limitation results from the fact that there are four fitting
parameters( D, v, , and m s /mm, or D/vx, to, c , and ms /m)
instead of two fitting parameters in the case of the absence
of the stagnant phase. The -Increased number of fitting param-
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eters makes the inverse problem unsolvable as it will be

shown further in the paper. However there are two exceptions.

First, rather theoretical, occurs when no transfer of tracer

into the stagnant phase is assumed. Second, common in the

cases of a slow flow under natural conditions, occurs when

it may be assumed that the transfer is fast enough to equi-

librate Cs with Cm . Then Eqs 27a and 27b reduce to

2 C 8C 8C
- v - = (1 + m s /m. ) - (28)

8x ax 8t

where C = Cm = Cs . If the real time in Eq. 28 is replaced

by the apparent time, ta , given as

ta = t( 1 + ms /mm) , (29)

then Eq. 28 becomes mathematically equivalent to Eq. 10.

In unidimensional flow, instead of the time transformation

it is more convenient to transfer the mean velocity of water,

v , into the apparent velocity , va , given as

Va = v /( 1 + ms /m) . C30)

By fitting a model in which v is meant as va (i.e.,

a proper solution of Eq. 10 but with a different meaning

of v) one can find the filtration velocity

v = Vnm = va( Ims + mm ) - (31)

because ms + mm (or n s + nm in a saturated medium) can be

determined independently, whereas m or n. cannot. In

other words in that particular case the tracer moves as if

the whole moisture content were moving with the apparent

mean velocity (va) instead of the mean velocity of water

(v). As mentioned, other cases are more complex( Fig.2) and

and the inverse problem cannot be solved unambiguously.

Note in Fig.2 that in the case of mass transfer between the

stagnant and mobile water the tracer curves are strongly dis-

persed( with the exception of an instantaneous transfer as

discussed above). Huwever, one important property is of

practical importance. Namely the first moments of the

tracer distributions given by Eqs 11 to 13 do not depend

on the mass transfer. They yield the following formulas

for the mean transit time of tracer :

x v m V
tt Q= - - for the CiFF solution , (32)1 v f Q- Q 

r
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t = X ( 1 + D /vx) for the CF R solution (33)

and

tt = (1 + 2D/v) for the CIRR solution , (34)
fv

where f = /(+ m ) = m+
mm ms+mm

In other words, in the CIFF case, or in other cases
when D /vx < 1 the mean movement of tracer yields the

same transit time as if the movement took place in the

whole volume of water. In this respect the movement is

similar to the above considered case of Cs = Cm . However

other moments differ considerably what can be deduced from

Fig. 2 . Eq. 33 is given after Villermaux and Swaij [27],

whereas other cases were considered by Ereft [20].

In fissured rocks with a porous matrix the situation

is much more complex because the assumption used for the

derivation of Eq. 28 is not applicable. This problem will

be discussed further in the paper.

In many cases the unidimensional approach is not ap-

plicable, and the transverse dispersion has to be taken

into account. If the dispersion coefficients and the velpc-

ity are treated as constants and if the positive direction
of the x axis is taken as equal to the flow direction,
the following form of the dispersion equation can be used :

2 2 2a c a c a c ac a 
Dx -- 2 + + D + D - (35)

2ax 7 ay a - ax at

where Dx is the longitudinal dispersion coefficient

(equal to D in the previous notation), Dy and D are
the transverse dispersion coefficients in y and z di-
rections respectively. -

Solutions to Eq. 35 can be obtained by applying the
product law (e.g. see [30]). The teem product law applies
to method of constructing solutions of- partial differen-
tial equations of diffusion withtwo or three space varia-
bles from solutions of a differential equation of the same
type with one space variable. These solutions are formed

as products of solutions-having a single space-variable.

Namely, if tracer is injected along the whole length of

a well fully penetrating an aquifer, the dispersion will
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occur in x and y directions, and the solutions are as
follows

X (x - vt)2
nHC / = ezp - 3 

E v( 4i Dx t3) 1/2 4D x t

2
* 1 expt[-- ] , (36)

(4 Dy t) 1/2 4Dyt

=( as Dt) 4 Dzt

I 2
1 exp[- - ] , (37)

(4 Dyt) 1/2 4Dyt

where H is the aquifer thickness. Solutions of CFR and

Cpg types are formed similarly. Three dimensional cases
are formed by applying an additional factor for z var-
iable, (identical to that for y) , and by removing B
on the left hand side. ( ote that A/H is the mass inject-

ed per unit length of an infinite injection line, similar-
ly as A/S is the mass injected per unit surface in a
uni'cmensiona flow. In other words, theoretically the

tot-al ijec;ed mass may be infinite. In a zhree dimensional
case, the mass is theoretically finite. ) It has to be
mentioned that for two- and three-dimensional flow, the

definition of the flux concentration is not so clear as

for a unidimensional flow [29] .

The influence of boundaries (e.g. river banks, or

bottom, as well as water surface for the dispersion in

rivers) can be taken into account by applying the method

of images. An example for rivers is given in [303.

4. Flow in granular media

Tracer experiments in groundwater systems are

usually performed in order to determine the time of travel
(mean transit time) from which the velocity of water (or

a contaminant) may be deduced. Under favourable conditions

the filtration coefficient can also be determined. Many

authors advocate the use of tracers for determing the dis-

persion constant(s), which in turn may serve in a disper-
sion model applied for the prediction of pollutant movements.

The dispersion equation with additional equations for

the exchange of tracer with the immobile water, or with the

solid phase, are generally accepted as the best available

tool for the interpretation of tracer experiments. However
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it has been recognized since a long time that the disper-

sion coefficient observed in laboratory experiments is usu-

ally orders of magnitude less than the values found in the

field. The mechanism of the microdispersion in homogeneous
media as well as the observed values of the dispersion coef-

ficients can be found in a number of excellent review works

(e.g. [1,32,33]). Under field conditions the observed macro-

dispersion is mainly governed by the variability of the

hydraulic conductivity (heterogeneity of the medium). In

practice, an apparent value of the dispersion coefficient

(or dispersivity, i.e. D/v) includes also dispersion ef-

fects caused by fluctuations of the flow field, and by a
nonideal injection and/or detection.

It is well known that very often the dispersion model

cannot be well fitted to the field data obtained from

a tracer experiment. This fact led to a search for other

models, which would show how the macrodispersion depends

on the distribution of hydraulic parameters. The question

also arises if, and under what conditions, the dispersion

model is applicable. Mercado 3[4] showed that the disper-

sion may result from a normal distribution of the hydrau-

lic conductivity in a pack of parallel layers. A more gen-
eral approach was given by Gelhar et al. [53], and Matheron
and Marsily [56]. These last authors showed that when the
flow is parallel to the stratification, the dispersion

equation does not apply. However, when the flow is not
exactly parallel to the stratification, diffusive behaviour
is likely to appear.

Smith and Schwartz [37,38], developed a modelling con-
cept which accounts for macroscopic dispersion not as a
large scale diffusion process but as a mixing caused by
spatial heterogeneities in hydraulic conductivity. The
hydrogeological system is represented by atwo-dimensional
system of conductivity blocks. The--transport of particles
is simulated with the aid of Monte'Carlo technique by gen-
erating many different realizat-ions-of a hydraulic conduc-.
tivity field from the set of sta.ti:stical parameters which
characterize the medium*- The-: frequency distribution of the
model output formed from the entiae>-set of realizations
allows to estimate -the uncertAin-ty in -the model predic-
tions. The method developed. by -the :;cited autho-rs- is un-
doubtly a powerful tool, though their -criticism- of the
dispersion equation -seems to, be somewhat unfair.: Namely,
with a numerical solution to the dispersion equation for
a two-dimensional flow net with spatially variable param-
eters, one can also prove that a unndimensional approach
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is not applicable for the average breakthrough curve, and
that there is no unique macrodispersion coefficient.

The analytical solutions to the dispersion equation

are used as lumped-parameter models. In numerical solu-
tions the variations of the parameters may be allowed for,
though usually the lack of data limits their potential power.

A number of authors successfully applied two-dimension-
al numerical solutions for the prediction of pollutant move-

ments (e.g. see [7,39,40,41]). Field observations often con-
firm results of an early prognosis [7]. Some authors apply
another approach in which analytical solutions to the dis-
persion equation are used for consequentive segments of an
aquifer, along a given streamline( stream-tube approach).
The concentration calculated at the end of the first segment
serves as the input concentration for the second one, and so
on (see e.g. [7,42, 43]). In such cases the dispersion equa-
tion, or its solutions, are used as a distributed-parameter
model with lumping.

It seems that doubts on the applicability of the dis-
persion equation can be directed mainly to its use as a purely
lumped parameter model. On the other hand, lumped parameter
models are of approximate character and their limited applica-
bility is self-evdent and does not require a refined criti-
ciE. The l'itations of the nmerical solutions require a
further analysis.

As mentioned earlier a tracer experiment is supposed to
supply values of parameters which eventually may be used in
a numerical or stream-tube model (this model usually requires
numerical calculations of integrals). If an experiment is per-
formed in a small scale it supplies information on local val-
ues of the parameters. If the scale is large, and if the in-
terpretation is reliable (i.e. if the lumped parameter ap-
proach is applicable), the average values of parameters are
obtained for a given distance, and their usefulness for a
numerical model is of course limited. On the other hand, one
has to remember that in heterogeneous media, the conventional
hydrologic methods do not supply sufficiently accurate estima-

tes of velocity. Thus a tracer test is probably the best meth-
od for obtaining the required information. An additional in-
formation on the dispersion constant(s) is of course also val-
uable even if they are treated as apparent values.

Many authors advocate the use of tracer experiments for
obtaining the dispersion constant(s) . It is the author's

feeling that information ubtained by cataloguing of the
existing data( see [44j and [7,39,40, and 41]) should be
sufficient for an early prognosis of the pollutant movement.
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When performing a tracer experiment for obtaining the dis-

persion constant(s) one has to have in mind the approximate

character of the dispersion equation and the so-called scale

effect which commonly leads to the increase of the dispersi-

vity (dispersion constant) with the increasing distance from

a point source as the transported mass encounters successively

larger scales of the heterogeneity in hydraulic'conductivity.

Experiments in the scale of several tens of metres are usual-

ly sufficient to account for typically encountered heteroge-

neities. In cases of a slow flow such a scale may not be ac-

ceptable from economical point of view. Thus for the deter-

mination of dispersivity the tracer experiments in connection

with pumping test are sometimes recomended. The duration of

an experiment is then reduced, but the overall cost of the

experiment may even be higher than in the case of natural

flow.
Consider first experiments performed under natural flow

conditions, usually called the multi-well technique. A tracer

is injected in a well and its movement is observed in a well,

or wells, downstream. As discussed earlier there are several

possibilities of the realization of the injection-detection

mode. If the increase of the detection "point" is admissible

the best method is to inject some volume of water to ensure

the flux injection. If prior to sampling a short mixing along

the well axis is applied the samples are most probably of

the h mode (uniform detection along the well axis), pro-

viding no vertical flow along the well axis occurs. If the

well is cased and a radioisotope tracer is measured by log-

ging, the mean concentration will be of the rC mode. If

the well is continuously mixed, the sampling should be of

the flux mode (C ). Similarly short pumping of the detec-

tion well (if admissible) should yield flux samples.

Usually several observation wells are situated down-

stream to ensure the appearance of the tracer in one of

them at least. Common practice is to place the observa-

tion wells along a line perpendicular to the supposed flow

line. The theoretical concentration in each well is described

by Eq. 36 , 37 , or another similar equation corresponding

to the applied injection-detectio6nmode. Hibsh and Kreft

[45-] showed how four flow parameters (v, D/v =r L , D/v =

= X - , and the angle beteen he real flow direction and
the supposed flow direction) can be found rom the concen-

tration curves in two wells. Teese authors also showed that

the typical geometry described above does not allow to deter-

mine the four parameters, and that in approximation the ve-

locity and cL can be found by a method which is equivalent
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to neglecting the second exponential in Eqs 37 or 58, and

by assuming that the observation well is situated at the
direction of flow. The possibility of determination of

four parameters as proposed by these authors may be ques-

tioned because an injection without an unwanted horizontal
spread of the tracer is difficult to perform. As aT is usu-

ally several times smaller than aL the condition for an
ideal injection in respect to the aT determination may be

difficult to satisfy for an experiment in a small scale.

However the method it worth attention as under favourable

conditions it may yield the transverse dispersivity (a T)
which usually remains unmeasured.

Meyer et al. [46] described an experiment in which an

effort was made to perform an experiment of the CiRR mode,

e.i. both the injection and detection were supposed to be

uniform along the well axis. These authors used however Eq.

47 which is of the Cri type. Possible errors resulting

from this approach were probably not very high because the

d.spersiviry was relatively low. The experiment yielded

distinct tracer peaks which confirmed the layered structure

of the aquifer. Unfortunately, the experiment was designed

in such a way that the identification of the tracer peaks
with particular layers was not possible.

An iteresting work was described by Peaudecerf and

Sauty [47j . As the tracer appeared in three wells on the

line perpendicular to the flow direction it was possible

to find the transverse dispersivity, which was between

15 to 30 times lower than the longitudinal dispersivity

( aL = 27m , aT = 0.09m to 0.18m depending on the cal-

culation method). To the best knowledge of the author the

cited paper is the only known example on the field determi-

nation of the transverse dispersivity from a tracer test.

The cited work is also interesting as it seems to confirm

the statement given earlier in this paper, that the disper-

sivity tends to increase with an increasing scale of the

experiment, but becomes constant when the scale of the ex-

periment is larger than the scale of the heterogeneities..

In radial flow, the tracer is injected instantaneously

in a well which should be- situated in the symmetrical part

of the drawdown cone formed by a pumping well. The pumping

well serves as the observation well. An intermediate well

may also serve as a measuring well. Interpretational possibil-

ities of the method were described by Zuber [48]. The method

yields the mean mobile water porosity (effective porosity),

and for a layered system it may also yield the filtration

coefficients and thicknesses f particular layers. The mobile



water porosity (which is close to the total porosity in gran-

ular media) is of importance, but one may seriously doubt

if a tracer experiment in a granular medium can yield a bet-

ter accuracy than baht obtainable from conventional methods.
When the concentration curve is slightly dispersed the

mean transit time can be found by making use of any approxi-
mate method. When the dispersion is high , and/or when the

dispersivity (a T ) is of interest, a use of a model is in-

dispensable. Several different solutions to the dispersion

equation were used for this purpose. Lenda and Zuber [44]

used Eq.13 which in a normalized form reads

CiF( t/to)V 1 (1 - t/t

A [ 4 CD/VX ) (t/t( ?7 -2 D/v ) ( t/to)

where V is the volume of water between the injection plane
and detection plane for a unidimensional system

V = nSx . (39)

In radial flow,. if the concentration is measured in

the pumping well, the influence of the transverse disper-

sion should be negligible because the tracer dispersed
laterally converges in the well with the converging flow

lines . Thus Eq. 38 should apply if

V = x2 hn , (40)

where V is the volume of water in the cylinder with

radius x (distance between the wells), and height h

( the thickness of the water bearing layer). In an uncon-

fined aquifer, the volume of the drawdown cone has to be

substracted from the total volume (7). In this approach it

is assumed that D/v is constant over the whole range of
the velocity, which increases with decreasing distance to

the the pumping well o 

Ivanovich and Smith [49] ,appl-ied Eq.11 to a situation

which should..ratherbe appro.tma-ed-by the CIRO -solution.

Namely, these-authors tried-toe perfoQrm -a .uniform injection
along the well axis. Theesolution-of this injection-detec-

tion mode reads [l1 ] - - ;

A z + vt :- ( x-vt)
CIRF c:,t) A -P J (41)

-! " n S 2v(4* Dt ? - 4Dt

or in a normalized form 

CRF( t/to) V 1 + t/to (1-t/t o

~A 2[4nT(D/v)(t/to )3 4(D/vx)(t/to)
(42)
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Of course, one may question if the parameters yielded by

the use of Sq.42 would differ essentially from those found

by applying Eq.11 . However, one may undoubtly question the
statement of the cited authors that the fit or the model to

the experimental data is a proof of the adequacy of the model.

The fit is a necessary condition, but not a sufficient one.

Other inaccuracies of the cited authors were pointed out

by Ereft and Zuber 50]. This example is related to fis-

sured rocks and will be discussed farther in the paper.

nere it was included as an interesting example on possible

different approaches to the realization and interpretation

of experiments.

Sauty 51,52,53] applies preferably numerical solutions.

It remains an open question if numerical solutions are in

this particular case advantageous over the analytical ones.
However in his interesting works Sauty expressed several
opinions which have to be questioned if one accepts the
ideas on the injection-detection modes expressed in this

work after many other authors cited in the previous sections.

Namely, Sauty mixes up terms related to a continuous injec-

tion in flux with those corresponding to an injection ex-

tended in space. As the result of that, Figs 1 and 2 in
1553 which correspond physically to the same flux injection

mode are described by this author as different cases. In

consequence Sauty arrives at a solution Cq. 14 in [53])

which does not satisfy the initial condition as it was shown

by Ereft and Zuber [1 ]. The solution obtained in that way,

and called by Sauty the continuous injection, gives comple-

tely unacceptable results as it can be seen from ig.3 in 153]
where concentration curve for this sLution suggests that the
tracer moves several times slower than the movement of water.

Sauty 151,52,53] compares concentration curves obtain-

ed from different solutions and from such a comparison

tries to judge the ranges of their applicability. However

the applicability of particular solutions has to be judged

from the examination of the adequacy of the initial and
boundary conditions to the real situation. For instance
all the solutions graphically presented in Fig. 1 are exact.

A solution becomes approximate if it used for other condi-

tions than those used for its derivation.

Sauty [51,52,53] normalized the concentration curves

to the maximum concentration. Such a normalization is per-

missible, but should not be recommended because in that way

some information is lost. Normalization commonly applied

in chemical engineering, and shown in Fig. 1, permits a fast

determination of the expected concentration for a given set
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of parameters as well as a better visualization of the dif-
ferences between particular solutions.

All the above discussed examples were related to the

movement in the absence of stagnant phase, ana for non-

adsorbable tracers. Some discussion of the problems related

to the mass transport in the case or the presence or a stag-

nant phase was given earlier. Readers familiar with French,
as well as other readers, who want to study more deeply the

general formulation of the transport equations in the pres-

ence of the stagnant phase or for adsorbable tracer are

directed to works of Molinari and Rochon [54] and Molinari

et al. 55 ].
In studies of the infiltration rate with the aid of

artificial tracers, a tracer is usually injected at a giv-

en depth, below the root zone, and its movement observed by
taking samples of the wet soil, or by measuring gamma radia-
tion with a probe moved along an access well. If the move-

ment is sufficiennly slow, it may be assumed that there is
an instantaneous equilibrium between the tracer concentra-
tion in mobile and immobile phases. Then simple models of

the CIFR or CO R mode apply and the recharge rate CR) is
given as

R = vm , (43)

where v is found from the tracer experiment, and m is

the total moisture content. Other cases are more complex.

Unfortunately the available literature mainly deals with

solutions for continuous injections, whereas in tracer ex-

periments for the recharge rate measurement, instantaneous

injections are applied.

5. Flow in fissured rocks

Tracer experiments in fissured rocks are considered
to be particularly useful because the conventional methods

often fail when the flow velocity and the porosity are of

interest. The dispersivity of-;the fissured rocks cannot be

predicted either at the .present :stage of knowledge. The ex-
periments are usually performed :with pumping. Either the

method described in the previous section is applied, i.e.,

pumping in-one well and injection in another , or a pair

of injection-withdrawal wells isoperated, i.e., the water

pumped out from one well is injectedin another well.
Tracer is injected either continuously or instantaneously
in the pumped in water, and measured in the withdrawn water.

Consider first the technique with one pumping well and
an observation well used as che injection well. A number of
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authors presented results of field experiments( e.g. [44,48,

49,56,57]). For many years the interpretational models were
the same as those described in the previous section. Doubts

have arisen recently when several authors came independently

to the conclusion that the movement of solutes in fissured
rocks is considerably delayed by the diffusion from rissures

to the microporous matrix [58,59,60,61,62,63,64] . The con-

ventional determinations of the hydraulic parameters yield

values which are related to fissures, whereas the micro-

porous matrix behaves as if it was impermeable* However in

the case of solute transport, the molecular diffusion to

the micropores causes a considerable delay especially if
the tracer or pollutant decays.

In this case the situation is much more complex than

in the case of the stagnant water pores in unsaturated gran-

ular medium or in a porous consolidatea rocx because of long

diffusive ways in the porous matrix. This erfect strongly
influences the environmental radioisotope concentrations

and the movement of radioactive pollutants discharged to

natural systems. For instance, environmental isotope data

compiled b5 Grabczar. and Zuber [65] seem to indicate that
14 Ct concentrat-ions oaberved in fissured rocks are always

lower than the values expected from the presence of trit-

.un or from the stable isotope composition of water. However

it remains an open question when, and to what extend this

effect influences experiments in small scales (several to

several tens of metrss) performed under artificial hydraulic

gradients.

Examples of the interpretation of field experiments

presented in Figs 3 to 12 are given here to illustrate

some problems encountered in the use of models in general
and in tracer experiments in fissured rocks in particular.
All the examples are taken from experiments performed in
fissured and cavernous dolomites and limestones of the Trias-
sic in the southern Poland. The environmental radioisotope
and stable isotope data for these formations indicate that
a delay of 1C is highly probable. At the present stage of
the environmental isotope studies it is not possible to state
to what extend this delay (for a constant input concentra-
tion the delay of a radioisotope is manifested by a decrease
of the output concentration, and an increase of the apparent
age) is caused by a possible diffusion to the porous matrix
or by hydrochemical processes and the isotope exchange with
the carbonate solid phase. However recent laboratory investi-
gations showed that the micropore porosity of these forma-
tions is of the order of 0.03 [66], which is of the same
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order as the fissure porosity found from the discussed

tracer tests.
Some examples of a manual interpretation were presented

by Lenda and Zuber [44] and Zuber [48] where the determina-

tion of the hydrologic parameters was also discussed in detail

The manual interpretation means here the interpretation with

a desk calculator in which fitting is performed at a guess.

Kreft et al.[57] gave some examples of a computer interpre-
tation with the aid of the FKEI program worked out by Kreft

and Lenda [67]. The program fits automatically up to 5

theoretical curves, determining for each curve three fitting

parameters, i.e., to , ,D/v)i , and Ri,where Ri is the

partial recovery defined as the area under the partial

curve to the area under the total( including extrapolation)

concentration curve. The program has modification which
permit to decrease the number of fitted curves from 5 to

any integer below 5.The fitting is performed by finding the
2total theoretical curve which yields the lowest 2 value

(chi square test).

The mean transit time is calculated as [48]

to =i t= Ri i/z Ri 4)

where Ri is the partial relative recovery dtined as
Xo oo

o0

Dhe total dispersivity is given as [48]

D/v = E Ri[(D/v)j /t) + (2/2)(1-i/t )2] (46)

The best fitting is obtained for a large number of

fitting parameters (usually the program fits 6 or more param-

eters). On the other hand, models with a large number of fit-
ting parameters are not reliable. In order to avoid the dif-

ficulty resulting from the large number of fitting param-

eters in the SE3 program, if the number of layers is larger

than 1, as well as to avoid- alow accuracy for the one-layer

approximation, another interpretational procedure, realized
by the FKIP program has been developed. Namely, the param-

eters are calculated directly fromthe definitions of the

zeroth and first two momAnts : -

to = 1/io (47)

D/v =[ _( ]2 : (48)

Eq. 47 J generally valid for any experiment of the

C? type. Eq. 48 results from the general definition of
variance and from Eq.17 .
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The three moments, Mo, M1, and M 2 are calculated for
the whole experimental curve. If the curve does not reach
the background value, as it was the case in all the pre-
sented examples, the absent part of the curve is extrapo-
lated by fitting Eg. 38 to the tail part of the experimental

curve with an additional constrain

Mo (te)exp.= o (te)theor. (49)

where te is the end time Of the concentration curve.

Intuitively, this procedure is the most reliable
because there are only two fitting parameters ( D/v and tA
and the fitting is limited to the extrapolated part of the
concentration curve. Of course this interpretational proce-
dure should not be applied when the experimental curve can
be splitted into partial curves and when this split can be
attributed to the existence of identified layers, and not
to local heterogeneities. In other words in the interpreta-
tional procedure realized by the FEIP program it is assumed
that irregularities of the experimental concentration curve
are caused by heterogeneities and would disappear for a
longer measuring distance.

Systems with large dispersion are characterized by long
tails of the concentration curve ( see Fig. 1). The tail

past is often difficut to measure because of a low concen-
tration.- n all the examples given in Figs 3 to 10 the con-
centration curves were not completely recorded due to tech-
nical and economical reasons. In such cases the use of math-
ematical models is indispensable for determing both the mean
transit time and the dispersivity.

Fig. 3 represents an example of interpretation by the
rSS. program which found three partial curves to obtain
a good fitting. The same measurement interpreted by the

gFLrP program is shown in Fig.4 . Note a large discrepancy
of the obtained parameters.

Figs5 ana 6 represent a similar example as above ob-
tained in another pair of wells.

Fig. 7 shows an interesting example characterized by

distinct peaks. The FEEY program interpreted this meas-
urement by applying five-layer approximation. The FKIP
program again yielaed different values of the parameters
(ig. 8). Fig. 9 shows results obtained from the measurement
in the same pumping well as in Figs 7 and 8 with the injec-
tion of another tracer (tritium and 131I-, respectively)
in a well situated at the angle of 90° to the direction of

the first injection well. The heterogeneity of the system
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is characterized not only by different values of the param-

eters but also by different shapes of the concentration

curves.

All the measurements performed in the ore-bearing

dolomites of the Triassic are summarized in Table I. One

can easily note a large scatter of the parameters depending

on the measuring conditions (pumping rate, injection well),

and on the interpretational method. This scatter results

both from the heterogeneity and from the incomplete concen-

tration curves. The FKHI program gives good fitting, but

number of fitting parameters is unacceptable. The interpre-

tational procedure realized by the FKIP program seems to be

more reliable due to a lower number of fitting parameters.

Incidentely the results obtained with the aid of the FKIP

program are less scattered than those obtained by the FKEY

program.
A measurement which yielade a smooth concentration

curve, to which a single theoretical curve of Eq. 38 could

not be fitted is shown in Fig. 10. A two-layer approxima-

tion (6 fitting parameters) yielded a good fitting an: param-

eters given in Table I under No. 7 . The experiment was

relatively well completed, thus the inluence of the extra-
polation was much less than that in the other examples.

The mean transit time was to = t. = 12.2 h . This meas-
urement was also interpreted with the aid of a four param-

eter model, equivalent to the dead-end pore model of Coats

and Smith L26], but for the CF F detection-injection

mode [28] . This model yielded t * t = 8.2 h (other
-1 0

parameters : D/v = 1.7m , k = 00 h , m = 2 [69]).
Glueckauf [64] interpreted the same experiment with his

six parameter model developed for a microporous matrix.

Owing to the interplay of parameters Glueckauf reduced

the number of parameters to three. The mean transit time

of water was to=5.6h .

These three models practically yielded equally good

fitting (Fig. q1) whereas the values-of the determined pa-

rameters differ considerably. This example shows clearly

that a good fitting is not a sufficient criterion for selec-

tion of a model . The question which model is the most prop-
er one for the investigated formation remains open.

To make his point, Glueckauf chose the measurement
which could be described-by his model. Other examples

( Pigs 5 to 9) are characterized both by sharp peaks and by

irregular curves which show that tailing can be also- attri-

buted to the heterogeneity.
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Table I. Results of the two-well pulse method applied

Pumping Injection FKHY Program
No N well well Porosity Dispersivity

[ A] [m]J

in the ore-bearing dolomite [68].

FKIP Program
Porosity Dispersivity Remarks

[ ] [m ]

'C

1 PS-9 PS-9a 1.8 21.4 2.7 63 Q =1.73 3/min
(two layers)

2 PS-9a 3.1 20.3 6.6 52 Q =1.40 m3/min
( Fig. 3-three layers) (Fig. 4)

1.0 13.1 6 16 a) 1
'

10 ) Q = 0.66 ma/min
5 PS-9a (four layers)

4 ZN6-18/1 ZN6-18 4.5 6.9 7.8 28
( Fig. 7 -five layers) (Fig. 8)

5 ZN6-18/2 2.4 13.3 5.4 59
( Fig. 9 - three layers)

6 ZM6-9 ZM6-9/1 9.5 132 4.9 72( Fig. 9 - two layers) ( Fig. 6)

7 BK-140 BK-258 2.2Not interpreted( Fig.10 - two layers) Not interpreted

a) Manual interpretation similar to that realized by FKIP Program



The dispersion model without diffusion into the porous

matrix yielded the effective porosity which was about 2

times less than the early estimates of hydrologists. However,

there is no doubt that the presence of the microporosity

makes also this estimate doubtful, as being too high. Of

course, models with the diffusion into the matrix yield not

only the shorter transit times and consequently lower fis-

sure porosities, but also lower dispersivities. It may be

worth mentioning that observations of a pollutant movement
into a mine situated in the area under consideration yielded

a value of 38 m [70] which is in agreement with the order
of magnitude reportea in Table I . The pollutant consisted

of organic compounds characterized by large molecules with
low diffusion coefficient. The pollutant probably moved
without diffusion into the matrix and the obtained disper-

sivity represents the real value of the fissured rock, but
not an apparent value which wouwd result from the diffusive

tailing. In other words it cannot be excluded that the in-

vestigated system behaved as if the diffusion into matrix

was negligible. In the case of a short distance between the
injection and detection wells and a fast flow induced by

pumping, the situation may be somewhat similar to a laminar

flow in a capillary where the diffusion is negligible.

In the investigated system the thickness of fissures is

of the order of 00 5 mm [48] whereas both porosities are more
or less of the same order of several per cent . Glueckauf

[64] reinterpreted several other experiments of other
authors. For the experiment reported by Ivanovich and Smith

[49], Glueckauf obtained to= 1.14h in contrast to the
original value of 3.44 h . According to Ivanovich and Smith

the original value yielded the effective porosity close to
the conventionally observed specific yield, which would
suggest that their interpretation was correct. However, in
that case of Chalk aquifer, the dispersion model neglect-

ing the diffusion into thepbrbous- matrix can be questioned
much mor1e tha ia -the prtevio=t-extmple-s, because the -micro-
porosity is much hitgher t east:e fi-suse- porosity [49]j-
whereas the mea ftissrev- thi'renss is about 0.1 mm (apply-

ing the formula givein in[48) -

In general, there is n-odoubt-that for fissured rocks

with a porous matrix the possibility of the diffusion has to

be taken into account. The inverse problem becomes then
difficult to solve. Further t'heoiretical and experimental

studies are needed in order to work out proper experimen-
tal methods and theoretical models for tracer experiments

in fissured rocks with a porous matrix. In some cases, the
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i.nfluence of the molecular diffusion can probably be re-

duced by applying a tracer with a low value of the coeffi-

cient of molecular diffusion. Double tracing with tracers

having distinctly different molecular diffusion coefficients

should be very useful in investigations of fissured systems
with a microporous matrix.

Even if the molecular diffusion is negligible, and a
simple dispersion model is applicable, a number of interpre-

tational procedures can be used, because the experimental

curves are seldom complete. In this work two such procedures

were presented. The FEY program has a tendency to yield

too low values of both the transit time and the dispersivi-

ty (due to fitting to an incomplete experimental curve),

whereas the EIP program may yield too large values because
of putting too much weight to the extrapolated part of the
concentration curve.

The negligence of the diffusion into the matrix is
a questionable approximation. If the spacing between the
fissures is low the tracer moves through the total water
content, i.e. similarly to the dead-end pore model. In

such a case its movement is delayed by a factor [71]

k = ( n. + nma) /nf , 0)

where nf is the fZssure porosity, and na is the matrix
porosity. In other words a tracer experiment yields a value
of the porosity which lies somewhere between the n. and

nf + nma values. A model fitted without taking into account
the diffusion will yield and apparent dispersivity much
larger than the dispersivity which would be observed for a
complete model.

Consider non the injection-withdrawal method. In two

pairs of wells which served for injections in normal pumping

operation, the withdrawal-injection method was also applied.
The method was essentially the same as that described by
Grove and Beetem [ 72] with two differences. Namely Eq. 38
was used instead of a much complex Brenner's solution.
As discussed in earlier both solutions yield practically
the same numerical values. An instantateous injection was
used instead of a prolonged injection applied by Grove and
Beetem. A computer program (A. Lenda in [68] ) was de-
veloped in similar way as that described in the cited work.
The program was tested by reinterpretation of Grove's and
Beetem's results, and yielded practically the same param-
eters. However in the case of measurements shown in Figo 11
end 12 no logical interpretation was possible. Even if srnm
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theoretical curves could be fitted as far as the shape is

concerned, the concentration values completely disagreed.

It is no wonder, because in the presence of high dispersion

observed in the previous figures, the tracer travelling

through fissures with the shortest transit time recirculates
before the tracer travelling through other fissures is able
to travel to the pumping well. In other words the method

can be applied only in homogeneous layers with low disper-

sivity and for wells situated at a sufficient distance.
In stratified aquifers the method cannot yield reliable

results.

It has to be stressed that experiments exhibiting large

dispersion parameters CD/vx), i.e. low Peclet numbers, can-

not be interpreted unambiguously. This conclusion can be

reached by inspection of the presented cases, where dif-

ferent values of parameters were obtained for different

interpretational approaches. K=eft [ 67, 73 ] investigated this
problem quantitatively. Namely, a computer program simulated

experimental curves with known parameters and assumed ex-

perimental errors stochastically distributed. Then the FMEY

program was used to determine the interpreted parameters.
The results are summarized in examples shown in Figs 13 and
14. It can be seen in the figures that the larger the dis-
persion constant, the larger range of the interpreted t

values is obtaned for an assumed confidence level. In other

words, if the dispersion is high, a number of theoretical

curves with different to values can be equally well fitted.

Thus, the interpretation cannot be unambiguous.

6. Conclusions

A number of mathematical models for the description
of mass transport by water flow in natural systems exist.

Sophisticated models are preferable for a better understand-
ing of the involved phenomena, whereas for the interpreta-
tion of tracer experiments rather simple-models, with a
limited number of fitting parameters are preferable. Solu-

tions to the dispersion equation, orto the dispersion
equation together with an additional equation for the mass

transfer between the mobile and immobile phases (stagnant
water, solid matrix) serve as thef most commonly applied
models . Recent investigations show that the dispersion
equation as a general basis for the dispersive models has

many limitations in the case of heterogeneous media.

However for the interpretation of field tracer experiments

the dispersion model remains indispensable, with the ex-
ception of turbulent dispersion in Great lakes or in the sea.
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There are a number of solutions to the dispersion
equation for different in tial and boundary conditions.
They clearly show that in the case of mass transport in
dispersive systems, two concepts of concentration are ap-
plicable. i.e., flux concentration, and resident concen-
tration. The dispersion model clearly shows how these two
concepts are related to different possible injection-detec-
tion modes i.e., to different initial and boundary condi-
tions. The problem was dealt with by many authors. Brigham
[10] in his classic work discussed the differences for
continuous injection, including the dead-end pore model,
whereas Kreft and Zuber [1 ] described solutions for instan-
taneous injections and their relations with continuous in-
jections. Unfortunately many authors, in spite of citing
Brigham s paper, do not seem do understand this basic
problem and in consequence either use solutions unadequate
to their experimental situations or even arrive at wrong
solutions. Some other authors apply proper solutions but
reserve the terminology, which may lead astray their fol-
lowers. A strange practice is to compare the numerical
results obtained from different solutions and draw conclu-
sions from that on their adequacy. The applicability of
~articular solutions should be judged by inspection of the
adequacy of the intial and boundary conditions to the real

ezperm=enval situation.

The most commonly applied analytical solutions are the
least adequate to the encountered experimental situations.
Similarly the initial and boundary conditions applied in
numerical solutions correspond to the uniform (resident)
concentration modes whereas in some cases they should be of
the flux mode. For low dispersion C/vz<< 1) all the solu-
tions are little sensitive to the boundary conditions.

A good fit of a model is not a sufficient proof of its
adequacy. Unfortunately, the most common error both in arti-
ficial and environmental tracer hydrology is to consider a
good fit as a sufficient proof. In bed-load transport stud-
ies some investigators treated good fitting as an aim neg-
lecting the determination of the transport parameters.

High dispersion (i.e. when the condition D/vx<< is
not satisfied) makes the interpretation ambiguous. It has to
be keptin mind that the high dipsersion results from hetero-
geneities of the hydraulic conductivity (in porous and fis-
sured systems). In such cases the adequacy of any model
becomes doubtful. In some cases the parameters cannot be
determined with an accuracy better than an order of magni-
tude.
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An apparent high dispersion and a delay of a tracer

may occur in fissured rocks with a porous matrix( more
generally in any medium characterized by double porosity).

Further theoretical and experimental studies are needed to
work out the tracer methods which would serve for solving
the inverse problem. It has been suggested that double
tracing with tracers having different diffusion coefficients
may appear to be useful for that purpose.

In order to overcome difficulties resulting from the
use of the dispersion equation to heterogeneous media, a
number of stochastic models have been developed recently.

The most promising and applicable seems to be the model of

Smith and Schwartz 37, 38]. Unfortunately, these and other

authors compare their stochastic models with a unidimension-

al dispersion model used in a lumped-parameter approach

with the CR injection-detection mode (uniform injection

and detection). Such a comparison is unfair because a t-o-

dimensional stochastic model should be compared (if a com-

parison is wanted) with a two-dimensional numerical solu-
tion to the dispersion equation* The stochastic models are
undoubtly powerful and very promising. They do not need
such unfair "comparisons" . In stochastic models the distinc-
tion between the flux and resident concentrations should not
be avoided either.

MFathematical models are indispensable in proper plan-

ning and interpretation of experiments. An effort is needed
for a better understanding of the existing models and their
wider use. There is no doubt that many experiments fail or
are not full exploited because models are not used at the
planning and/or interpretational stages.
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MATHEMATICAL MODELS IN SURFACE WATER FLOW,
DISPERSION AND QUALITY STUDIES

R. KUOPPAMAKI
Reactor Laboratory,
Technical Research Centre of Finland,
Espoo, Finland

Abstract

Mathematical simulation models for flow field in the case of surface
water are discussed. Due to the complexity of geometry the exact analytical
solution of the flow field must be replaced by the numerical solution- of
the finite difference equations. A qualitative verification of the main
characteristics of the computed flow field has been made by radioactive
tracer experiments. The application of the model is for studies of transport
and mixing of wastes released to the surface water system.

1 INTRODUCTION

Tracers, both radioactive and others, have been extensively used in

many countries to study surface water flows and dispersion. These

studies were especially numerous 7 - 15 years ago. During those

years also Reactor Laboratory at the Technical Research Centre of
82

Finland carried out several such studies using mainly Br as the

tracer. The aim of these studies was mostly to study the effects

of an existing or a planned waste water discharge in water courses

or in coastal areas. Although these studies were in many cases

successful the method left also several questions open:

The information on the flow pattern and dispersion concerned

only those conditions prevailing during the tracer experiment.

Several tracer experiments would have been needed to reach

reasonable generality. The seldom occurlng worst case

conditions were almost impossible to reach in the field.

2 Due to the almost constantly changing flow conditions

(especially wind) the flow pattern in shallow Finnish water

courses and coastal areas is constantly changing. Hence

the assumption of steady state -of the flow system during

the tracer test is generally not valid. The available

tracer data interpreting methods are based on the steady

state assumption and give in this case results with un-

known accuracy. 

3 The tracer techniques cannot be applied to study the effect

of a change in flow geometry. The building of a new road

across the water course is an example of such case.
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L Tracer data does not provide a clear basis for water quality

assessments, which are ultimately needed by water protection

authorities in most cases.

5 Field studies by tracers are very expensive which limits

their use into the most important cases only.

To overcome these shortcomings the development work of mathematical

flow, dispersion and water quality models was started. It was hoped

that these mathematical models could exploit field data from different

origins, including tracer experiments.

2 MATHEMATICAL SIMULATION MODELS AND THEIR VERIFICATION POSSIBILITIES

2.1 The flow field model

The flows in surface waters are caused by winds, air pressure and water

level differences, tidal effects, and temperature and salinity dif-

ferences. The effect of winds is usually the most prominent in

Finnish lakes and coastal areas. The flow pattern is affected by

turbulence, viscosity of water, bottom friction, coriolis force and

- rosi decisively - tocography (islands, shore lines) and bottom

r.criphc og. All these factors are pnysical and have mnathematically

esta! shec expresstcns. All the effects are collected ir the

Navier-Stokes partial differential equations which together with the

continuity equation govern the flow of surface waters.

Tne exact analytical solution of the flow field is not in practice

possible due to the complexity of geometry. For the numerical solution

the water area under study is divided by a grid into square elements

of suitable size. The equations are written as finite difference

equations and the flows between adjacent elements are computed

numerically.

In order to limit the computer program size and computing time to a

reasonable level the amount of phenomena described by the model must

be limited to the most important ones. For instance in Finnish

surface waters the tidal effects can be generally neglected. The

most important observation has been that surface waters in Finland

are seldom clearly stratified. This simplifies the model significantly

because the equations can be integrated in vertical direction and

decrease the model dimensionality to two.

Because the model contains rough approximations the model results

must be checked by field observations.
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Flow vector observations obtained by automatic recording flow meters

anchored in certain points in the water area can be immediately com-

pared with the corresponding computed flow vectors. An example of

this is given in Fig. 1. The comparison is disturbed by the fact

that the observed vectors are point observations whereas the computed

vectors are averages of whole grid elements. The validity of the

main structure of the computed flow field cannot be normally checked

by flow vector observations because excessively great number of flow

meters would be needed for that purpose.

Drogue movement observations evidently give somewhat more smoothed

information about the real flow pattern. One should, however, be

able to observe the movement of great number of drogues at the same

time. In Finland there has been so far very little experience on

the use of drogues.

Tracer experiments with instantaneous tracer injection produce data

containing information on the main structure of the flow field.

So such data can be used for qualitative verification of the main

characteristics of the computed flow field.

Reactor Laboratory has apDlied flow field models in almost 40 cases.

In some cases the aim of the study has been the prediction of the

effects of planned water engineering constructions, for instance

road embankments, harbour pools, bottom dams and dredgings.

In other cases the flow model has been constructed as the first step

for waste transport and dispersion or water quality models.

2.2 The waste transport and dispersion model

The wastes discharged into surface waters are transported by the flow

and mixed by turbulence. At the same time the waste or its charac-

teristic may experience natural decay (biological oxygen demand BOD,

short living radioactivities) -settle to the bottom or disappear into

the atmosphere (excess heat, oxygen deficiency).

The transport and mixing of wastes as a function of time are simulated

in the previously solved-flow field using the--same grid. The mixing

of waste is described by the dispe'seiorineqiation. The dispersion

coefficient D and the possible decay-parameter are given to the

model.

Tracer data from an experiment with instantaneous injection is best

suited for the verification of the transport and dispersion model.

Concentration observations corresponding long term release do not
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check the model as sensitively but are commonly used because they

are often readily available.

Fig. 2 shows an example of the comparison of comnuted and observed

phosphorus concentrations off the northern coastof Gulf of Bothnia.

Fig. 3 shows the computed and observed electric conductivities,

iron and phosphorus concentrations in an inner point of the area

as a function of time.

Reactor Laboratory has constructed waste transport and dispersion

models for about 20 sites. The most frequent objectives have been

the choice of a new waste discharge point and the comparison of

the effects of different water engineering construction alternatives.

2.3 The water quality model

Whnen different substances react with each other - biologically, 

chemically or in other ways - their transport and dispersion de-

scriDptons have to be coupled in a water quality model. Reactor

Laboratory has developed together with National Board of Waters

of Finland a water quallty model called the VENLA model where the flow

fie:c ard czspersion are describee by the models presented in the

o-ece_ rg sections.

Due to the detailed descriptions of the flow field and dispersion

the VENLA model applies especially well to Finnish surface waters

which are typically large having complicated geometry and flow field.

The VENLA model has been used so far at about 10 different sites.

Fig. 4 shows an example of the use of the VEhLA model. The object

area is a section of the water course downstream of Mantta, a town

in Central Finland. The main problem was the low oxygen concentrations

in late winter due to BOD discharge of forest industry at Mantta.

BOD and oxygen concentrations were chosen as the parameters to be

studied by the VENLA model.

The starting situation for the computations were the known BOD- and

O-concentration distributions in the water area just prior to the

ice-covered period. The development of BOD and oxygen distributions

was simulated until to the end of the ice-covered period. Fig. 4 shows

the computed situation and the field observations at the end of the

ice-covered period in 1980. The comparison shows good agreement.

After this verification the model was used to produce corresponding

BOD and oxygen distributions for different BOD discharge and water

course through-flow amounts. The most critical area was always

Sotkanselka, the most downstream part of the studied area as is the
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case also in Fig. 4. The most essential results of the study could

be reduced into the graph of Fig. 5 which shows the dependence of

oxygen concentration of Sotkanselka in the late winter as a function

of BOD discharge and the through-flow.

3 THE USE OF TRACER TECHNIQUES IN CONNECTION OF MATHEMATICAL MODELS

The value of the dispersion coefficient D comes from tracer experiments.

Because D is not a very critical parameter in computations its ex-

perimental determination is not necessary if it has been determined

earlier in a flow geometry of similar type.

Tracer data is useful although seldom absolutely necessary in the

verification of the flow field and transport and dispersion models.

Tracer techniques have still the reputation of being an expensive

special method which should be used in cases of special importance

only. However, the proper use of tracer techniques in verifying

mathematical models may change this picture appreciably. Due to the

properties of mathematical models the field work in tracer experiments

may be largely reduced from those cases where tracer techniques is

the main tool of the study. The measurement points may be fairly

distant in space and time and big time or spatial gaps in the con-

centration observations do not prevent the use of remaining data.

Especially well suitable data for model verification is obtained

by automatically registering detector units which are installed

into fixed points of the water area during the tracer experiment.
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USE OF TRACERS FOR STUDYING LEAKS
IN RESERVOIRS

J. GUIZERIX
CEA, Centre d'etudes nucleaires de Grenoble,
Grenoble, France

Abstract

The tracer methods for localization of leaks in water reservoirs are:

- method of free migration of tracer
- method of confinement of tracer
- method of direct labelling of the infiltration zone

Combination of these methods allow for localization and the type of
leak in water reservoir. The mostly used radioactive tracer is 131I but
in some cases also the fluorescent tracers can be used.

The tracer method is one of the best methods for studying leaks in large

reservoirs. The infiltration areas (which have to be localised) are most

often situated at the dam of the reservoir, either through the construction or

at its limits (the bottom, the right bank, the left banK). Nevertheless the

leaks may also be from certain areas of the reservoir itself.

1. Preliminary investigations

Information obtained during the preliminary phase enables one to

formulate hypotheses on the position of the possible infiltration areas A

test of these nypocteses is then made with tne nelp of artificial tracers.

The number and the extent of the preliminary investigations depend on the time

and on the financial resources available to resolve the problem posed. Let us

note the following as of particular interest:

- geological information (faults, cover, nature of rocks )

- an inventory of the springs which may have a communication with the

reservoir

- variations of flow of these springs which include waters draining from

the dam

- precipitation

- variations in reservoir level 

- comparison of temperatures of the water in the reservoir and of the

suspected reappearances 

- vertical profiles of temperature in the reservoir (existence of a

thermocline) -

- the geochemistry of the waters in the reservoir and the suspected

reappearances

- piezometry.

We will not go into detail here ofcthose: points which are not

specifically concerned with the tracer methods. -Wewill only note that the

interpretation most often consists in correlations between different types of

time series of observations.
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An important question which will lead to the decision of choice of tracer

method, is the determination of the points of suspected reappearance of

reservoir water. In other woras it is necessary to establish the existence of

relations between the water of the reservoir and the inventoried suspected

points of reappearance.

If that does not pose any problems for reappearances concerning the

drainage network or very near to the dam, in certain cases where doubt does

exist, for example no clear correlation between flow variations and variations

in level of the reservoir, one may be lead to proceed with either a partial

labelling or a total labelling of the water of the reservoir. This operation

can remove the doubt and in addition provide supplementary information on the

position of the zones of infiltration. One may then proceed with labelling

with large volumes of water, for example of the epilimnion, of the

hypolimnion, of the bottom of the reservoir, of the west part, north part, or

of the wnole of tne reservoir.

The best tracer to use in this case is iodine in the form of sodium

iodide, measurable by chemical means at very low concentrations

(10- 9 kg/ltr). In this way volumes of many tens of millions of cubic metres

of water have been labelled.

2. Localisation of infiltration zones by the method of free migration of

tracer

Thrs method is applicable wnen tne suspected reappearances of water of

the reservoir are known ain wnen tne transit t-me of tne uncerground flow is

not too long compared witn the duration of tne experiment kabout 1 ca!).

The radioactive tracer is injected (Fig. 1) in the region in which one

suspects there is an area of infiltration close to the bottom. This injection

is either a point injection or a linear one covering a few metres.

The intersection of the radioactive cloud at the bottom is determined

from a boat with the help of a nuclear probe, moving it alternatively in the

active area and in the inactive area. The curve C1 is obtained at a time

t . This curve is plotted by an operator on the boat based on the

information obtained by radio from two observers on the bank with the aid of

theodolites viewing a reference point on the boat. The curve C1 is an

iso-activity curve representing for example twice the natural background.

Under the effect of the reservoir currents the tracer cloud migrates in a

certain direction. Curves C2, C3...Cn are obtained at certain times

t2 , t3 ... t . During this time the activity of the suspected

reappearances is measured. When the tracer appears in one of these one is

sure that the infiltration zone is within the envelope of the curve C1,

C2...C.

This method is an iterative method; as one does not know the direction of

the currents, many injections are necessary to define with precision the

infiltration area.
131

The most often used tracer is I. One may also use this method with

fluorescent tracers.
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3. Localisation of zones of infiltration by the method of confinement of

tracer

This method is identical in principle to the method described in the

previous section. The movement of the tracer this time is either controlled

or forbidden.

a) Use of a dense solution to restrict movement of tracer.

The density of the mother solution containing the tracer is increased by

addition of sodium chloride. One uses brines having a concentration of

1-5 g/ltr. The injection is either point injection or made by a perforated

tube, perpendicular to the lines of greatest slope according to which the

tracer moves. The detection of the tracer is much simpler than in the free

migration method. In general it is sufficient to measure at one or two points

along the cloud. The tightness of the banks may also be checked and of the

joints of the screen and the curtain itself (Fig. 2a).

b) Method where the movement of tracer is forbidden

Dense solutions of tracer are used to label tne bottom of the reservoir,

natural depressions (Fig. 2b) or portions of the reservoir (or canal) limited

by artificial barriers. In Fig. 2c the artificial barrier consists of a

screen weighted at its lower end by a metallic chain and maintained vertical

with the aid of floats.

Fig. 2d represents a dense solution of tracer confined in a canal by two

barriers consisting of flexible tubes of PVC filled with a suspension of sand

and bentonite.

4. Determination of the type of leak by methods of free migration and of

confinement of tracer

We have seen that these methods enable us to determine the infiltration

zones of the tracer. One may obtain information on the type of leakage by

examining the shape of the concentration-time function obtained in the

suspected reappearance.

This function C(t) is in effect the function at the exit of a system of

which the entry is the infiltration zone. It is related to the input function

e(t) and to the system response function h(t) which characterises the

underground transfer by a convolution operation:

C(tj - e(t) * h(t)

Knowing C(t) and the length of underground transfer and making hypotheses

on the input function, one may-obtain h(t).

A response h(t) with a sharp and narrow peak appearing rapidly after the

injection corresponds to a by-pass, while a broader response function which

appears later, corresponds to a diffusive type of leak.

Figure 4 gives an example of the diagnosis of leaks on the base of a dam,

obtained with the aid of tracers.

5. Method of direct labelling ofthe. nfiltration zone

This method is used in particular when the reappearances of leaking water

are not known, or when these appearancesare too far from the reservoir, which

leads to too long underground transfer times.
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The tracer is chosen in such a way that it is fixed by the material at

the entry point of the infiltration zone.

A bituminous emulsion labelled with I may be used (this emulsion

breaks up upon entry into the porous medium), of labelled particles (fibrous

material, ion exchange resins), a radioactive aqueous solution absorbed by the

terrain (absorbtion of an ion exchange). Tnese tracers are injected near to

the bottom, upstream of the suspected zones.

Iso-activity curves are then obtained with the aid of a nuclear probe

manipulated from the surface (Fig. 5).

locating of the reference

~ -~ , __--/-^ point on the boat

1

\

-3

Figure 1 - Method of free migration of tracer
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CONCENTRATION DYNAMICS IN
LAKES AND RESERVOIRS
Studies using radioactive tracers

Ch. GILATH
Soreq Nuclear Research Centre,
Yavne, Israel

Abstract

The use of radioactive tracers for the investigation of concentration dy-
namics of inert soluble matter in lakes and reservoirs is reviewed. Shallow
and deep stratified lakes are considered. The mechanism of mixing in lakes,
flow pattern and input - output response are discussed. The methodology of
the use of radioactive tracers for concentration dynamic studies is described.
Examples of various investigations are reviewed. The dynamics of shallow lakes
can be found and expressed in terms of transfer functions, axial dispersion
models, residence time distributions and sometimes only semiquantitative infor-
mation about the flow pattern. The dynamics of deep, stratified lakes is more
complex and difficult to investigate with tracers. Flow pattern, horizontal
and vertical eddy diffusivities , mass transfer between the hypolimnion and
epilimnion are tools used for describing this dynamics.

1. INTRODUCTION

The dynamics of lakes and man made reservoirs is of interest in connec-
tion with their usage for storing water for later release, flood control or
power generation. In the latter two cases, the flow dynamics of the lake is
required: one would like to know how the outflow rate, or the capacity of the
reservoir will be affected by cnanges in the inflows.

Whenever the water is to be used for irrigation or as drinking water, the
concentration dynamics becomes of interest. This will describe the response
in the outflow concentration of a component to a change in the inflow concen-
tration of this component, e.g. salt, turbidity, etc. A conservative (inert)
component is not degraded (physically, chemically, or biologically) during
its passage through the lake, while nonconservative components undergo a proc-
ess of degradation or buildup. The concentration dynamics of inert soluble
matter is a general property of the lake, being determined by the flow and
mixing pattern and the residence time distribution in the lake. The concen-
tration dynamics of a specific nonconservative component is obtained by super-
imposing its kinetics of degradation (or buildup) on the concentration dyna-
mics of inert soluble matter.

The knowledge of concentration dynamics in lakes, ponds and reservoirs
contributes to the solution of the-following problems:

- water quality management in reservoirs
- effluent disposal in largerwater bodies (large lakes)
- optimization of effluent treatment'(e.g. oxidation ponds, stabiliza-

tion ponds, etc-.) - -
- optimization of various operational reservoirs (e.g. oil-water separ-

ators, settling basins,-ete. ) -c ') :

The IAEA convened an Advispry; rup e.ting. -] in 1977 on the applica-
tion of nuclear techniques in lake balance and dynamics studies. The use
of environmental radioactive and stable isotopes was discussed at that oc-
casion. - -- . - -

The purpose of the present papae :is to review the use f 'radioactive trac-
ers for the--investigation of concpentrtion dynamics of inert soluble matter
in lakes and reservoirs. Very small operational reservoirs, with mean resi-
dence times (defined as the volume divided by the mean through flow rate) of
several hours or tens of hours, were considered as well as large lakes with
residence times of months or even years. The dynamic behavior of the lake
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will depend to a great extent on the value of the mean residence time. If
this is less than a day, the behavior may be very much affected by the daily
wind pattern, if it is a few days, the flow and mixing pattern will average
out this daily pattern. In the case of stratified lakes, with mean resi-
dence times longer than a year, the annual cycle (see below) will be aver-
aged out, while this will not happen over a period of a few months.

The concentration dynamics of a lake will very much depend on whether
the lake is shallow (and unstratified) or deep and stratified. Usually,
shallow lakes (depths of a few meters) do not develop a thermocline and there-
fore are not stratified. Deeper lakes, in cold or temperate climates, usually
have an annual cycle of stratification. During the summer, a warm surface
layer (the epilimnion) floats on the colder main body (the hypolimnion) with
very limited intermixing between the two layers. The cooling of the surface
during the fall and winter will result in an overturning and mixing of the
water in the lake.

Both artificial and environmental radioisotopes were used for concentra-
tion dynamics investigations in lakes. Generally speaking, stratified lakes
have much greater volumes of water than shallow lakes. Therefore the use of
radiotracers for investigations of deep, stratified lakes is very cumbersome
and relatively few works are known, some of them make use of environmental
radioisotopes (tritium). In some instances, activable rather than radio-
active tracers were used.

2. SHALLOW LAKES

2.1 Methodology

The concentration dynamics of inert soluble matter can be investigated by
injecting a pulse of radioactive tracer into the inflow to the lake and meas-
uring the response at the outlet and/or any other point of interest.

2.1.1 Input-coutpu response

We are interested in the impulse response (in the time domain) or the
transfer function of the reservoir (in the Laplace domain), i.e., the "identi-
fication" of the system. This identification is relatively well known for
time invariant systems [2,3]. However, the reservoirs are time variant be-
cause flowrates and volumes change with time. Furthermore, these reservoirs
are affected by outside parameters such as wind and temperature, which also
vary with time.

When the reservoir's time constant T (or mean residence time) is rela-
tively longer than the period of fluctuation of parameters affecting the reser-
voir, one can consider the reservoir as a constant parameter system and the
volume and flowrate can be averaged over the period of interest. We arrived
at this conclusion [4] by using frequency response techniques and assuming the
reservoirs to be well mixed.

The amplitude ratio of the response at the outlet to any disturbance at
the inlet, versus the frequency of the disturbance, i.e. a Bode plot, is shown
in Fig. 1 for the case of perfect mixing and a time constant of 70 h. It is
seen that the reservoir acts as a first-order filter and any disturbances hav-
ing periods of less than about 40 h are attenuated to an amplitude ratio of
0.1 or less. Thus day-night effects (e.g. temperature fluctuations) as well
as fluctuations in flowrate, water level and wind direction and intensity will
be smoothed out and the inlet-outlet response of the system can be regarded
as that corresponding to the average conditions prevailing during the period
of interest.

The above conclusions are based on a consideration of the frequency re-
sponse of the outlet concentration of a component to changes in its concen-
tration at the inlet to the lake. It was assumed that all types of fluctu-
ations, throughout the reservoir, can be represented by 'dummy' concentra-
tion changes of the same frequency at the inlet. Such shifting of the
disturbances to the inlet is more justified for fluctuations in flowrate or
volume than for environmental conditions distributed all over the reservoir.
Nevertheless, the above approach provides a reasonable approximation for the
latter disturbances too. It is also clear that changes occurring closer to
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the outlet will have a stronger effect. However, even relatively close dis-
turbances are negligible. This can be seen from the broken line in Fig. 1
which represents the response to a disturbance as close as one tenth of the
reservoir's volume from the outlet. For reservoirs having a smaller time con-
stant (e.g. a day or less) changes in environmental conditions may become more
important.

When the time constant is of the same order or smaller than the period of
fluctuation of the parameters affecting the system, one has to consider the
system as a variable parameter system. Nir [5] found the impulse response
h(i,t) in mixed lakes in non-steady state:

h(4,t) = V(t-0) exp [ - j d(t' (1)
tt-) W(t')

q. is the inflow rate. V is the volume of the reservoir and 4 is the time
from the occurrence of the disturbance.

If the chronological time t starts at the occurrence of the disturbance,
i.e., t - = 0 or % = t, the above equation can be converted to:

qin(0) qin( t, (2)
h(t) = () exp [- t i dt (2)V(O) V(t')

0

6 is a reduced time which replaces the reduced time t/- for constant volume
and flow rate systems and is defined as: q

t qin(t')
e = () dt' (3)

0

We found [4,6] that the input-output response of shallow reservoirs can
be fitted to that of a plug flow region (a delay) coupled in series with one
or more mixed regions. The parameters of these "mixed region models" [3],
e.g., their relative volumes, are identified by minimizing a quadratic per-
formance criterion:

P = (Ccalc - exp)2 dt (4)

0

C is the measured specific activity in the outflow. C is the specific
actvity in the outflow predicted by the model and normalield for the total
activity. In the case of one mixed region, C is computed using Eq. (2).
If more regions are coupled in-series, the ou pua of the first is convoluted
with the impulse response of the second, etc.

The volume of the plug flow region is obtained by integrating the inflow
rate over the time delay in the occurrence of activity in the outlet stream.

Other procedures for identifying the percentage of volume corresponding
to plug flow and perfect mixing are based on plotting ln(C ) vs. 9 or ln(l-F)
vs. 8. The F function is the concentration response at thexgutlet of the lake
to a unit step change in the concentration of the activity at the inlet. These
procedures, based on regressions on in(CCx) provide equal weight for low and
high specific activities. They, therefore permit a better averaging of the
response over-the duration of the experiment than the minimizing of P in Eq.
(4).

Shallow lakes commonly exhibit relatively long time constants. -One usu-
ally measures the response for at least 3 times the time constant of the sys-
tem, i.e., for very long periods of time. This requires relatively high activ-
ities. However, we found that relatively short experiments, lasting very few
days, can be sufficient if one performs measurements inside the reservoir and
properly understands the mechanism of mixing in the lake [7].
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A somewhat different approach in analyzing concentration dynamics of lakes
was taken by Sevel et al. [8]. They used axially dispersed piston flow (ADP)
and axial dispersed piston flow with mass exchange with a stagnant region (ADPE)
models.

For the ADP model, the injection of tracer into a stream flowing with a
mean velocity U results in a concentration at a distance L downstream from the
injection point:

(t -1 .' Pe } l
exp Pe (t/T-l)

2
C(t,L) = C _5>

where t is the time, C is the concentration which would have been obtained
if the tracer would have been homogeneously injected into the investigated

volume , D is the dispersion coefficient, , = L/U is the mean residence time
between injection and measuring point and the Peclet number Pe = UL/D. A
least squares fit of experimental data to the above model provides [9] two

parameters, T and Pe.

In the ADPE model, the volume between the injection point and the measur-
ing point is assumed to consist of a flowing region and a stagnant region.
The volume ratio between the stagnant region and the flowing region and the
volumetric rate of mass transfer between the flowing and the stagnant region
are two additional parameters which can be identified by fitting the experi-
mental data to the ADPE model [8,9].

2.1.2 Mechanism of mixing in shallow lakes

The input-output response of the tracer concentration reflects the over-
all mixing behavior of the reservoir. The concentration at points through-

out the lake provides an insight into the acutal flow pattern. It is there-
fore important to measure the distribution of the activity inside the reservoir
as a function of time. Both lumped and distributed parameter models can be
used for the interpretation of these distributions [10]. The lumped para-

merer models are mathematically identical to the mixed region models mentioned

above for input-output reiations, with an attempt to locate the "compartments"

or "regions' of the reservoir. This might be possible if the lane is strati-
fied, or consists of basins separated by straits, etc., which is not the case

in shallow lakes. On the other hand, the distributed parameter model, which

is much closer to the actual behavior of the reservoir, is based on advec-

tion and turbulent dispersion. Such a model requires information on currents

and dispersion coefficients and the distribution of both over the reservoir.

It is quite tedious to obtain this information and, therefore, one is often

satisfied with understanding the mechanism of mixing inside the lake, identi-

fying the more important parameters and, whenever possible, their contribu-
tion to the overall phenomena.

The distribution of tracer concentration inside the reservoir is affected

by the temperature of the incoming water as compared with the temperature of
water in the reservoir, streamlines of the inflowing and outflowing water,

flow rate through the reservoir and wind-induced currents. The latter factor
is the most important one and is responsible for mixing in shallow reservoirs.
It is therefore necessary to gather data on wind-induced currents, wind direc-

tion and speed for the duration of the concentration dynamics investigation.

It is very difficult to predict the lateral and vertical distribution of
wind-induced currents. This distribution depends on the depth and size of
the reservoir, topography of the bottom and of the surrounding area, and dir-
ection, speed and duration of the wind. For shallow reservoirs, the wind-in-
duced current in the upper layer is generally in the direction of the wind and
in the lower layer, in the opposite direction. For relatively large reservoirs

located in a plain area, there is little lateral variation in the wind-induced

current. For smaller reservoirs and, even more for those situated in an area

of an uneven topography, it is more difficult to predict the wind-induced cur-
rent from wind data.

Virtanen et al. [11,12] used numerical models extensively for computations

of wind induced currents in shallow and deeper, nonstratified lakes. The re-

sults of such computations were compared with current measurements made in lake

Pyhajarvi (9 km long, about 2.5 km wide, mean depth of 8 m and a maximum depth

of 46 m). A river with an average flow rate of 48 m /sec flows through the
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lake giving a theoretical mean residence time of 6 weeks. The lake is not
stratified. Currents were measured over 1.5 months with automatically record-
ing current meters. The currents were correlated with the wind data obtained
from a nearby airport. It was found that the river flowrate did not affect
the currents in a statistically significant way. Both steady state and time
dependent model results agreed well with measurements.

The purpose of the above mentioned work [11] was to assist in the adequate
location of an industrial outlet. The authors concluded that in this specific
case no unambiguous, harmless discharge location could be found on the basis
of flow computations and measurements alone and dilution studies were recom-
mended.

Virtanen [12] claimed that mathematical modelling of flow, transport and
dilution in lakes is adequate for handling water quality management. Tracers
are used mainly to support these models.

2.1.3 Experimental

Bromine-82 (as bromide) is a suitable safe tracer for the investigation
of water systems [4,6]. Since water always contains a few tens or hundreds
ppm of chloride, no carrier has to be used. The use of a carrier would be
prohibitive when studying a larger reservoir. Bromine-82 has a relatively
high MPC in drinking water (300 pCi/m for year-round exposure [13]).

The activity was measured in situ [4,6,7] using NaI(Tl) scintillation de-
tectors (2" in length and 1" in diameter) submerged under water and coupled
to a ratemeter and strip chart recorder. Background was about 1 cps and the
sensitivity3of the probe calibrated to "infinite volume" was about 50 cps/_2
pCi Br-82/m . Thus the sensitivity of detecting bromine-82 was about 2x10
pCi/m 3, i.e. about 4 orders of magnitude below the MPC.

Activity can be measured either at fixed locations, or from a boat tow-
ing one or several probes, or by lowering a probe from a boat at any desired
location.

Another relatively snort lived radioisotope 40La was used as a CDTA com-
plex [14]. Several longer lived radioisotopes were used: 131 in some Bra-
zilian studies [15,16], 46Sc as CDTA complex [4], 60Co as 60Co(CN)6 complex [17],
13 7Cs bound in an unspecified complex [17]. Tritium in tritiated water was
used in Brazil [15].

Fries [17 mentioned that in an investigation in a wastepond some loss of
60Co from a 6 Co(CN)63 complex was observed. It was believed that this loss
was due to a bacterial attack on the cyanide complex, which released Co+2 . It's
known that cations are easily lost by adsorption, precipitation or cation
exchange with the soil.

The injection of the tracer is usually extended over a period of a few
minutes. This period of time is negligible compared with the time constants
of the reservoir, but still sufficient for avoiding saturation of detectors,
should one be interested in monitoring the distribution of activity in the
reservoir, soon after injection.

Most of the in situ measurements are done with scintillation probes. How-
ever, long GM tubes (submerged) were sometimes used [14,17]. Fries [17] pre-
fers 12 inch long-GM tubes because they are rugged, inexpensive and can be
easily used in bundles of 4.

Activable tracers, lanthanum, samarium or cerium in EDTA or DTPA complexes
were used by Sevel et al. [83 in investigations of shallow lakes. Indium was
employed by Dahl [18] in some water pollution studies in the sea.

2.2 Examples

2.2.1 The Eshkol reservoir

The Eshkol Reservoir [4] is shown in Fig. 2. Its maximum capacity is
about 3.7 million m 3at a maximum depth of %6 m. With an average through-
flow of %1 million m /day, the concentration dynamics can be handled in terms
of volumes and flowrates averaged over the duration of the experiments. Three
experiments, ER 1, ER 2 and ER 3, were performed; the conditions and results
are shown in Table I.
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Activities of '10-20 Ci 82Br were injected in each experiment and measure-
ments at the outlet lasted for M150-210 hours, over periods of 2.2T - 3 .0T.
The time constants were determined from plots of In (i-F) vs. t/T [4]. The
transfer functions are given in the Laplace domain, s being the Laplace var-
iable.

The plots of experimental and computed specific activity vs. time for ex-
periment ER 2 are given in Fig. 3. The response was rather similar for ER 1
[4]. It can be seen that the sharp rise in the specific activity at the begin-
ning is followed by a relatively sharp and then a much slower decrease. The
transition between the sharp and slower decreases in specific activity occur-
red '40 hours after injection, at which time also, the activity spread out
more or less homogeneously through the reservoir [4]. This behavior is typi-
cal when the wind blows from the inlet towards the outlet and the activity
is transported at the beginning mainly in the upper layer. A different be-
havior was observed during experiment ER 3 (Fig. 4). The wind blew from the
outlet towards the inlet, therefore delaying somewhat the arrival of the acti-
vity at the outlet (12 hours for ER 3 as compared with 8 hours for ER 1).
Furthermore, the increase in specific activity at the outlet was slower and
more gradual.

The measurements inside the reservoir were treated in terms of regional 
residence time distributions [4], which indicated whether a certain region was
"stagnant" or "well mixed", or whether water was exchanged with other regions
slower or faster than expected. As shown in Ref. [4], relatively little dif-
ference was observed between the different regions.

The three transfer functions for the Eshkol Reservoir indicated in Table I
differ somewhat from each other. It would be desirable to be able to predict
the transfer function from operational and meteorological conditions. A step
in this direction would be to estimate the time delay and the corresponding
fraction of a from wind-induced currents. For instance, for a 5 kn wind one
would estimate a delay of 9 h, which is quite close to the measured delay.

2.2.2 The Netofa settling reservoir

Tne Nercfa Settling Reservoir (N.S.R.) shown in Fig. 5, was designed to
allow for the settling of material suspended in the water. An inflow divi-
der and an outflow collector were built in order to equally distribute the
water over the entire width of the reservoir. Ideally, streamlines should
run from south to north, thus providing for proper settling of the suspended
material. 3The depth of water in the reservoir is 3.85 m and the volume is
1.33x10 m . The throughflow ranges between 0 and 71400 m /h.

Two experiments, NSR 18'nd NSR 2 were performed [6], employing activi-
ties of 7.5 Ci and 3.9 Ci Br, respectively. The flowrate through the reser-
voir varied greatly during these experiments, as can be seen in Fig. 6 for ex-
periment NSR 1. The specific activity (corrected for decay) at the outlet of
the reservoir, during experiment NSR 1 is given in Fig. 7. Zero time is the
time the activity entered the reservoir. The shape of the curve in Fig. 7
indicates that the system should be represented by a mixed model consisting
of a plug flow region (volume Vd) coupled in series with two mixed regions
(V1 and V2).

The results obtained for the two experiments are given in Table II. ZV
is the sum of the volumes of the three regions.

The behavior of the reservoir was different during the two experiments
because of different wind and flowrate conditions. During injection in ex-
periment NSR 1 and soon after the wind was blowing from SW-W, i.e. in a dir-
ection perpendicular to the inlet-outlet line. Good vertical homogeneity was
achieved. During and soon after the injection in experiment NSR 2, the wind
blew from the east and then from the south, thus inducing the northward sur-
face current responsible for a much shorter time delay, 3 hours, than in NSR 1.
This current carried activity which had not yet spread homogeneously through-
out the depth; this is also why V1 and V2 are relatively close to each other.
In NSR 1, by the time the activity reached the outlet, i.e. at t > td , the
lateral and vertical homogeneity in the reservoir were quite good, which ex-
plains why V1 is considerably larger than V2.
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The semilog plot of the specific activity at the outlet vs. 8 is shown in
Fig. 8 for NSR 1. Based on a linear regression line through in Cexp vs. 8,
the fraction of mixed volume of the reservoir was estimated as 0.57, which
is reasonably close to 0.67, i.e., 1 - Vd/EV for NSR 1 from Table II.

It is more difficult to predict the concentration dynamics for the N.S.R.
than for the E.R. from wind data and operating conditions because the N.S.R.
is smaller. It was observed that when the wind component in the inlet-outlet
direction is weaker, the td is longer and the behavior of the reservoir is
closer to that simulated by a delay and one mixed region in series (see
experiment NSR 1). On the contrary, the shorter the td, the more the behavior
approaches that of two mixed regions in series.

2.2.3 The Tsalmon reservoir

The Tsalmon Reservoir, Ts.R., is an operational reservoir with variable
throughflow and volume. It is rather narrow (%200-300 m wide) and long
(%1000 m) having its inlet at the east and outlet at the west. Ts.R. is
situated in a very uneven, hilly area. From the south and west it is pro-
tected by hills %250-300 m higher than the level of the reservoir, while to
the north and east the area is much more open. This topography influences
the wind pattern and, therefore, the wind-induced currents.

Two expgelments, Ts.R.1 and Ts.R.2, were performed [6] injecting 4.3 Ci
and 7.7 Ci Br, respectively. The volume of water in the reservoir ranged
from 283,000 m3 to 655,000 m3 during experiment Ts.R.1 and from %500,000 m3

to %800,000 m3 during experiment Ts.R.2 Values of V(0) were 400,000 m3 and
640,000 m3 for Ts.R.1 and 2, respectively. In- and outflow rates during
Ts.R.1 are shown in Fig. 9. The experimental and calculated specific acti-
vities at the outlet of the reservoir are shown in Fig. 10. A model con-
sisting of a time delay followed by a mixed region was fitted for experiments
Ts.R.l and Ts.R.2.

The delay in the occurrence of activity at the outlet was 4 hours during
Ts.R.l and 2.5 hours during Ts.R.2. The corresponding values of 8, i.e.
ed, were 0.33 and 0.17 and the ftdq dt was 149,000 m3 during Ts.R.1 and
111,000 m3 during Ts.R.2. C al is ased on Eq. (2) with the volume V(t')
being the actual volume of the reservoir at t' multiplied by a constant, k.
k is the fraction of the volume of the reservoir that participates in mixing
and was found by minimizing the performance criterion P in Eq. (4). One
would expect:

kV(0) + d qin dt = V(0) (6)

0

The value of k were found to be 1.0 for Ts.R.1 and 0.5 for Ts.R.2. A rather
flat minimum was found for 'the per-formiance criterion in the case of Ts.R.1
thus indicating its low sensitivity to the value: of k.

Another approach is to plot' In Ce vs .' for Ts.R.1 as shown in Fig. 10.
The linear regression in this figure 'povides a reasonably good fit to Cexp,
and according to this line, aboutO0.55i ofthe total volume is perfectly mixed.
Taking into account that V(0) :-0-4 00,00 m'and Vd - 149.,000 m3 , the value of
k according to Eq. (6) is0.'2-2 whichTishquite close to 0.55 and much more
reasonable than the value -:k1 :obtained by minimizing P in Eq. (4). Thus,
during Ts.R.l %60% of· t--lvolume was well-mixed and the remainder provided
the delay, while during Ts.R.2, the perdentages were 80 and-20%, respectively.

The wind blew from the west duringffhe'first hours after injection in
Ts.R.1 and from the east and with less speed after the injection in Ts.R.2.

This is the reason for the shorter delay in Ts.R.2 than Ts.R.i. Similar to
experiment NSR 2, the shorter delay in Ts.R.2 is accompanied by behavior
compatible with two mixed regions in series, rather than one region, as in
Ts.R.1.
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2.2.4 Oxidation ponds and operational reservoirs

Frenkel et al. [7] investigated the concentration dynamics in an oxi-
dation pond which is part of a sewage reclamation project. The pond is
rectangular, has a length of about 350 m (in the N-S direction), a width of
about 200 m (in the E-W direction) and an average depth of about 2.5 m. The
pond is fed by raw sewage at a flow rate changing daily between 350 m3/h and
950 m3/h, with a daily average of about 700 m3 /h. The inlets are distributed
and submerged on the northern shore. The outlets are also distributed and
based on overflow type devices located on the southern shore of the pond.
The volume of water in the pond varies only very little and can therefore be
considered constant.

The time constant of the pond, considered to be perfectly mixed is about
7 days. Therefore, the inlet - outlet response of the system can be related
toaverage conditions, neglecting the diurnal changes in flow rates and wind
pattern.

Two experiments were performed [7], a relatively shorter one (El) which
lasted for about 4 days and a second one (E2) which lasted for 9 days. 72 mCi
of Br-82 were injected in El and 3.34 Ci were injected in E2. The activity
was recorded at each individual outlet and monitored from time to time inside
the pond from a boat. Wind speed and direction were measured locally and
recorded during the duration of the experiments.

The average outlet specific activity is plotted vs. time in Fig. 11 for
El and in Fig. 12 for E2. One realizes the sharp rise in the specific acti-
vity at the beginning followed by a relatively sharp and then a much slower
decrease. The transition between the sharp and slower decreases in specific
activity occurred in both experiments at about 24-30 hours after injection
at which time also the activity was found to be spread out homogeneously

through the reservoir. The time constant of the pond was determined from
the exponential decrease of activity as a function of time on Figs. 11 and 12
and found to be 5.6 days for El and 6.5 days for E2.

From Fig. 11 one can also observe a very much faster time constant up to
about 26 h fror innection. This benavior indicates a certain amount of "short
circuiting". Thisis _s also the reason for the time constant during El being
5.6 days as compared with 6.5 days in E2.

Based on a time delay of 4 h and a time constant of 6.5 days the transfer
function of the oxidation pond for experiment E2 is:

C (s) -0.02 s (7)

C.(s) ~1 + 0.98TS

The distribution of activity inside the pond, was mapped and plotted on
cross sections. These mappings, together with an analysis of the wind record-
ings were important for the understanding of the mixing mechanism in the pond.
Wind conditions were different during the first hours after injection in El
and E2. In the case of El, the wind blew from NW and then N with an average
speed of about 8 knots. At injection the speed was about 4 kn. At 7-8 hours
after injection the activity was observed to be mainly in the upper layer.
At about 26 h the activity in the pond was found to be homogeneously mixed.

During the injection of the tracer in the experiment E2 and for about 4
hours thereafter the wind blew from W to NW, at a speed of about 5 kn. Later
the direction changed to NW and also the wind speed decreased to about 3 kn.
Unlike in experiment El, on E-W cross sections the activity was distributed
almost homogeneously to the depth of the pond. Thus, simultaneously with the
southward movement the activity spread out all over the depth of the pond.
At about 26 hours after injection, the activity was homogeneously mixed through-
out the pond.

The behavior of the pond during the first day is very much dependent on
the wind direction and speed. With winds blowing from W to NW, the currents
are mainly transversal from W to E in the upper layer and E to W in the bot-
tom layer. When the northern component of the wind strengthened, the longi-
tudinal currents (from N to S in the upper layer and S to N in the bottom
layer) strengthen. It is these components that are advancing the tracer
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towards the outlet. In extreme cases, with a strong N wind, the tracer can
"short circuit" the pond (El).

Although under different wind regimes, the time lapse needed for achieving
homogeneous distribution of the activity inside the pond is almost identical

in the two experiments, 26-30 hours. A daily cycle of wind veering is suf-

ficient for homogenizing the activity in the pond.

One can conclude that the shorter experiment, El, provided essentially

the same amount of information as the longer one, E2; the only difference be-
tween the two experiments is in the behavior of the pond over the first 24

hours, until the tracer becomes homogeneously mixed throughout the pond. Thus
measurements inside the pond can provide valuable information and signifi-

cantly shorten the experiment.

Garcia Agudo [19] described a residence time investigation on a stabili-
zation lagoon with a volume of 15,500 m3 through which industrial wastewater
flows at an average flow rate of 3500 m3 /h. 3 Ci of 8 2 Br were injected into
the input and the activity vs. time curve was measured at the outlet. Very
good mixing was found.

Fries [17] has performed many interesting studies on wastewater ponds.
In one case, a 170 acre pond with a volume of 180 million gallons and 22.

million gallons/day throughflow was found to be well mixed. 230 mCi of 60Co

as Co(CN)6K3 were injected, the outflow of this pond being discharged into
the ocean. The same pond was later investigated again to determine the ef-
fectiveness of two dikes (creating 3 subponds in series) in prolonging the

retention time. 2.4 Ci of 3 7 Cs were added to the inlet. The pond behaved
as if there were only two subponds, i.e. one dike was not very effective,
because its opening was too wide. In a more recent study of Fries [17], a
stirred bioreactor pond was investigated. This is a 170 million gallon
pond 22 feet deep with a throughflow of 23 million gallons a day, which was
modified for obtaining better mixing and better aeration. 1100 air spargers
were distributed over most of the pond's area. 82 Br was used in order to

study the influence of the air spargers upon the mixing occurring in the pond.

Moreira et al. [20] investigated an oily water separator with a nominal
volume of 100,000 m3 and througnflow of 84Z/sec. 2 Ci of 8 2 Br were injected

into the inflow and the activity monitored both at the outlet from the reser-
voir and inside the reservoir (from a boat). The results at the outlet were
analyzed in terms of a model with a mixed and a plug flow region coupled in
series. 86% of the volume was mixed, while 14% was related to the plug flow
region. The most important finding was however that only about 20% of the
nominal volume was "active" at all, i.e. participated in the flow. Such a
low hydraulic efficiency was attributed to sedimentation, which substantially
reduced the active volume of the separator.

2.2.5 Miscellaneous reservoirs and lakes

Sevel et. al [8] su§ arizdd their experience in investigating various

shallow Danish lakes. "2Br was used as tracer for lakes with relatively

short mean residence times (a few days,-.' :Lanthanum, samarium, cerium as
EDTA or DTPA-c omplex and-;Br, as KBr.were-employed, as activable tracers in
studies on lakes' with longer jmean residence times ,(tens of-days or even more).
The experimental data were usually treated in terms of the ADP and ADPE models
(see section 2.1.1). These models were found to be rather adequate, mainly
when dealing with elongated lakTs. 'fin one case, Naldal Lake, a considerable

amount of short circuitini&'Swai.s sied about 25% of the tracer passed through
the lake with a mean resie&'ncet o 'f5 bSours; :while the remainder 75% had
a mean residence-time ofj abuit' 4t7 hours . A model consisting of two ADP
models in eparalel. was used. ' ialyng this lake.

The Roerbaek-ake sytemi[S]:iconsists of :three lakes coupled in series,
which were 'ibvestigated indivi-v'ddllywtithcac&tvable tracers. 150 g lantha-
num were injected into the Roerbaek Lake (volume 3.9x10 6 m3 )-,; 10 k, bromide
into the Nedegrs Lake (volume 5x10 m3) and 20 g Samarium into the Kuls6 Lake
(volume 13x10 m3). All these lakes were found to be well mixed and with

residence times ranging between 15 and 300 days. Various technical details
on the use of activable tracers were given in internal reports [21].
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Mosso-is a rather large lake [8] with a volume of 150x10 6 m3 . 82Br was
injected into a stream flowing through a side basin of the lake. This in-
vestigation provided some insight into the dilution of this stream into the
lake.

Plata Bedmar et. al [16] described the study of residence time distribu-
tion of a river (Juqueri, flow rate 5 m3/sec) flowing through a branch of
the Pirapora Reservoir (volume of the branch, about 107 m3) in Brazil. The
information was neededlin connection with plans for discharging sewage into
the river. 6 Ci of I were injected in the river and the activity moni-
tored downstream and through the branch of the reservoir. Mean travel times
were determined from the 1-st moment of the activity vs. time curves and
ranged up to 15 days.

Garcia Agudo and Leomax dos Santos [22] studied the residence time dis-
tribution of a river (Atibaia) as it flows through a reservoir (Bragantina)
with a volume of 2.8x106 m3 and an average depth of about 3 m. 3 Ci of 8 2 Br
were used and measurements of activity were performed by taking samples (1 li-
ter volume), precipitating the Br a AgBr and counting on a 3"x3" NaI(TI) scin-
tillation crystal. The experimentally found mean residence time (3.2 days)
compares well with the theoretical one.

3. DEEP STRATIFIED LAKES

3.1 Mechanism of Mixing in Deep Stratified Lakes

Seasonal responses as well as responses on shorter time scales in the
behavior of deep lakes are the result of actions of fluxes of mechanical and
and thermal energy to which the lakes are exposed. These actions commonly
impose a seasonal alteration between phases of complete mixing and strati-
fication. Lakes exhibiting an annual cycle of mixing and stratification are
called mono-ictic lakes, while those in which n-ixing occurs only sporadically
are called meromictic.

Stra:lfication encountered during summer and autumn in a temperate lake
is characterized by a wind stirred, well mixed warmer upper layer, the epilim-
nion, separated by a relatively thin transition layer, the thermocline, from
the colder and less well mixed bottom layer, the hypolimnion. The temperature
and density gradient are relatively large in the thermocline. Lakes with a
salinity profile exhibit a picnocline.

In lakes deep enough to form a thermocline, stratification is preserved
as long as the net heat flux through the lakes surface is positive, but is
progressively destroyed after the net heat flux becomes negative, typically
after late summer in temperate regions. During winter relatively complete
mixing of the whole basin occurs and the lake is said to have "overturned".
The stratificatior in the lake has profound consequences on physical, chemical
and biological phenomena in the lake. To mention but one of these phenomena,
aeration occurs in the epilimnion, while in the hypolimnion anaerobic condi-
tions prevail.

The understanding and modelling of the behavior of deep, stratified lakes
is extremely complex due to essentially four groups of disturbing influences:
meteorological conditions (radiation, winds), inflowing streams, outflowing
streams and topography.

A relatively recent review of mixing phenomena in stratified reservoirs
was given by Fischer et. al [23]. They discussed in detail the various
processes and integrated them in a model describing the annual cycle of the
Wellingtion Reservoir in Western Australia. This is a large storage reser-
voir (capacity 185x10 m ) used to regulate a river and supply irrigation
water during the summer period and drinking water throughout the year. In
spite of variability of flow rates (input and output) and salinities, the
model was shown to be successfully used to manage strategies based on inflow
and outflow manipulations.

The water density profile and its effects on the motions within a reser-
voir were discussed by Fischer et al.[23]. The horizontality of the iso-
therms measured in stratified lakes is remarkable. Temperature or density
profiles often show periodic oscillations or seiches during strong winds or
longer periods of higher inflows.
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The density profile ap/az and the stability of the water column defined
as:

N2 = g ap
p az (8)

(N is also called the Brunt - Vasala frequency) are used as the parameters

which determine the amplitude and frequency of internal waves as response
to outside disturbances.

Fischer et al.[23] discussed the various external energy inputs and the
disturbances they induce. The wind induced stress on the lake's surface is:

= 2PA U (9)

where Uv is the wind speed at 10 m above the water surface, PA the density of
the air, CD is the drag coefficient which also incorporates all the variabil-
ities induced by other influences and not accounted for. A value of 1.3x10 3

for CD is appropriate for most engineering calculations.

The rate of working W by the wind on the water surface is given by:

W = T. U (10)
S W

where U is the drift velocity of the water near the surface. How much of this
work appears as kinetic and potential energy of surface waves, as kinetic
energy of a mean drift current or as kinetic energy of eddy motions below the
wave zone is still poorly understood [23].

The drift velocity Uw is expected to scale with the shear velocity U* in
the water boundary layer:

U* ='I' (1i)
a0w

where pw is the water density. With the above mentioned value of CD,
t -3

U* = 10 U
v

There are only a few detailed measurements of the velociy profiles in lakes.
Fischer et al.[23] suggest the following picture for the lake current and tur-
bulence structure:

- a thin top layer in which the turbulent energy is developed from the in-
teraction with the wind.

- a uniform central layer in which the energy from the top layer is trans-
ported and used to homogenize the fluid.

- a thin transition layer between the epilimnion and the hypolimnion.

- the hypolimnion in which there is a very weak temperature gradient
with mixing being sporadic and confined to isolated patches.

Under severe wind conditions, baroclinic-motions will develop in a lake:
a circular motion will be induced in the epilimnion and this will drag another
circular motion in the hypolimnion.

The surface thermal! energy transfer isn a4ake, inflow-and outflow energy
transfer into the lake were described b-y i>ypFh.er et. al [23]. Penetrative
convection is responsible for the mixing In;,the epilimnion and to some rising
and falling plumes eroding the- -ther-mqcline-. The mixing in the epilimnion is
vigorous and the wind-stress is Qommunicated- rapidly (within tens of minutes)
to the mixed layer. On-the contrary, he-mixing in the hypolimnion is very
small. Vertical diffusivities of heat and- matter range from molecular diffu-

-4 2
sivities up to--values or 10 m /sec. -ThevPertical diffusivity c. decreases
with increase in N. The turbulence enhancement is proportional to (Du/9z)
while the turbulence suppression is proportional to N . The local value of
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the Richardson Number:

Ri = g(ap/8z)/p(au/az)2 (12)

determines whether the turbulence will grow (Ri <0.25) or will subside (R > 0.25)
at a given locality.

Even though the hypolimnion is very stable, sometimes relatively vigorous
mixing may occur in it, especially after storms. These episodic and localized
instabilities are of great practical and theoretical interest and Mortimer [24]
encouraged their investigation.

The horizontal mixing in both the epilimnion and hypolimnion is expressed
in terms of an eddy diffusion coefficient c . This coefficient increases with
the size of the tracer cloud and some correlations were given by Fischer et. al
[23] e.g. £ = a 1.3, where ox is the standard deviation in the x direction.
As expected, values of E in hypolimnion are much smaller than those for the
epilimnion, The use of correlations for the calculation of c for predictive
purposes should be exercised with great care. Mortimer [24] suggested that
further york be done in order to better understand the relations between c ,
c and N and Ri in different regions of the lake, as well as the influence
of the lakes topography and dimensions.

Considerations or inflow and outflow dynamics were given by Fischer et al.
123]. They were described hydraulically and modelled to a satisfactory accur-
acy as shown in the case of the Wellington Reservoir.

3.2 Methodology

Investigations of concentration dynamics in deep, stratified lakes are usu-
ally very difficult to perform due to the very large volumes and long residence
times involved. Nevertheless, various tracer techniques described below were
developed and used as shown in a few examples. In many works, tritiun was used
as an environmental radictracer. Sediment-water and gas-water interactions
are not aealt with in the present review.

3.2.1 Input - output response and flow pattern

It is very difficult or impossible to obtain input - output responses for
deep stratified lakes in a way similar to that described in section 2.1.1.
Very large activities and long investigation times would be involved. There-
fore, most studies result in a semiquantitative information regarding flow pat-
terns with some insight into the input - output response.

a. Tritium as an environmental radiotracer

In the past, as bomb 3H was available in higher concentrations, some inter-
esting lake dynamics could be investigated by following the response of the
lake to the "injection" of this tracer in one or several tributaries to the
lake. There was a relatively large difference between the tritium content
in the tributaries to lakes and the lakes themselves. These differences de-
creased with time as shown on Fig. 13 for Lake Constance 125]. Weiss [25]
reviewed measurements of tritium profiles in the lake as well as measurements
in the inflow (Alpenrhein) and outflow (Seerhein). It can be seen that the
contribution of fresh water to the lake is mainly to surface strata, whereas
the deep water mass is only gradually filled up with tritium. From the steady
increase in deep water tritium concentrations between 1963 and 1965 it was
concluded that the overturn of the lake is not the only mechanism of importance
for the renewal of the deep water mass and that vertical mixing across the
thermocline during the stratification of the lake also plays an important
role for this renewal. From the 1963 - 1967 data it can be seen that the
outflow of Lake Constance is from near surface strata. A box model (see in-
sert in Fig. 13) which divides the lake into two well mixed reservoirs was
used in order to fit a value of _1 cm2 /sec for K, the vertical rate of mix-
ing. From model calculations a mean renewal rate of 32% per year could be
estimated for the deep water of the lake. This renewal rate is the result
of the overturn of the lake (17% per year) and mixing across the thermocline
during stratification ( 15% per year).
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Meybeck et. al [26] and Hubert [27,28] performed interesting flow pattern
investigations in Lake Geneva (volume 8.9x10 m3 , mean depth 190 m and maxi-
mum depth 309 m). The Rhone and Dramse are the main inflow and the Rhone is
the main outflow. The mean residence time of the lake based on its total vol-
ume is 11 years, thus tritium is an adequate tracer. Tritium measurements
were performed since 1963 on inflows, outflow and profiles were measured in
the lake. Threee layers, 0-50 m, 50-150 m and 150 to 310 m could be identi-
fied from the tritium profile measurements. The tributaries with a consider-
ably greater flow rate in spring and summer penetrate into the lake mainly
through the top and intermediate layer. The water of the tributaries reached
the central part of the lake within a few months through the top layer and
within a year through the mid layer. Thus, during spring and summer the in-
flow and mixing of the fresh water with the lake water are of dominant impor-
tance. During winter, the flow rates of the tributaries decrease very much,
the overturn and homogenization occurs only in the top layer (0-50 m). Very
little mixing occurs sometimes in the intermediate layer. The deep layer
(150-310 m) is affected only sporadically by some turbidity currents occurring
with some floods of the tributaries. The circulation pattern was summarized
as shown in Fig. 14. Due to the sharp fall of tritium in precipitation after
1968 and the decrease of difference in 3H concentration between the lake water
and inflows,studies like the one just mentioned on Lake Geneva become cumber-
some or impossible.

b. Tritium as an artificial radiotracer

The Billings Reservoir in the Sat Paulo area, Brazil, was investigated
by Garcia Agudo et al.[15]. This reservoir was created by the construction
of several dams and it serves for hydroelectric power generation. It is fed
by heavily polluted waters and an investigation of residence time distribu-
tion was required in connection with the selfpurification which may take place
in the reservoir.

The reservoir has a volume of about 109 m3 and an average depth of about
10 m. It is essentially narrow, elongated (about 22 km between the main in-
flow and the main outflow) and has many branches with irregular shorelines.

3H was used as a tracer for a longer experiment. The investigators de-
cided that there could be no connection between the reservoir and the aquifers
in the region,therefore the use of 3H would not endanger possible future hydro-
logical studies. The volume of the reservoir changed during the investigation
and was about 109 m . Inflow and outflow rates varied as well and were about

80 m3/sec on the average. -

100 Ci of 3H were injected into the inflow pumping station during the sum-
mer. Activity of tritium was measured as a function of time at various control
cross sections in the reservoir. Samples were taken and homogenized both to
the depth and laterally in the various cross sections, thus no information is
available on the depth and lateral distributions in these cross sections.
Temperature profiles were not reported. Measurements of tritium concentra-
tion were performed over a period of about 200 days. Samples were preenriched
electrolitically by a factor of 40. Activity vs. time curves were drawn for
the various control cross sections. Velocities in the reservoir were deter-
mined from the first moments of the tracer concentration vs. time curves.
Maximum concentrations of tritium at the outlet from the reservoir did not
exceed 30 T.U. The authors concluded that the results of this investigation
contributed to the understanding of the flowtconditions in the reservoir.

c; Use3 of artificial radiotrace-rs-other than tritium

Shott live& radioisotope tracers were used to gain insight into the flow
pattern inf deep reservoirs. Priotrt i'thte- above mentioned investigation of
the Billings 'Reservoir [15],'a snhTorter1 experiment, in which 20 Ci of 131I
were injected into the inflow to-the-riservoir, was performed.- The tracer
could be measured in situ for 6 days by towing a probe-from a boat. Then for
10 more-days measurements were done-by counting over longer periods of time
at a given point and therefore improvingsstatistics. Water samples were taken
to the laboratory and analyzed for 13', for a further 24 days. The experi-
ment was performed during winter, a period in which no stratification should
be expected. As a result of these measurements, the circulation pattern in
the first part of the reservoir was found. The water pumped into the reser-
voir and discharged at 16 m depth mixed well, both to the depth and laterally
with the water in this first region of the reservoir. The tracer entered in-
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to the main body of the reservoir, but mixed only very little into its side
branches.

Sauerwein [14] described a series of four experiments carried out in 1952
and 1957 on the Lingese Reservoir in Germany. This is a narrow, elongated
(2 km long) reservoir with a maximum capacity of 2.6x10 6 m3 through which
the Lingese river flows, with a variable flow rate ranging from 15,000 m3/day
to 150,000 m3/day. The maximum depth of the reservoir is 14 m.

82Br, 140La and 46 Sc (the latter two bound to CDTA) were used for tracing
the flow and mixing pattern of the incoming stream. 1 m long GM tubes towed
from a boat were used for activity measurements, in situ.

It was observed that in constant temperature conditions, the river flows
through the reservoir at a depth which complies with the relative temperature
of the water, i.e. if it is colder than the reservoir water, it flows under
the surface of the reservoir water, if it is warmer, it flows on the surface.
This pattern was found to be broken by strong winds, sunshine (i.e. develop-
ment of temperature gradient) and morphological factors.

The Seletar Reservoir in Singapore [29] is a large (about 2 square kilo-
meters area) artificial lake having a maximum depth of about 16 m, see Fig. 15.
The average residence time of the water flowing through it is about 40 days.

The reservoir is known to be stratified, the thermocline being at a depth
of about 4 m. The stability of the stratification is rather poor, due to a
very small temperature difference ('~2°C) between the epilimnion and the hypo-
limnion. The temperature of the epilimnion responds rather rapidly (over a
few nours) to changes in ambient air temperature. Therefore cooler weather
over 2-3 days can be followed by a cooling down of the epilinmion, eventually
below the temperature of the hypolimnion, thus resulting in a turnover and
vertical mixing in the reservoir.

Given the size of the reservoir and the relatively long average residence
time, it was decided to perform a series of "nontracer" measurements first and
proceed with tracer experiments only at a later stage.

wnc mneasurements were mane at tne reservoir and correlated wit, wind
measurements at a nearby airport, wnere vind statistics were availiale. Ai-
though not very strong (usually less than 6-8 kn), winds were observed to
change direction, following a diurnal pattern. During the day, winds blow
into the Sembavang arm of the reservoir, therefore the surface wind induced
currents are towards the arm. At night this direction is reversed.

Current measurements were done with drogues at different depths, in order
to establish the circulation pattern and correlate it with wind data. The
direction of currents on the surface coincides with the direction of the wind.
Velocities decrease with depth. As expected, below a given depth (3-4 m) the
current direction is reversed (i.e. it becomes opposite to the direction of
tne wind).

Temperature and dissolved oxygen profiles were extensively measured in or-
der to get a better picture of the stratification and its stability.

Two experiments were performed using radioactive tracers. In the first
one [29],100 mCi of Br-82 were injected at the Sembavang inlet to the reser-
voir. The activity was found to be trapped in the epilimnion and no trans-
fer into the hypolimnion could be observed over a period of about 2 days.
The tracer was injected when the wind was blowing towards the Sembavang arm.
Thus the activity was observed to move towards the main body of the reservoir
at a depth of 3-4 m, due to the return current mentioned above. During night,
the epilimnion got well mixed, due to a turnover induced by a relative cooling
of the ambient air temperature. Activity reached the intake tower (at a depth
corresponding to the epilimnion) about 40 hours after the injection.

During a second experiment [30], about 1.1 Ci of Br-82 were injected at
a depth of 11.5 m below the water surface, near the center of the reservoir.
The radioactive cloud was surveyed over about 4 days. Vertical mixing in the
hypolimnion was very slow and no activity diffused into the epilimnion. A
very slow movement of the center of gravity of the activity cloud in the hypo-
limnion was observed. Based on these observations, the currents in the hypo-
limnion were about an order of magnitude weaker than in the epilimnion. It
appeared as if the return currents at the bottom of the epilimnion dragged a
current in the hypolimnion.
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3.2.2 Tritium profiles in lakes, vertical mixing

Profiles of 3H (as a natural environmental tracer) concentrations in lakes
were measured by several authors and provided information regarding mixing in
the epilimnion and hypolimnion, as well as overturns occurring in the lake.

Gat [31] and Lewis [32] presented depth profiles of tritium concentrations
in Lake Tiberias, Israel. The seasonal stratification could be identified in
these profiles, the hypolimnion retaining the properties of the mixed lake in
winter, throughout summer.

Gat [33] and Steinnurn 134] discussed tritium profiles in the Dead Sea,
which over the last few years has changed from a stratified lake into a lake
with a decreasing density profile. This change was the result of the substan-
tial decrease in the fresh water inflow. An overturn of the Dead Sea occurred
during the 1978/79 winter and resulted in a complete equalization of the tri-
tium profile all over the depth of the Dead Sea.

Imboden [35] described the confirmation of a complete mixing in Lake Tahoe
as traced by tritium. Lake Tahoe is a meromictic lake and a constant tritium
profile all over the depth of the lake, as measured in 1973 indicated complete
mixing which occurred recently.

Gonfiantini et al.[36] described an investigation of Lake Malawi and com-
pared the results with some other obtained for Lake Tanganyika. The tritium
profile permitted the computation of vertical mixing rate in the lake. A three
compartment model was used, corresponding to the epilimnion, metalimnion and
hypolimnion. The computations indicated that on the average 25% of the water
was exchanged every year between the epilimnion and the metalimnion and about
20% between the metalimnion and the hypolimnion.

Quay et al [37] reported using 3H as an artificially injected tracer in
the hypolimnion and thermocline, in order to investigate vertical diffusion
rates. Their study was performed on relatively small lakes in the Experimental
Lake Area (ELA) in Canada. Procedures used for computing the Ez(vertical eddy
diffusion coefficient) are Dased on measuring the mean square distance (c ) to
whicn the tracer has vertically spread at given times. In order to be sure
that tme changing distribution of tritir activity vs. depth is aue to verti-
cal, not to horizontal transport, only H activity vs. depth profiles collected
after the tritium was horizontally well mixed were used in computations of £ 

The horizontal eddy diffusion coefficient s was computed based on the
relationship between the time rate of change of concentration (at a given depth)
and the lateral (horizontal) gradients in concentration [37]. The Ez and s£
values obtained were correlated by Quay et al.[37] with the stability (N2).
Mortimer [24] criticized the authors for not attempting to correlate the c
and E data also with the current shears and the Richardson number. Mortimer
stressed the fact that current shears, for the determination of which no
simple techniques exist yet, are usually not taken sufficiently into account
when analyzing and correlating values of eddy diffusion coefficients.

3.2.3 The 3H/3He method

Torgensen et al. [38] described the use of the 3H/3He parent-daughter
radiotracer pair i relation to various hydrologic systems^ Criteria for
evaluating the H- He measurements and for calculating -H- He age were pre-
sented. Weiss [25] described-the use 0ofthis technique for investigations
on Lake Constance. - -

Whenever a water body is exposed to the atmosphere,the daughter product
3He is released into the atmosphere% an'i-ts concentration becomes very low.
Once the wateris isolated f3rom ,tmiper e, 3He begins to accumulate and
its concentration will depend onrtiejtfmielapsed since this isolation and/or
loss to other water bodies. Weiss [t25]folowed the seasonal changes in ver-
tical distributf-i'oyof tritium andJHe a-d thereby determined the age of the
hypolimniot and how completely'-ittwa iisblated-by the ;thermocline during stra-
tification. During-the spring overturn (just before stratification begins)
3He is lost to the atmosphere. Its concentration falls to the (low) satur-
ation value throughout the water column and remains low at all times in the
upper layers exposed to the atmosphere. 3He begins to accumulate in the hypo-
limnion, once that layer has become isolated. The total accumulation at any
date can be calculated from 3H decay assuming complete isolation. Since the
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observed accumulation is less than the calculated, the deficit in the hypo-
limnion is a measure for the exchange with the epilimnion.

Imboden et al.[39] and .Imboden [40] described the use of 3H/3 He technique
in investigations performed in Lake Baldegg, Switzerland, which has a volume
of about 350x106 m3 , a maximum depth of 65 m and is highly eutrophicated.
Figure 16 reproduces the vertical profiles of temperature, oxygen and 3He age
determined at the center of the lake, between the 22-nd of October 1979 and
the 8-th of February 1980. The 3He age is zero when the 3He content in
the water is in equilibrium with atmospheric He and all ages indicate the
time lapse since this equilibrium was disturbed. In the 22.10.79 profile,
the 3He age varies between 1.8 months in the epilimnion and 14 months near
the bottom. About 1.5 months later, the thermocline has somewhat eroded
and the 3He age in the hypolimnion decreased by about 1 month, instead of
increasing by 1.5 month (the time lapse between the two profiles). This phe-
nomenon indicates a certain amount of vertical mixing that took place in spite
of the stratification. Several strong storms occurred between the second and
third sampling bringing a decrease of the 3Be age in the hypolimnion and an
increase in the epilimnion.

3.2.4 Dispersion of pollutants discharged into lakes

The use of radioactive tracers for the study of dispersion in the sea
in connection with future and existing sewage outfalls is already a well
established technique [41-45). It is known that this technique was used in
Finland C46]. In connection with dispersion of effluents discharged in lakes
(see also section 2.1.2). It is expected that this technique will be used to
a greater extent in the future.

4. CONCLUSION'

It is of interest to discuss the following questions:
- now Cmucr is know. in general about concentration dynamics in lakes and

to w-na extent is it possible to implement this knowledge in particular cases.
- Wnat is tne demand for radioactive tracer studies and their contribu-

tion to the knowledge of concentration dynamics7

- Are adequate tracer techniques available or is there any need to develop
new ones?

We shall deal separately with shallow and deep stratified lakes.

4.1 Shallow Lakes

The concentration dynamics of shallow lakes with water streams flowing
through them can be described by a model consisting of a time delay followed
by one or two time constants (mixed regions) in series. Wind-induced currents
are of dominant importance on the concentration dynamics in shallow reservoirs.

The time delay can be estimated from wind-induced currents, mainly when
there is a major wind component from the direction of the inlet towards the
outlet. The wind direction determines whether one or two time constants are
to be preferred. With the wind blowing from the inlet towards the outlet,
the use of two time constants in the model provides better simulation than
one time constant. There is no way to estimate, a priori, the relative value
of the two time constants. If the component of the wind in the direction
from the inlet towards the outlet is weaker than the component perpendicular
to this direction one mixed region in series with a delay provides a fairly
good simulation. Usually the larger the reservoir the better the fit to the
model. The smaller the reservoir, the more sensitive is its concentration
dynamics to changes in wind and operational parameters.

From the above it can be concluded that knowing the wind-induced currents
and the circulation induced by them in any specific lake would permit a fair
first estimate of the concentration dynamics. Wind induced currents can be
computed by mathematical modelling [11,23] or measured in situ by using drogues
or current meters. Whether one proceeds from the first estimate to a more
accurate model depends on the final use of concentration dynamics information
and the feasability of a tracer study.
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Virtanen [12] claimed that mathematical modelling of water circulation,
transport and dilution in lakes reached a considerable maturity. These models
are widely used in Finland in water resources management for solving problems
of pollutant discharge design into lakes, dimensioning of bridges, etc. Tra-
cers are mainly used in order to support, verify and validate mathematical
models. In many cases mathematical modelling is used in order to avoid
the repetition of tracer studies in different meteorological or operational
conditions.

As seen from the various examples in section 2.2, there was a certain de-
mand for concentration dynamics information both for water quality manage-
ment and optimization of effluent treatment and operational reservoirs.
It is however remarkable that, to the best of our knowledge, unlike the case
of selfpurification in rivers [47] so far no works have been published on the
superposition of specific kinetics on the concentration dynamics of inert
soluble matter in lakes. It is expected that this kind of studies will evolve
and bring a further demand for information on concentration dynamics in lakes
and reservoirs.

In order to assess the feasability of a tracer study of concentration dy-
namics in a shallow lake, it is recommended to estimate from wind induced cur-
rents the time delay in the response. Then one would further assume that with-
in two to four times this delay, the tracer will spread out homogeneously in
the lake, both laterally and in depth. As has been shown in our investigation
on an oxidation pond (see section 2.2.4) although desirable, it is not abso-
lutely necessary to proceed with a tracer investigation beyond this point, i.e.
after homogeneity was achieved. From all these considerations the time lapse
over which the measurements have to be performed is estimated and knowing
the volume of the reservoir and the flowrate through it, one can determine
the amount of activity (or amount of activable tracer) needed for an experi-
mental investigation. In some cases, when very large activities would be in-
volved in the investigation of the whole lake, as for example in the case of
the Billings Reservoir [15] , shorter experiments are very usefull. They
provide some insight into certain aspects of flow pattern, for example dis-
tribution of inflow in a lake.

4.2 Deep Stratified Lakes

As seen from section 3, studies of concentration dynamics in deep strati-
fied lakes are very difficult to perform. They should be attempted only after
careful investigations of the stratification and currents by "non-tracer" meth-
ods (temperature, salinity, dissolved oxygen profiles, current measurements,
etc.). A preliminary understanding of the mechanism of flow is essential for
formulating the questions to be asked in a tracer investigation. For example:
determination of input flow pattern, does the input mix in the-epilimnion or
in the hypolimnion and to what extent, outflow pattern, etc. Any attempt to
find the input - output response without having some prior knowledge on the
above, has only little meaning.

Studies of horizontal dispersion, vertical mixing, eddy diffusivities in
the hypolimnion, the transport between the epilimnion and hypolimnion should
be part of a more general investigation of the l.ake. Results have to be care-
fully correlated with information on stability (N2, Richardson number) and meteor-
ological conditions in order to reach a certain universality in the results.
In general it is very much recommended that tracer techniques be integrated
in a more general limnological or water re'souces management program, as for
example the stu4y, performed on the Wellington Reservoir in Australia [23] .
It can be expected that in the future more deep water lakes will be inte-
grated in water supply systems, Artifi;cialC destratification of reservoirs
is considered to be a promising technique to ameliorate water quality [48].
This and other techniques will call for more information on the concentration
dynamics in deep stratified lake.s. 

It was mentioned already in sections- 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 that environmental
tritium is becoming less useful as a tracer for concentration dynamics studies
in lakes. The 3H/PHe method is available for the near future but will be
limited in its use by the decrease in tritium content in water. Activable
tracers were not yet used on a large scale in deep stratified lakes. One
can expect for the future an increase in the use of stable isotopes and geo-
chemical tracers, while the use of radioactive tracers will probably be more
limited to investigations of input - output response and flow pattern as men-
tioned in section 3.2.1.
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TABLE I. Experiments performed on the Eshkol Reservoir.

Experiment ER 1 ER 2 ER 3

- 3
Average volume V (m )

Inflow rate during injection (m /h)

Average outflow rate Q (m /h)

Average residence time T=V/Q (h)

Wind direction and speeda

lime delay and its fraction of T

Time constant and its fraction of T

Transfer function C (s)/C (s )b0 in

2.8x10 6

48600

1.0x106

67

E-Ne,5-8 kn

13 h, 0.20

50 h, 0.75
-0.2Ts
e 
1+0.75TS

3.33x106

72900

1.15x106

70

W-N,3-8 kn

8 h, 0.11

47 h, 0.67
-0.lls
e

1+0.67Ts

3.67x106

48600

1.05x10 6

84

SW-NW,3-7 kn

12 h, 0.15

67 h, 0.80
-0.15TS
e
1+0.80rs

Since the wind changed during an experiment, dominant directions and range
of soeed in knots are indicated. Nights are usually calm with light winds
from variable directions.

b,C and Ci are outlet and inlet concentrations, respectively, s is the Lap-
lace variable. Co(s) and Cin(s) are the Laplace transforms of Co and Cin
respectively.

TABLE II. ExDeriments performed on tne letofa Settling Reservoir

Exoeriment td(h) Vd(m ) Vl(m3) V2 (m3) ZV(m ) Vd/ZV

NSR 1 6.5 4.8x10 7.0x10 5 2.5x05 1.43x10 0.33

NSR 2 3.0 1.4x10 5 6.0x10 5 5.0x10 5 1.24x106 0.11

0

0.

4i 4J

E

O C

1.0

0.1

0.01

0.001

1 1
4400 440

Frequency

1 1 1 1
44 4.4 0.44 0.044

of disturbance (h-1 )

FIG. 1. Frequency response of Eshkol Reservoir. Perfect
mixing and a time constant of 70 hours are assumed.
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RADIOISOTOPES FOR THE ESTIMATION OF THE
WATER BALANCE OF LAKES AND RESERVOIRS

B.R. PAYNE
Division of Research and Laboratories,
International Atomic Energy Agency,
Vienna

Abstract

The water balance of Lake Chala, on the borders of Kenya and Tanzania,
was estimated by labelling the lake in 1964 with tritium. On the basis of
measurements up to 1968 the estimated average annual subsurface inflow and
outflow were 12.83 x 106 m and 8.57 x 0l m3 respectively. An additional
sampling in September 1977 resulted in the revised estimates of 8.39 x 106 m3

and 4.14 x 106 m3 for the inflow and outflow respectively as average annual
values during the period 1964 to 1-977.

INTRODUCTION

Radioisotopes are of interest in the estimation of the water balance of

lakes and reservoirs in cases where the inflow and outflow components include

groundwater. Conventional hydrological methods cannot separate these

components. While there are a number of publications in the literature

reporting on the use of stable isotopes for the estimation of the water

balance of la'kes and reservoirs, there are verv few describing the use of

intentionally injected tracers for lakes of an appreciable size (of the order

of millions of cubic metres). ZUBER 11 reports on the use of cobalt-60 in

the form of K3Co(CN)6 in a study of a small artificial lake (1.2 x

10 m ). He concludes that this tracer is not useful for long-term

tracing of surface waters. In 1970 PAYNE [2] reported upon the water balance

of Lake Chala, on the borders between Kenya and Tanzania, using artificial

tritium. This paper re-examines this study particularly in the light of an

additional sample which was taken more than 13 years after the lake was

labelled.

THEORY

For convenience the theory of the method as reported in the original

publication is repeated here. --

The decrease in concentration of tritium in the lake with time is due to

the radioactive decay of the tritium, the dilution of the trit-ium labelled

lake water with inflowing water of much lower concentration, removal of

tritium by subsurface losses and by exchange with atmospheric water vapour.
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Radioactive decav mav be taken into account by normalising the la'ke

values to the time of injection of tritium. The relation between the other

factors may be demonstrated by establishing a tritium balance for the system

as follows

EC h EC,
V dCL 0CL dV = ICi dt + PCD dt + ahT) dt - a( ) dt CO dt (1)

where

V = volume of lake

I = subsurface inflow to lake per unit time

P = precipitation falling on lake per unit time

0 = subsurface outflow from lake per unit time

E = evaporation from lake per unit time

h = relative humidity

c = fractionation Factor for tritium

C,,C, = tritium concentration of lake, inflow, precipitation and

C , Ca atmospheric water vapour

It shoulo be noted that the third and fourth terms on the right hand side

of E.. (i) represent the fluxes of tritium added ano removed resDectivelv by

molecular exchange, if the effect of the different diffusion velocities of the

tritium and hydrogen species is neglected.

For a water balance dV = (I + P - 0 - E) dt (2)

Eliminating 0 from Eqs. (1) and (2),

p ) L EdCLV dCL -[CiI + CpP + - ) - CL + P - E 4+ -F~U Jdt

rearranging

dC,[I + P - E + E/a(1-h)]

CL lI + P - E + E/a(1-h)J - CiI - C -- CaEh/(1-h)

-dt
= t [I + P - E + E/a(l - h)]

integrating and putting CL = C°L at t 0 for initial conditions

In 
C;[I + P - E + E/a(1-h)] - CI - CpP - CaEh/(-h)

= -V I + P - E + E/a(l-h)l
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or

CL[I + P - E + E/(1-h) - CI -C P - CaEh/(1-h) =

C( + P - E + E/a(1-h) - CI - CP - CEh/(1-h) X

exp [- T [I + P - E + E/a(1-h) (3)

From Eq. (3) it is seen that provided Ci, CD and Ca are much

smaller than CL, the tritium concentration in the lake decreases

exponentially, in which case Eq. (3) reduces to

CL = C; exp {- g [I + P - E + E/a(-h)l . (4)

LABELLING METHOD

The experimental method for labelling Lake Chala is described in the

proceedings of the 6th International Conference on Radiocarbon and Tritium

Dating [3]. The lake was labelled on 9 February 1964 with 1900 Ci of

tritium. At that time the resulting concentration of the lake was similar to

that of surface waters in the middle latitudes of the northern hemisphere.

The method consisted of the Following steps- (1) Dilution with lake water of

tritiated water trom ampoules containing 25 Ci each in large steel drums on

the lake shore; (2) Filling and securely stoppering 425 polyethylene bottles

(2 litres capacity) with diluted tracer. Each bottle had been previously

prepared with a hole in the cap and in the bottle; (3) Releasing these bottles

on a 100-metre grid over the lake with about 400 g of stones tied to their

necks to ensure vertical sinking and uniform flushing of the tracer in the

lake.

This method had previously been tested on an approximately one hundredth

scale in the Agency laboratory and on about one third scale through the

cooperation of the UKAEA and the Royal Navy in a large tank at the submarine

escape school in Gosoort, U.K. In these tests it was found that the dilution

curve of the tracer concentrationin bottles with depth would be approximately

exponential. Furthermore it was-concluded that ,it would be advantageous to

use hole diameters-in the bottles. which would result in leaving 10-15 per cent

of the tracer in the bottles-when-they reached the bottom. This provided a

more uniform vertical concentration profile than if all the tracer was flushed

from the bottles when they reached the lake bottom. Four different hole

diameters were used and correspondingly different tracer concentrations
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depending uoon the lake depth and the respective droo points on the grid.

Immediately after completion of the labelling of the lake, fourteen samples

were collected at random from the surface and at depths of 30 and 60 metres.

The tritium concentration of these samples varied by a factor of 3, ranging

from 4,000 - 12,000 TU, showing a somewhat better vertical distribution than

had been expected. One month after the injection the highest concentration

measured was 5,000 TU. Subsequent analyses indicated that homogeneity of

tritium in the lake was achieved by July 1964. Table 2 lists the tritium

concentration of samples taken periodically from December 1954 to October 1Q68

from 10 locations. The values are means of samples obtained at different

depths at each location. At each sampling there was no significant variation

between the tritium concentrations. The last sample from the lake was

obtained in September 1977. This was a single sample from the lake.

ORIGINAL INTERPRETATION

The mean values normalised to February 1964, to take into account the

radioaltive decay, were found to follow the following relationship, obtained

by the method of least souares'

C = (1,600 20) e(-0.088605 + 0.003628)t

r =0.9958

where C = tritium concentration in TU and t = lapsed time in years (Fig. 1).

The intercept with the tritium concentration axis was 1,600 TU. The

volume of the lake at the time of injection was therefore estimated to be

372 x10 m . Eq. (4) and the experimentally determined slope of the

decrease in concentration with time enabled the water balance to be estimated:

-[I + P - E + E/a(1-h)] = -0.088V.

Values for P and E were obtained from the mean values given in Table 1,

multiplied by the lake area of 4.2 km2. The term E/a(l-h) was computed by

summation of the individual monthly values. A value of 1.1 has been used for

a. The estimated groundwater inflow to the lake was found to be 12.83 x

10 m and the groundwater outflow from the lake 8.57 x 10 m3. These

are mean annual estimates over the period of observations, namely from

February 1964 to October 1968. The above estimates differ somewhat from those

in the original publication since the above values are based upon the revised

half-life of 12.43 a for tritium [4]. The original publication in 1970
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indicated that the estimates were very dependent on the relative humidity. A

one per cent change was estimated to give rise to a 14 per cent change in the

estimate of outflow. In fact in the use of tritium, as well as stable isotope

data, in water balance estimations, the error in relative humidity values is

the principal source of error.

REVISED INTERPRETATION

Since a grab sample from the lake was obtained in September 1977 it has

now been possible to re-evaluate the line of best fit for the period 1964 to

1977 (Fig. 2):

C = (1549 + 20) e(-0.07418 + 0.002388)t

r = -0.9969

The intercept with the tritium concentration axis is now estimated to be

1549 TU which leads to a revised estimate of the volume of lake at the time of

labelling to be 384 x 10 m3. The estimated groundwater inflow and

outflow are 8.39 x 106 m3 and 4.14 x 106 m3 respectively.

Finally, it is interesting to note that Zuber [1] has estimated the water

balance of Lake Chala on the basis of the stable isotope data and he arrives

at an estimate of the outflow of 3.9 x 10 m ; in other words in close

agreement to the revised estimate using all tritium observations.
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TABLE 1

PRECIPITATION IN THE LAKE CHALA REGION

Taveta (Njoro Kubwa)

Year 1964

mm 455

1965

453

1966

557

1967 1968

842 1276

Mean (1964-1968) 719 mm

Mean (1964-1965) 459 mm

TABLE 2

TRITIUM CONCENTRATION OF LAKE CHALA

Mean (1)

Mean (2)

12/64

1393

1459

2/65

1397

1477

7/65

1318

1426

3/56

1191

1338

5/67

995

1193

2/68

911

1139

10/68

807

1047

9/77

2073)

576

(1) Mean at time of sampling

(2) Mean normalised to date of labelling of lake, i.e. Feb. 1964

(3) Single sample
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GROUNDWATER FLOW IN KARSTIC AQUIFERS

H. ZOJER
Research Centre,
Institute for Geothermics and Hydrogeology,
Graz, Austria

Abstract

Isotope methods for studying water flow in karstic systems use natural
(environmental) tracers and artificial tracers. A short review on the use
of radiotracers is given followed by description of several case studies.

1. Introduction

Karstification is depending on various conditions, so on

geological, chemical and climatological factors. The main

geological-chemical component is the corrosion in limestones

(CaCO3) and dolomites (MgCa(CO 3)2 ), which are soluble in water

charged with carbon dioxide gas. In these carbonate rocks the

dissolving capacity is limited according to rock properties,

the permeability of the ground and tectonic movements. Further-

more the climate is an important point for the soluzllity of

limestcnes ard dolomites. Carbonate rocks in cold regions often

form ridges, oecause tne vegetation, a major source of CO2 , is

absent. The same will occure in arid zones, because water is

scarce and will limit the solution of limestone. In humid areas

including the tropical zones the limestones will be readily

dissolved.

The structure, topography and presence or absence of other

geologic formations play an important role in the development

of hydrogeologic conditions together with climatic factors,

permeability and soil formations. A pure limestone can be

dissolved and leave essentially no residue. So, owing to the

lack of producelweathered clayly-'or sandy material, the soil

is practically non existent. 'Ini addition, however, the permeability

developed from the solutioin of'the-'limestone remains high in

form of open channels, because other sediments are not available

to decrease the permeability by filling the corrosive gaps.

Thus first general ideas of-the grouhdwater flow in karstic

aquifers can-be derived, in the-course of which it is most

important to take into account the

a) differences in altitude (massifs and plains) and

b) base level of the surface and underground drainage.
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2. Methods of karsthydrogeological research

A) NATURAL TRACERS

I) Chemcal composition of waters: The chemical constituents,

which are included naturally in the water cycle, are

effected by the rock-water interaction. The recharge

areas of karst waters in some cases can be determined

unoer cover of their chemical composition related to the

drainaged rock type (e.g. dolomite, gypsum - magnesium,

sulfate content).

11) So called pollution tracers (e.g. nitrate, heavy metals etc.):

They are injected into groundwater by men, but not for the

purpose to solve hydrogeological problems.

ii) rEvironmental isotopes: Questions concerning groundwater

movements as well as storage conditions in karst aquifers

in some cases can be replied by tritium, deuterium and

oxygen-l1 measurements. The two latter isotopes are also

applicable to determine recharge areas of karst springs,

f remarkable differences in altitude are existing.

5,) ARE-Z-FiCLAL TRACERS

In karst areas very early artificial tracers has been applied.

The disappearing of surface water, rivers however, and the re-

appearing of these rivers in caves and tremendous springs have

caused a natural stimulation to follow up the underground water

ways. The first successful tracing experiments were carried out

with salts and dyes, but before, tests has been realized by

means of swimming particles and different types of oil, which

was of course unsuccessfully. In this mater some couriosities

are known, so the setting out of marked eels in the Istrian

river Reka. They actually could be catched in the Timavo spring

near the town Trieste. In the year 1877 for the first time the

direct connection between the Danube near Immendingen and the

Aach spring, a tributary to the river Rhine, was proofed by the

use of sodium fluorescein.

To follow up the subterranean water ways in karst aquifers great

demands are to be made on the different tracers:

- The tracers should not exist naturally in the investigation

area.

- The tracers must be soluble in water.
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-In the underground the tracers should not be retained by

sorption, by chemical reactions with the rock, by ion ex-

change or sedimentation.

-The tracer stability regarding physical, chemical, photo-

chemical or biological interferences must be assured.

-The tracer determination and selectivity as well the possi-

bility to repeat the measurements must correspond to requests

of occuring problematics.

The most well known artificial tracers used in karst aquifers are:

1) Fluorescent dyes: uranine, eosine, rhodamine, amidorhodamine

2) Salts: NaC1, KC1, LiCl

3) Tracers detectable by activation analysis: bromine, indium,

manganese

4) Radioactive tracers: 3H, 51Cr, 58Co 60Co 82Br 131J 198Au

5) Suspended materials: spores and bacteria

Each of these tracers has special advantages and disadvantages,

which has to be taken into account before selection of the tracing

material. To choose the most applicable tracer once has to take

into consideration many circumstances like transport possibilities,

presumed duration of the experiment, geological, hydrological

and hydrometeorological conditions, extension of the investigation

area, properties of the tracers (e.g. halflie).

The research of groundwater flow in karstic aquifers is closely

linked with the investigations of the "International Working

Group for the Application of Tracer Methods in Hydrology", con-

sisting of several research institutes from Switzerland, the

Federal Republic of Germany, Yugoslavia, Austria and nowadays

also from Greece. The success within this working group generally

is based on the development of artificial tracing in combination

with hydrochemical and isotopical techniques. This international

cooperation has been started in 1966 by common investigations in

the Central Styrian Karst (Austria) mainly for demonstrating

artificial tracers. The second investigation area of this working

group is located in one of the classical karst areas of Central

Europe, in the Schwabische Alb. Here for the first time the com-

bined application-of artificial tracers and environmental isotopes

were realized (197o). For the next common research in karst water

hydrology to carry out traditional and new investigations the

Istrian karst (1976) as well as the Jura karst and Alpine karst

in Switzerland (1981) has been selected. Nowaday the group is

moving to the Mediterranean karst and an aquifer study has been

started already this year in Greece.
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All these works indicate the requirement of combined isotoplcal,

chemical and artificial tracing techniques. The findings, realized

from this synopsis, are more valuable than the singular techniques

considered as own units. While chemical and isotopical measurements

give a longtime view, basical data and can clear up larger hydro-

geological connections,the tracing experiments give the opportunity

to investigate a special hydrogeologlcal situation and to express

more special information. In addition to this, the simultaneous

application of these techniques affords a better insight into

the mechanism of a hydrologic system, which can gain model con-

ceptions. At the same time a high grade of control will be reached

by the duty of mutual team work. So the combined use of methods

involved in the research of karst water flow are promising

acceptable results:

- not only of the flow direction,

- the knowledge of subsurface residence time of karst water,

- the quantitative input - output relationship,

the calculatioo of actual storage capacities in the rock.

3. Case studies

A ' AL INKE KARST

The Petzer karst massif is located in Southern Austria at the

border to Yugoslavia. It is geologically stratified in a sequence

of limestones and dolomites overlying an impermeable basement.

The springs generally are situated at the foothills of the mountain.

The recharge areas of the springs has to be cleared up by com-

blned tracing investigations in order to establish protected

areas.

Sampling and data:

All springs were sampled for chemical analysis (main cations

and anions). The total dissolved solids are lying in the range

between 2 and 3.3 mev/1, little changes occur in the Ca/Mg

relationship.

Some selected springs were sampled for stable isotope measure-

ments for more than one year (1979-198o). The objective of these

investigations was to determine the mean altitudes of the recharge

areas and secondly to estimate storage capacities indicated by

seasonal fluctuations of the 2H and 180 content.

Finally a combined tracing experiment using spores, dyes and other

chemical tracers, injected in four dolines, has been carried out

for more than half a year.
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Interpretation:

Hydrochemical and isotopical data were coincided regarding the

mean altitude of the recharge areas of springs.

a) Some springs are drainaging higher located areas (5D -79 to

-78 perm.), some springs has to be associated with lower

situated regions of the massif (oD -73 perm.), even the

elevation of the source is not different.

b) The natural tracers convey to the knowledge of the general

subsurface drainage of the Petzen massif, but they cannot

seperate the areas of infiltration, which are connected with

the different springs.

c) It has been cleared up by the combined tracing experiment,

that the two springs with the lowest H content have quite

different recharge areas. This would indicate, that the whole

massif is devided into two blocks with their special hydro-

geological drainage.

From the higher elevated areas in the centre of the massif

the subterranean water movement in the unsaturated zone of

the karst body is directed mainly to the East (springs at the

Yugoslavian side and a lead-zinc mine), but also radially to

the North and the South.

Springs in the Northern part with the highest deuterium con-

centratcrn (5 -73 perm.) Were not touched by the artificially

injected tracers.

The results obtained by the application of natural and artificial

tracers show an excellent agreement.

B) KARST OF THE AUTOCHONOUS JURA (SWITZERLAND)

I. MULLER et al. (1980) has reported from karsthydrogeologlcal

investigations by means of natural and artificial tracers in the

Neuenburger Jura (Neuchatel, Switzerland).

The geological structure - quite different from the Alps - is

consisting mainly of Jurassic limestones and marles, which are

tectonically included in folds-and overthrust foldings. The geo-

morphology of this area-is most depending on these geological

facts, as the valley fields has been developed along synclines,

and the anticlynes are representing the mountain ranges-between.

The location of the big karst springs- (Areuse, Noiraigue) depends

exclusively on the extend of-the marls as the underlayer of the

limestones.
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The hydrogeological methods, applied in this area, were:

- cnermstry and hydrodynamics

- tritium and oxygen-18

- comoined tracing experiment with fluorescent dyes, salts and

suspended material

Comparison of the results:

The mean age of the water from the Areuse spring has been cal-

culated by environmental isotopes with 0.6 to 1.6 years. On the

other hand at the tracing experiment in May/June 1979 more than

9o% of the injected material in the valley of Lac de Tailliers

and La Brevine has been reemerged in this spring within lo days.

How is to explain this discrepancy?

-At a tracing test an infiltrating water will be marked, which

is disappearing in a sinkhole, doline, cave or shaft. At the

spring the reappearing water represents only a part of the

whole discharge, because it is to be taken into account also

the direct infiltration into the karst aquifer by precipitation.

would be therefore completely wrong to transfer the quick

sucsurfce residence time from the tracing experiment to the

whole karst water systei.

r- .virormental isoDcpes as natra tracers reach the aquifer

cy !fiitr-_d mrecpit=ai-on as well as by the seepage of

surface water. The isotozic com-.Dostio. at the sprinc is there-

fore reflecting the hydrological process in the whole system.

- So the subsurface residence time determined by the tracing

experiment is not identical with the mean age of the spring

water. Furthermore, the marked surface water at the sinkhole

sometimes is also not recent and may originate from another

system. in fact, the water at the injection point La Brevine

at io~ inflow rate is about one year old.

- in many karst aquifers the hydrological conditions are very

variable. The results of tracing experiments are generally

not representative for all hydrodynamic situations.

By using natural tracers (ions, environmental isotopes) the runoff

of the spring Areuse has been seperated in a part of most recent

water and in a part of so called reservoir water. It has been

calculated, that 80% of the yearly runoff is consisting of karst

water from the reservoir stored over a longer time and 2o% is of

recent water with a very short subterranean residence time. As the

age of the spring water is known, it is possible to calculate the

underground storage capacity.
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C) MEDITERRANEAN KARST

The most extended karst region of Europe is covering the Western

and Southern part of the Balkan peninsula. The characteristics

of this area are caused by the tectonics and the petrographical

structure. In this way, both, the heavy karstified Cretaceous

limestones and the very complicated tectonics with its folding,

break lines, faults and overthrusts accelerate solution activities

within the rock-water interaction.

The Central Peloponnessos is very typical for this structure and

karstification. There are a number of closed basins (poljes)

located at various altitudes as follows (from North to South):

a) Feneos Basin (700 - 71o m)

b) Stimfalla Basin (600 - 62o m)

c) Skotini Basin (53o - 550 m)

d) Kandhila Basin (63o - 640 m)

e) Levidhi Basin (67o - 680 m)

f) Tripolis Basin (63o - 660 m)

Given the particular situation, a general investigation could

encompass a larger area as springs located outside this basins

right be connected with the polJes. The geological structure,

indlcating rydrogeolocically dcfferenc-atec rock types, Is in

the following manner:

a) Unconsolidated rocks with different hydrogeological character

(Quaternary and Neogene sediments)

b) Karstified rocks peculiar to regions with high underground

water infiltration (dolomites, limestones):

- Olonos-Pindus zone

- Tripolis zone

c) Less permeable rocks (flysch, shists, phyllites):

- Olonos-Pindus zone

- Tripolis zone

d) Metamorphic basement

This area now is under investigation. Chemical and isotopical

measurements already have been started to get a general idea

of the underground drainage systems, especially the flow

direction to the East, where there exists a number of submarine

springs, caused by fluctuations of the mediterranean sea water

level since the glazial time andi'by the tectonic. In the past

some artificial tracing experiments 'had been carried ,out:

a) Injection: Partheni (3H, 131J)

Detection: spring Binikovi
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o) Injectlon: Nestanrl ( E, Cr, fluorescein)

Detection: spring Kiveri (not fluorescein)

c) Injectlon: Skotini (51Cr)

Detection: Douka Vrisi (spring)

Kefalari (spring)

Lerni (spring)

Kroi (spring)

51
d) InJection: Mill ( 5Cr)

Detection: spring Kiveri

Xovrl os

e) Injection: Takka (51Cr)

Detection: spring Anavalos

As these experiments were only a qualitative approach, more

attention should be given to the fact, that waters of different

ages could be seperated and the storage capacity calculated.

) TROPICAL KARST

The clin-te and the pureness of the limestones are an important

ccrtrcl cf the karstf-ic2aton ir th-s areas (South East Asla,

Ce-.tral -mierlca). A the pe. nsr.sl cf Yucata2, specially in the

!orthern part, there exists an almost level karst plain consistinc

of nearly horizontal Tertiary formations of limestones. The

extreme permeability of the limestones causes a rapid infiltration

of rainfall and nearly Simultaneous discharge of the groundwater

to the CarriDean Sea. So the groundwater level is very shallow

because of the last step of the karstification under present

conditions. It is only less more than 5 meters above sea level

in the Central part of Yucatan and is decreasing radially towards

the North and East.
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COMPARISON OF RADIOACTIVE AND
NON-RADIOACTIVE TRACERS

H. BEHRENS
Institut fir Radiohydrometrie,
Gesellschaft fir Strahlen- und Umweltforschung mbH,
Neuherberg, Federal Republic of Germany

Abstract

The choice of tracers for studying groundwater flow is made between
radioactive tracers, fluorescent dye tracers and chemical tracers.
Determining factors for the tracer behaviour in the environment is its
chemical constitution and stability. Factors influencing the tracer
stability are discussed and conclusions on the choice of proner tracer
for individual cases are drawn.

INTRODUCTION

In hydrology tracers are used to make flow cnaracteristics

of water (direction and velocity of flow, dispersion phenomena,

flow rate, residence time) detectable and measurable. Modern

tracer techniques in hydrology have been developed for about

hundred.years; the availability of radioactive substances has

greatly stimulated this development during the last three

decades. It seems that, especially with the application of
1 3

tritiated water : HO), a ceneral and ideal tracer nad been

found, out tnere exists a nurmer of objections against its

prevalent use as an artificially inDected tracer:

- Tritium is one of the most important environmental isotopes

for hydrologic studies; its widespread and careless use as

an artificially injected tracer would severely disturb the

possibilities of the environmental tracer methods.

- Though tritiated water is identical with the traced

substance, in some-groundwater systems this tracer may be

delayed in comparison to the moving water (flux), when

exchange with bound water in clays or organic soils occurs

(cf. contributions of S. M. RAO and A. ZUBER in this

proceedings).

- As tritium is a low energy B-emitter its detection can

practically only be per-fo'rmed on water samples in

laboratories. This fact hrandicaps the use of tritium tracer

strongly in comparison to- V-emitters- which -can be measured

with adapted 'probes- in -situ-; thi-•s possibility is of

essential importance in some hydrometric methods (single

well methods, cf. contributions of A. PLATA BEDMAR and W.

DROST).
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Therefore a continuing demand for other tracers exists.

Though the development of modern tracer tecnniques was strongly

connected with the efficiently detectable radioactive tracers,

the nonradioactive tracers have not lost their importance. One

reason for this may be seen in some increasing objections

against real ore overestimated radiological risks connected with

radiotracer applications during the last years. But, as the use

of radioactive tracers affords licences, specialized personal

and appropriate equipment, nonradioactive tracers can also be

favoured to circumvent these difficulties.

Tne properties which a good tracer (or "ideal" tracer) must

have, have been described by several authors and in diverse

reviews [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] and these shall not repeated here in

detail. Generally spoken, the properties and the behaviour of a

tracer must be representative for the parameter to be measured;

this includes that properperties and behaviour of the tracer

ought not be changed in the hydrologic system under the

investigation.

CLASSIFICATION OF HYDROLOGIC TRACERS

Tne usual classification of tracers proceeds according to

nre m-etnods of detection wnicn are employed, e. g. radioactive

tracers are detected ny means of tneir radiation. BuT, wnile a

sensitive, specific and if possible fast detection is an

important prerequisit for the suitability of a substance as a

tracer, it must be pointed out, that it is the chemical

structure of a tracer and its resulting chemical properties,

which determines its behaviour as a hydrological tracer.

So far, also the chemical constitution could be a basis for

a classification of tracers. However this would by far not be

congruent witn the usual classification mode, as chemically very

different tracer compounds are found in groups of the same

detection mode. For example iodine is a member of the class of

radiotracers as well of that with a detection by chemical means,

in both cases having the same tracer behaviour characteristics

which are given by the chemistry of the element. Aiming not to

disturb the conventional classification, in the following a

description of tracer types with some characterisation is given

according to the mode of detection. Problems of tracer behaviour

on the basis of chemical constitution or processes and a

comparison of tracers in this respect are discussed in a

separate chapter.

The consideration is limited to dissolved tracers, thus

excluding suspended materials like spores, microbes or tagged

insoluble substances.
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Radioactive tracers

Some unique properties of radioactive tracers are:

By virtue of their radioactive decay, these tracers

disappear with time from the tagged system; thus a

contamination from preceeding tracer applications is beeing

eliminated "automatically".

- As sufficient amounts of radioactivity can be bound on

substances very low in weight (especially in the case of

carrierfree material), radioactive tracers have no problems

with increased density by high loads which sometimes occur

with other tracers, e.g. salts. It is even sometimes

necessary to add carrier materials in order to avoid

irregular behaviour of the tracer.

- Different radioactive tracers can be easily analysed side by

side with the help of high resolution V-spectrometrie. The

detection sensitivity of radioactive tracers is very good

and the possibilities of tracing in systems with a resulting

great tracer dilution are mainly limited with regard to

radiological respects.

- The precision of detecting radioactive tracers in

reproducaole measuring configurations mainly depends on

counting statistics. Thus In tne low level range long

measuring times for individual samples can be necessary; in

the higher level range high precision of results can be

achieved even in shorter measuring times.

Fluorescent dye tracers

Special characteristics of these tracers are:

- This group of tracers appeares as the most consistent in

respect to chemical composition, as all of them are organic

components and most of them are xanthene derivatives.

- The tracer properties are based on the chemical structur of

special compounds consisting of the widely occuring elements

C, H, 0, N and S. The tracer properties can be severely

changed or completely lost when the chemical structure of

the dye molecules is changed or destroyed by chemical or 

other attacks.

- Changes of pH of the solutions effect reversible changes of

dye molecule structures, which can result in a very

different tracer behaviour depending on the hydrochemical

environment.

- The detection sensitivity for these tracers is relatively

high. Typical detection limits are in the range of 1 - 0.01

ppb. The precision of detection is over a wide range
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independent from the tracer concentration and decreases only

wnen the detection limit is approached. Different

fluorescent dyes can be detected side by side with the help

of spectrofluorometrie; for difficulty to identify mixtures

aaditional simple physicochemical separations have been

developed [7, 8].

In general, no health hazard is anticipated in the normal

conduct of tracer tests with fluorescent dyes, but it should

be regarded, that some of them could be mutagenic or

cancerogenic in higher concentration or under extended

exposure [9]

Chemical tracers

In principle this group offers a relatively large scale of

different tracers, as, on the one hand different compounds of

the different elements can be taken into consideration, which on

tne otner hand can be detected with a variety of chemical or

instrumental analytical techniques, presumed that substances

with adequate tracer properties are selected. In practise

Injected cnem.cal tracers have gained only a limited importance.

Tnis is partly due to tne expenditure of precise analytical

labwork, out also to the difficulty of finding elements or

compounds with hign aetectaeillty, low bacKground and

aprcpriate tracer Denavlour in one hand. Some salt constituents

liKe Cl or Br have founa some application. Also cations

like Na , K or Li have Deen used as tracers with a

limitation to karst systems and surface water because of their

generally strong retardation in porous media. Tne dichromate

anion (Cr207 ) had found for a period intensive use

especially for flow rate measurements in rivers [10], but it has

lost its importance because of its chemical instability in

polluted water, its relatively low detection sensitivity and

because of some health considerations.

As tracer substances also nitrate (NO3) and nitrite

(NO2) have been proposed. But, N03 can not be

recommended as a good tracer because of a generally high

background, some problems in respect to detection and

sensitivity against degradation; NO2 is not at all stable

in surface and groundwaters.

A special group consists of those tracers which are detected

by neutron activation analysis (NAA). Though the final step in

their detection is measurement of radiation they should be

regarded as a member of the class of chemical tracers, because

they are injected as stable substances of definite chemical

composition and because their detection is commonly connected

with (radio)chemical working steps. Simple anions like bromide
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(Br ) have been applied as such tracers [11], but the most

promising tracers of this group seem to be some chelate

complexes of a number of elements, which exhibit a low

background concentration in aquatic environments as well as a

high detection sensitivity by NAA. Suitable elements for such a

tracer application up to now have been In, Cr, Dy, Sm and La; as

chelating agents ethylendiamine tetraacetic acid (EDTA),

diethylentriamine pentaacetic acid (DTPA) or diaminocyclohexane

tetraacetic acid (DCTA) have been used [12, 13, 14, 15].

A further group of chemical tracers is defined by using to

measure their electrolytic conductivity as a detection method.

As electrolytic conductivity is shown by normal dissociating

salts, this method became well known as "salt dilution

technique". Though characterized by a rapid, precise and easy to

perform detection, this tracer method does not exhibit a high

detection sensitivity because of generally high and sometimes

fluctuating background values.

CHEMICAL CONSTITUTION AND CHEMICAL STABILITY AS DETERMINING

FACTORS FOR QUALIFICATION AND BEHAVIOUR OF TRACERS

It has been pointed out that properties of tracers are

basically connected with their chemical constitution. Besides

having an appropriate chemical constitution tnat guides the

tracer behaviour, tne stability of tnis constitution under

tracer test condition must be guaranteed, if the tracer

properties can be changed unfavourably or are lost by chemical

modification or Degradation. In the following, effects are

listed which may have an influence on tracer performance as a

result of chemical or physicochemical reactions between tracer

and components of aquatic environments. As already mentioned,

radioactive and nonradioactive tracers are treated commonly,

because the considerations are valid for both kinds of tracers.

Sorption phenomena

Sorption of tracer by bed materials is a very important

effect that can decisively influence the tracer performance.

This influence increases from surface water bodies over wide

spaced groundwater conduits like karst systems to porous media

aquifers according to the increasing ratio of surface of solids

against volume of water. The fixation processes of tracers

depend on their chemical'constittution as well as'on the chemical

composition of bed materialLs; --moreover the tracer fixation can

be influenced in a complex-mannewr- by the hydrochemical

properties of the aqueous phase, e.g. the pH of water.

Adsorption of tracers takes place to a large extent in a

reversible manner resulting in a retardation of tracer compared
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to the flow of the transporting water. As far as ionic tracers

are regarded, mostly ion exchange onto minerals or also onto

soli organic materials is responsible for this effect.

According to the nature of bed materials cation exchange is by

far dominating over anion exchange. Tnerefore under the

electrically charged substances the cations are a priori

handicapped to be ideal or good tracers, while under the anions

a number of good tracers can be found.

For testing the sorption behaviour of tracers in rock/water

systems batch distribution (KD) and column tests can be

performed. If the sorption is fully reversible, a relation

between KD and the retardation factor in columns (RD ) can be

established according to the concept of TOMPKINS and MAYER

[16]:

KD P (1 -

RD = 1 o

< = porosity

f = density of rock

Incomplete tracer recovery in column tests will indicate partial

irreversible fixation of tracer or even partial degradation;

correspondingly, in batch tests desorption KD's will be higher

than sorption KD'5.

in respect to interferences by sorption tne perhaps best

"allround" tracers from a cnemical point of view are the anions

C1 and Br . They exhibit nearly no adsorption in any

hydrologic system and they are chemically stable under nearly

all occurring hydrochemical conditions. Unfortunately the

possibilities of selecting radioactive C1 or Br as

approbiate tracers are very poor in respect to available
82

nalflife times. Thus only 82Br has become a very important

radiotracer in this group. Both halides are also used as staole

tracer with detection by chemical analysis (Cl and Br ) or

by measurement of electrolytic conductivity (only C1 ). Br

has furthermore found applications with a detection by NAA [13],

while the low level detection of C1 is not requested because

it exhibits a relatively high background concentration; the

latter fact also generally limits the applicability of stable

C1 as a hydrological tracer.

Iodine in the chemical form of the halide (I) also offers

nearly ideal properties as well as a stable tracer with a very

sensitive chemical detection by a catalytic detection procedure [17]

or as a radioactive tracer (13 125I , 132 the
132

latter supplied by extracting from 132Te as a nuclide

generator) [18]. But, in contradiction to this statement, in

many laboratory and field experiments the tracer properties of
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I have been found to be objectionable by processes which

appear as a sorption of the tracer. More recently it has been

reported, that this behaviour is caused by special reactions,

into which I is involved (cf. under "biogeochemical

influences").

2- 3-
Other common inorganic anions like SO4 or PO4

show evident retardation in loose rock aquifers. These symptoms

can be seen in the context that these anions form compounds of

low solubility with aquifer components like Ca .

Very low sorption effects are shown by a variety of anionic

complex compounds. A very proved tracer is the hexacyano complex

of Co , the [Co(CN)6] anion. This complex has been

applied as a radioactive tracer with 5Co or 60Co as the

central atom [19, 20]. The large group of chelate complexes,

using EDTA, DCTA or DTPA as complexing agents, comprises

centralatoms of different elements as well radioactive as

stable, the latter preferably detected by NAA. The tracer

behaviour of the 5Cr-EDTA complex, in respect to adsorption

and in comparison to the migration of 3H HO has been

intensively investigated by KNUTSON [21, 22]. He found, that

only on some special minerals a distinct retardation of this

tracer can occur. Tracer tests on EDTA comples of IN and Sc with

a comparison to other Tracers (cobalt hexacyano complex,

radioiodine, uranine, eosine) were performed Dy MALOSZEWSKI et

al. [23, 24]. They found some redardation of In and a more

pronounced one for Sc; the investigators concluded the

acceptability of these tracers for medium scale experiments,

while uranine and still more eosine were retarded in a

intolerable extent. In general the performance of anionic

complex tracers seemes to be limited by the complex stability

(cf. the next paragraph).

Fluorescent dye tracers display different sorption behaviour

depending on their chemical constitution. All the fluorescent

dyes possess some functional groups in their molecules giving

them a polar character, that causes attractive forces to solid

aquifer materials. Furthermore, these dye molecules have an

ionic character at all. In neutral aqueous solutions uranine and

eosine exist as anions, thus showing relative good tracer

properties with relatively .small adsorption onto minerals;

retardation of eosine appeares somewhat stronger than that of

uranine, probably due to a stronger polarisation of eosine

molecules by the influence-of the bromine incorporated into the

molecules. But when changing from neutral to slightly acid

media, uranine and eosine turn their character from anionic to

cationic and thus become subject to adsorption onto minerals.
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The rnodamines contain strongly basic amino groups; in

amidornodamines the basic character is to a part compensated by

sulfonic acid groups. But, in spite of this, all the rhodamines

snow a strong retardation by sorption of an ion exchange

character, so that they cannot be used as reliable groundwater

tracers except in karst systems.

Chemical and physicochemical instability of tracers

In the context tnat chemical constitution is an essential

property for the behaviour of hydrological tracers, one can

understano that generally the stability of the constitution

should be guaranteed under tracer test conditions. Therefor

substances which are sensitive against oxidation, reduction and

other attacks generally are not suitable as tracers. As special

problem is the stability of organic constituents of tracers ;

but up to now very little is known on the chemical stability of

tracers wnich are complexed by chelating agents like EDTA. A

degradation of the complex ligands would fully abolish the good

properties of complexed tracers [25].

All complexed tracers snow some dissociation into tne single

components; the concentrations of complex and single components

are in an ecui-'lbrum, tnat is defined Dy a complex stability

constant:

KS = [iAJ / []- [A

[1h i = molar concentration
of complex

[M], [A] = molar concentrations
of metal ion and ligand

It seems to be proven, that a sufficiently high complex

stability is necessary to guarantee satisfying tracer properties

(cf. Table 1). From weak complexes the cationic component will

be extracted part by part during tracer migration und thus the

tracer will be lost with time. A good tracer behaviour can be

supported by additional infection of an excess of the complexing

agent in question e.g. free EDTA or its salts.

Table 1: Complex stability constants of chelate complexes in

neutral aqueous solution

Complex p KS

In-EDTA 24.9

Cr-EDTA 24

Bi-EDTA 22.8

Dy-EDTA 17.6

Mn-EDTA 13.8

La-EDTA 15.4

La-DTPA 19.5
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In addition to a high complex stability constant cinetic

effects may play a role in effecting good tracer properties: it

is well known, that the Cr-EDTA complex shows a low rate as well

for the formation as for the decay; it seems like that this

behaviour contributes to its good tracer properties observed so

far.

Photochemical degradation

Tracer losses by influence of light which are of importance

in surface water studies, are a well known implication in the

use of fluorescent dye tracers. These tracers show a decreasing

sensitivity against light in the order eosine, uranine,

amidorhodamine G, and rhodamine B, eosine beeing the most

photosensitive tracer. It has been shown, that photosensitivity

is not only dependent on the intensity of incident light;

moreover the photosensitivity is influenced by solutes occuring

in aquatic environments [26]. Recently, use has been made of

photosensitivity for selective detection of uranine in dye

tracer mixtures by selective decomposition of eosine [8].

Losses by photodegradation of other tracer than fluorescent

dyes appearently have yet not been observed, but obviously have

to be taken in account. The gradual disappearence of

[Co(CN) ]3 from a lake observed by ZUBER [27] could thus

perhaps find an explanation.

Bioceocnemicai influences on tracer stabilitv

In aquatic environments a wide variety of chemical

transformations of different substances takes place; thus also

the behavior of intentionally injected tracers must be seen in

this light. Examples of biochemical actions are reduction of
2- 3-

SO4 , bloaccumulation of phosphorus (from PO4 ) and

the degradation of organic substances. Accumulation of

phosphorus has been applied in a tracer procedure for estimating

periphyton mass and bottom area in rivers [-28]. Up to now not

many insights have been gained into biochemical processes that

could influence tracer behaviour, but e.g. a consideration of

stability of complex compound tracers against biochemical

attacks could have some importance. 

Some observations have been made on losses of fluorescent

dye tracers (mainly uranine) in polluted karst water by

degradation obviously caused by microbial activity [29].

The behaviour of iodine as a tracer must also be seen in the

light of biogeochemical reactions. In many applications the

tracer, mainly when injected'as a radionuclid, was retarded and

partly lost in significant amounts [2, 23, 30, 31]. The

investigators explained these observations as an adsorption of
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small amounts of I , which becomes relatively insignificant

introducing carrier I . More recently it was reported [32]

tnat this behaviour, which is in contradiction to the stated

good tracer properties of halides, really is due to

biogeocnemical reactions in surface and soil water, coming out

as an enzymatic oxidation of I with a subsequent

incorporation into organic compounds (iodination). In surface

water the converted iodine is mainly present in a dissolved form

while in soils it is strongly bound in insoluble constituents.

Microbially animated aquatic systems possess some limited

capacity for converting I in the described way thus resulting

in a constant turnover rate for these reactions. By this fact

the appearing reaction rates slow down with increasing I

concentrations as they are applied using I as a stable

tracer, out higher amounts of I can also oecome converted

after appropriate time e.g. in experiments of long duration.

Really it is the converted iodine that causes anomalous tracer

benaviour, wnile the fraction of iodine remaining as I still

moves in an unaffected way.

CONCLUSION

Tne discussion of properties of intentionally inDected tracers

snowes tnat, excluding tritiated water from tne considerations,

tracer behaviour is extremely dependent from the chemical tracer

constitution and from the chemistry of the hydrosphere. Thus,

bearing in mind these influences the selection of reliable

tracers especially for groundwater experiments is rather

limited. Examples of most effective tracers are Br (used as
82

stable tracer as well as the radioactive Br ) and
3- 58

[Co(CN)6]J (used as a radioactive tracer with Co or
60 6

Co). Search for supplementary tracer must be done regarding

tne existing knowledge on tracer properties and tracer

behaviour, especially in chemical respect.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Infiltration and recharge to groundwater

In recent years a large amount of experience has been accumulated in a
number of countries in the use of injected tritiated water to estimate rain-
fall recharge. Based on the review of the status of development of the tritium
tracer method, the technique is considered to be sufficiently developed for
use in rainfall recharge estimates, particularly in humid and temperate areas.
The method is, however, applicable to areas with sufficient soil cover and
where the soil moisture conditions are not modified except by rainfall.

More information and experience is needed before the method can be .recom-
mended for routine application in arid and semi-arid areas, although some
studies of this type are known to have been carried out.

The use of K3Co(CN) 6 labelled with cobalt-60 as an alter-
native to HTO offers great promise for field application. The cobalt method
appears to be particularly suited in cases where the laboratory support for
tritium analysis is not easily available. The cobalt tracer can also be used
in association with the tritium tracer to differentiate between the liquid
phase and vapour phase movement of soil moisture. It is recommended that
research be encouraged in the use of the cobalt method for soil moisture trans-
port studies in arid and semi-arid regions.

The neutron probe can be conveniently used for soil moisture measurements
when the cobalt method is used for tracing soil moisture transport.

The multi-box model has been successful in explaining the injected tritium
tracer profiles observed in some field studies. The model is based on the
field capacity concept. It would be necessary to test other mathematical
models such as the tracer dispersion model to reduce the number of fitting
parameters and to explain the possibilities, if any, of rainfall recharge
under conditions of soil moisture below the field capacity.

There is, however, a need for proper methodology for the areal
tion of the recharge values obtained at the tracer injection points. It is
necessary to arrive at a statistically representative value for rainfall re-
charge in a given area.

Since there are many experimental and representative basins in operation
it would be recommended to undertake systematic tracer infiltration studies
in such areas and compare the results with those obtained from the water balance
studies.

Single well techniques

Single well logging using radioactive tracers in small doses comprises
tracer dilution logging for determining Darcian flow velocity, flow direction
logging, vertical in-well fluid movement logging, and tracer pulse technique
for determining aquifer's effective porosity and dispersivity. If applied
in properly designed wells it is applicable to many tasks encountered in all
phases of project development. Single ,well data reflect the microscopic
groundwater flow pattern. Therefore in'heterogeneous media as many measure-
ments in strategically located wells§as possible should be run.

In unconspi ddated rock the quantitative determination of Darcian velocity
requires-generally the use of a tool which isolates a-dilution volume in a
well screen.. Inh the dilution volume tra&er injection, mixing and detection
occurs. In consolidated rock, wherein general in-well flow is not related
to aquifer flow by valid laws, dilution of an injected slug or of a labelled
water column may be logged too. Direction logging can use the same tracer
injected for dilution logging. An alternate technique employs the use of
anadsorbable tracer.
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Vertical in-well fluid movement logging is carried out in wells which

develop one or more aquifers with different pressure head or in wells which

are under stress. The measurement aims at the determination of the relative
permeability profile of an aquifer.

The use of the single well pulse technique has been revived in order to
determine the dispersivity as well as retardation factors of certain pollutants.
The state of the present investigations is promising.

Single well techniques have proved to be a reliable tool of easy and
sometimes unique applicability in providing the answers to specific questions

encountered in civil engineering projects or as a complimentary tool for water
resources exploration.

Multiwell technique

The multiwell technique can be divided into two sub-groups. Under natural
flow conditions it is used to investigate shallow aquifers with relatively fast
flow. It is also frequently used in investigations of leakages through dams,
particularly through earth dams.

Under induced flow field it is used in connection with pumping operations.
Then, it serves for determining the effective porosity and the longitudinal
dispersivity. Two versions of the method are known:

(1) pumping in one well and injecting instantaneously the tracer in an-

other well within the radial symmetry of the drawdown cone:

(2) inlection-w-thCrawa. pair of wells wIth an instantaneous or prolonged

inrection.

Tne first version is suoerior fcr measurements in wells situated at small

distance, and for heterogeneous and layered systems. The second version is

superior for large distances between the wells penetrating a relatively homo-

geneous system.

Failures of the method have been reported in anisotropic media as far as

the porosity determinations are concerned.

Lake dxnarmics and water balance

The knowledge of concentration dynamics in lakes, ponds and reservoirs

contributes to the solution of problems of water quality management, effluent

disposal, optimization of effluent treatment and operational reservoirs. The

lake water balance enables the estimation of groundwater inflow and outflow

to form the lake.

The concentration dynamics of shallow lakes with water streams flowing

through them can generally be described by a model consisting of a time delay

followed by one or two time constants (mixed regions) in series. In some lakes,

the dispersed piston flow and dispersed piston flow with mass exchange with a

stagnant region models are used. Wind induced currents are of dominant impor-

tance and they can be estimated empirically, computed by mathematical modelling

or measured when necessary. In some cases knowledge of wind induced currents

may be sufficient for an estimate of the concentration dynamics to be verified,

if necessary, by a tracer test.

If one proceeds with a tracer investigation, radiotracers may be used for

lakes with volumes up to about 10xlO m3 . In larger lakes, or very long resi-

dence times, activable tracers or tritium in tritiated water (under controlled

and well justified conditions), may have to be used. Since in general shallow
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lakes are rather well mixed, it is not always necessary to proceed with a
tracer investigation after the homogeneity of the tracer was achieved. This
could save tracer and investigation time.

Studies of concentration dynamics in deep, stratified lakes are very diffi-
cult to Derform. They should be attempted only after careful investigation of the
stratification and currents by conventional methods. The use of tracers for
studying flow pattern, measuring horizontal and vertical eddy diffusivities,
transport between the epilimnion and the hypolimnion should be part of a more
general limnological or water resource management programme.

Mathematical modelling of the flow field and dispersion in shallow lakes
in approaching maturity, but calls for support and verification by tracer methods.
Tracers are most useful for detailed and accurate determination of dilution and
dispersion, especially in relatively small areas. Similar models are starting
to be developed also for deep, stratified lakes. The superposition of kinetics
of pollutants upon the concentration dynamics of inert material is at its
beginnings and water quality models start to be developed for shallow lakes.

It is expected that in the future there will be a continuing demand for
knowledge of lake dynamics in connection with water quality management and
optimization of effluent treatment and operational reservoirs.

Lakes with no surface but groundwater inflows and outflows have long
residence times, therefore an investigation of water balance in such lakes
is lengthy (may last for several years) and calls for the use of tritium as
tracer. Labelling of the lake water with tritium may raise its concentration
in adjacent aquifers and should be considered very carefully and under well
justified conditions. The use of tracer in water balance studies in lakes
requires that the lake be well mixed. Conceivably, in the case of a strati-
fied lake, the technique might be applied to a given layer of the lake.

Whenever tritium is being used as a tracer (due to the lack of a better
tracer for long term investigations) one should also be aware of the loss of
tritium by evaporation and exchange with atmospneric moisture.

It is recommended that the Agency supports the development of tracer
techniques in studies of lake dynamics and water balances, emphasizing the
following topics:

- Development of techniques for studying very large lakes (volumes
10 . 106 m3) and long residence times (>30 days);

- Search for a good tracer for long investigations;

- Improvement and development of new techniques for studying large strati-
fied lakes;

- Use of concentration dynamics information in water quality management.
Superposition of pollutants kinetics on concentration dynamics information.

- Use of tracer technique for water balance studies in lakes;

It is recommended that the Agency encourages:

- The use of tracer techniques in experimental areas;

- The incorporation of tracer techniques-in larger water quality management
projects. The collaboration wi-th.national and international organiza-
tions along these lines is recommended.

Leakage in water reservoirs

Radioactive tracer methods have been successfully applied for determination
of leakage paths and rates from water reservoirs at the site of a damthrough
the bottom or along the banks.
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The comon method consists of injecting of the tracer solution e.g. 82Br close
to the suspected leaking area and following the migration of the tracer cloud
by a probe supended from the boat and continuous measuring of the water activity
in the suspected outflows of water.

In favourable conditions it is possible to obtain information on the tyDe
of leakage (by-pass or diffusive).

When the outflows of leaking water are not known an easily absorbable
tracer as bituminous emulsion labelled with 1311 is injected upstream of the
suspected zone. Isoactivity curves obtained by the nuclear probe help in the
determination of leaking places.

Leakage through the dam can be investigated by applying the multiwell
principle at different spots at both sides of the dam. Another approach
refers to the combined use of environmental isotopes and single well technique
for determination of seepage at the downstream site of a dam. The method can
be supported by a radiotracer flow-meter which registers the leakage rate through
the bottom of the reservoir.

Dilution and dispersion in surface water

The method of river flow-gauging by the radiotracer dilution method has not
been discussed as it is considered well established method used in specific
conditions when the conventional (current meter) or chemical tracer methods
are not applicable.

Problems related to the dispersion in surface water is closely related
to tne numerical models whlcb describe the system behaviour. Tracer methods
are useful in thls connection in following cases:

(1) when the numerical models have not yet been developed
(2) to test the models
(3) to be used when there are insufficient input data for the models

or when the flow parameters and the boundary conditions are diffi-
cult to model properly.

Tracer techniques are particularly useful for prediction of hazards re-
sulting from accidental or planned releases of pollutants either instantaneously
or continuously, especially if the proper outfall position is to be determined
in respect to the geometrical characteristics of flow.

Mathematical models for tracer flow

In most of the early applications of the tracer method in hydrology
mathematical models were not used, because qualitative information was suffi-
cient. Now it becomes generally accepted that the models are indispensable
in tracer techniques. Many different types of models have been developed so
far. Those frequently used in dispersion studies were reviewed by the group.
There is no doubt that the dispersion model (i.e. dispersion equation, and/or
its solutions) is the most applicable model. Care should be taken in selecting
a solution to the dispersion equation which most adequately corresponds to a
given experimental situation. In some cases the choice is easy whereas in
some other cases the situation is obscure and a proper choice is a sore task
of the experimenter. It has to be remembered that the proper choice is particularly

important in the cases of a high dispersion (i.e. when the dispersivity, a = D/v,
is not much lower than the scale of the experiment). In the cases of a low dis-
persion, different solutions to the dispersion equation give practically the same
numerical values. It has to be remembered also, that the dispersion model is a
practical approximation, which should not be extrapolated. The dispersivity
is not a unique property of a given system and depends on the scale of the
experiment. !ost probably it becomes a uniqJe property when the scale of
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the experiment is larger than the scale of heterogeneities. It has been recogni-
zed by the group that further theoretical and experimental studies are needed for
the development of models and experimental techniques in systems with mass trans-
fer. Even when an ideal tracer is used in a fissured system with a microporous
matrix, the molecular diffusion into the matrix causes a considerable delay-of the
tracer in respect to the flow velocity which exists in fissures. This effect has
been found recently to be of great importance for the prediction of pollutant
movements and in environmental radiotracer methods. It remains an open question
whether, and when, this effect is of importance for tracer experiments performed
at small scale with a fast flow induced by pumping.

The mass transfer both by the adsorption, and by the molecular diffusion
into the stagnant phase is of high importance in the case of pollutant move-
ment studies.

The usefulness of tracers has been widely shown for the calibration of
mathematical models describing the movement of the underground water. The measure-
ment of effective porosity and dispersivity are now classical.

These models can be used to predict in some cases the transfer of pollutants
if only some limited values are needed, as maximum concentration or minimum time
of transport. But one is more and more interested in describing the real move-
ment of material, for example in problems of transport of heavy metals, problems
of waste disposal .... Studies are performed in many places on this subject. The
situation is complex and difficult; the working group discussed it and concluded
that important interest exists in the use of tracers for such studies.

Without prejudice to the solution adopted for the solution of the problem,
one can say that information has to be taken in situ to determine parameters to
be introduced in the transport equation. If, for example, a retardation factor
has to be used, the experiment is done comparing in the field the velocity of a
good tracer of the water and the velocity of the snecies under study.

The radioisotope tracers should particularly by useful in determination
of the distribution constant (id) which is one of the governing factors in the
movement of substances undergoing retardation by linear and reversible adsorption.

This parameter in many cases is not measuraole in the laboratory (e.g. for
fissured rocks) whereas field measurements in the cases of high values of Kd
cannot be performed on reasonable time scales. A properly chosen radiotracer
is used to measure Kd both in situ by single well technique and in the laboratory
to determine the factor between the two measurements. Next, the pollutant with
a high K is measured in the laboratory and the obtained value recalculated to
the field conditions using the factor determined from the experiments with the
radioactive tracer.

Karstic Acuifers

Karstic aquifers in general are to-be considered as complex systems with
defined three dimensional boundaries'. According to actual quick changes of
aquifer conditions mathematical models cannot be developed easily without the
knowledge of the underground flow using tracing methods.

Regarding to shallow karstic aq'uiters, having mostly a fast flow in corroded
openings and channels within the earbonate' rocks the applications of artificial
tracers can clear up recharge areas of-springs in this unsaturated system.
Furthermore this. includes the knowledge f underground distribution of sur-
face inflow from creeks and riversas well aTsof infiltrated precipitation.
Thus the storage of karst-ic water can be' determined, from which the subsurface
residence timne will be obtained. ' -

In. deep karstic aquifers tracing experiments have shown a much slower flow
because of saturation of the karst waierbrody. In opposition to the shallow
karst with its natural outlets as springs on the base level of the aquifer,
springs at the border of deep karstic systems represent only the overflow
from a large reservoir reaching great depths. In many cases such karstic
aquifers can be investigated only by boreholes. Using artificial tracers
the turnover time and storage capacity could be calculated.
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In karstic aquifers without sedimented residuals in the underground most
of the artificial tracers, whether radioactive or not, are aDplicable. Radio-
active tracers should be selected according to the size of the investigation
area and the radioactive decay of the tracer itself. Using tracers detectable
by activation analyses one has to take into consideration toxic limits of the
complex solutions.

Restrictions in this matter are given if bacterial decomposition is
taking place, especially at activated tracers and dyes and if clay sediments
are deposited in the channels. In the latter case using NaC1 or KC1 ion
exchange processes will require additional measurements of calcium and magne-
sium, whereas LiCl is to be excluded because of too less amount of tracer.
Another tracer group, the spores, are applicable mainly in strongly corroded
systems and evaluable only qualitatively. Their advantages are limited accor-
ding to the different dying before injection.

Recommendations

1. As in karstic aquifers multipurpose tracing experiments are essential,
both, radioactive and non-radioactive tracers have to be applied.

2. Artificial tracing in large karstic regions should be realized as a Dart
of an overall investigation including natural tracers like the natural
chemical components and environmental isotopes.

3. In order to develop mathematical models of the karstic water flow in
larger areas, tracing experiments have to be carried out at different
hvdrological conditions and at most possible locations of the aquifer.

Radioactive and non-radioactive tracers for water transport studies

Rellability of tracer transport behaviour

Tracers must have a migration behaviour which is identical with that of
the transported matter. Thus a tracer substance must be in a chemical state,
that excludes any separation from the moving water and guarantees a similar
flow velocity. Thus all cationic substances are excluded from a use as tracer
in porous media because of possible loss or retardation, while they can be
used mostly in surface and karst water studies.

Anionic tracers of good properties are:

Halogenids (C1, Br and I if the chemical state of iodide can be
guaranteed).

Metal complexes with negative charge: (EDTA or DTPA complexes of In, Cr,
Co, Dy ... , Co (CN) -)

Anions, which form less soluble compounds with cations commonly occuring
in the aquatic systems like Ca, Mg ... show unsufficient performance;
examples are so2-, P03 - and I0.

4 4 3'

Changes in the chemical state of tracers may change the tracer behaviour
or even destroy the tracers. Such changes may be:

Photodecomposition: A well known influence of this kind is the degrada-
tion of fluorescent dye tracers. Similar photodecomposition of radioactive
tracers has not yet been observed, but it must be considered, especially in
the case of complex tracers molecules, e.g. metal complexes with organic
ligands.

Chemical degradation: Natural substances in water and pollutants may
change the chemical state of tracers. Thus recently a dependence of the
stability of rhodamine dyes by yet not fully identified water ingredients
has been observed. Redox reactions dependent upon the aerobic or anaerobic
state of the systems have to be considered.
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Microbial conversion of tracers seems strongly to change or degradate
some tracer substances according to relatively new observations:

3-
- Co(CN)6 was periodically lost in lake water dependent upon the_season;

- Iodide is to a large extent chemically changed by enzymatic oxidation and
incorporation of the iodine into organic compounds, which are mainly
dissolved if these reactions occur in surface water, and which lead to
a fixation of the iodine to the solid phase in soils;

- Fluorescent dye tracers were repeatedly decomposed in water samples,
taken from polluted karst springs and from river water; the kinetics
of the decomposition strongly indicate microbial action as a cause.

Needs

The discussion pointed out, that there exists a great demand for appropri-
ate tracers, apart from tritiated water, for long-term surface water studies.
The search for such tracers should be stimulated.
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